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INTRCDUCTIQN 
To what degree are conservation practices profitable for the Ida-
Monona soils of western Iowa? What would be the direct and indirect 
costs of changing frcta present soil practices to recaamended soil manage­
ment practices?® What credit arrangenients slicoild be made to enable farm 
operators to make desirable changes in their farm practices? How long 
would it be before profits will be realized froa a ccmservation type of 
farming? 
Answers to these questions are needed by farmers experiencing 
decreasing yields because of erosion. The erosion situation is especially 
acute on approximately 1,000,000 acres of farm land in the Ida-Monona scdl 
association in western lowa.^ This area represents about 3 percent of the 
faiin land of Iowa and is one of the most sericwsly eroded areas in the 
Midwest. 
The effects of erosion, resulting flrcEi inter-tilled crops planted too 
often on steep hill sides without benefit of contouring are apparent 
^Direct costs include cash outlays such as terracing, fencing, and 
purchasing legume and grass seed. Indirect costs include reduced receipts 
caused by lowered production of grain crops during the transition period. 
^lowa Agricultural Extension Service, Iowa Agricultural Experiment 
Station, U. S. Forest Service, Soil Conservation Service, U, S. Dept. 
Agr.; and Bureau of Agricultural Economics, U. S. Dept. Agr. Toward a 
Loaig Range Land Use and Soil Conservation Policy for Iowa with Special 
Reference to a Western Iowa Problem Area, Summary of Soil Conservation 
Seminar K-176, June 30, 194^. p. 1. 
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throughout the area. Rains of great Intensity and short duration, 
although comparatively Infrequent, have been a major factor causing severe 
erosion. Many fanners in this area have been carrying out such conserva­
tion practices as contouring, terracing, strip faming, and crop rotation. 
Although some individual farmears and even entire coiraninities have accan-
plished inuch by using better soil management, the majority need to improve 
their present practices to maintain their soil at recommended fertility 
levels. The depth of the parent soil material in this region is often 
several hundred inches. It has been profitable, in the short run, for 
operators to exploit this great depth. 
The Ida soils in this area are found on slopes of 8 to 20 percent 
gradient. These soils have eroded through accelerated and geologic 
erosion thus, the calcareous parent material is usually exposed at the 
surface. As a result the plow layer is very low in organic matter content. 
The low clay and high silt content make it difficult to maintain stable 
granular aggregates essential for erosion control. During short diy 
periods, yields are reduced as a result of insufficient moisture. Soil 
with such a low clsy content has little moisture retaining capacity. Ida 
soils are often deficient in both nitrogen and phosphorus. The Monona 
®Glay content ranges from 10 to 20 percent. 
^ee Appendix A for the estimated 1952 and 1977 crop yields, gross 
returns and expenses under different rotations using various fertilizer 
applications. 
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soils are found where the slopes are gentle enough to allow formation 
of a soil profile. Monona soils are darker in color than Ida soils and 
have a clay content ranging from 20 to 25 percent. This larger clay 
content gives the soil a better moisture retaining capacity and therefore, 
Monona soils are less affected by a short drought. Napier and Castana 
soils are found on the bottom lands. These soils are formed from the 
eroded material of the surrounding hill sides. Homick soils are prim­
arily the washed surface material from the Ida soils. With the exception 
of an occasional appearance of glacial-till derived soils, chiefly Shelby, 
on the steep hill sides, all the soils found in the Ida-Monona soil 
association have formed from Wisconsin loess deposition. The erosive 
characteristics of these sloping, very silty soils make it difficult for 
the farm operator to use conservation practices. Sheet erosion damage is 
not fully comprehended in the Ida-Monona soil association. Gully erosion 
has often advanced to the point where control is too costly. 
Object of Study 
One purpose of this study is to analyze the differences in production 
and income that result in a shift from low conservation to high conserva­
tion farming in the Ida-Monona soil association of Iowa. This problem is 
approached by analyzing two relationships: (1) a static yearly analysis 
in which the annual production and income is computed throughait the 
transition as it increases to a high level; and (2) a dynamic relationship 
in which the present value of future income is computed at different rates 
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of discount* This stvidy will indicate how these farms can be organized 
with lai^e forage acreages and increased livestodc production to raise 
fUtTire income: (1) ty adjusting the rotation and applying mechanical 
practices to reduce erosion losses on sloping soils; (2) Ijy app3ying 
fertilizers and other reconmended soil management practices that increase 
and aaintain a high level of fertility and production; and (3) by process­
ing all farm grown crops through recomended livestodc systems comaon to 
the area. 
It is in^iortant to show farmers when conservation farming will become 
pTOfitable in combination with the cash grain and various types of live­
stock systems. Thus, the major objective of this study is how timing the 
adoption of conservation practices influences income. To have good timing 
it is necessary J (1) to determine how long it will take before a soil 
conservation management plan in conjunction with the various livestock 
systems returns a higher income than a cash grain and alternative live­
stock systen using present farming methods; (2) to determine if and when 
the cumulative net income with the revised plan exceeds that of the 
present plan; and (3) to determine when and if additional income under 
the revised plan can repay the additional expense incurred in a conserva­
tion program, exacted during the period of transition and after a high 
level of yields is obtained. 
In addition to the above analysis an attempt is made to show some 
of the more pertinent facts that tend to retard or prevent the adoption 
of recommended soil managenent plans by farm operators such as: (1) a 
lowered net income during the earlier transition period until forage 
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production is stabilized and grain production begins to increase; (2) a 
large capital requirement before additional income is a reality caused 
by (a) long-term investments for construction of terraces, buildings, 
and for purchasing breeding stock, and (b) short-term investments for 
fertilizers and feeders; (3) a fluctuation in gross income caused by vari­
ation in price and yield; (4-) a livestock system that is less profitable 
imder the revised plan; and (5) a limitation of capital. 
Procedure 
This study analyzed three l60-acre owner^operated fauns selected on 
the basis of their having sonewhat similar soils, topography, and tenure. 
These three operators were interviewed to obtain information on field 
arrangement, soil management practices, crop sequences, machinery, farm 
organization, and financial status. By tabulating the crop sequence and 
information on yields before 1952 a predominant rotation was obtained 
for each field under present soil management. Soil Conservation farm 
planners made a con^lete farm plan for reconxnended conservation soil 
management. The field arrangements on these farms in 1951 were modified 
to fit the revised plan. 
Production for each field having different soil types, slope, and 
yields was estimated for the presait and revised plan by measuring the 
acreage on the soil map in each prospective rotation. The anticipated 
yield of com, oats, and hay equivalents under average climatic conditions 
was calculated yearly for each farm until majcimum production is obtained 
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under the revised plan. Yields for the present plan remain constant 
throughoit the transition period. 
Eight livestod: systems that are most prevalent in the Ida-Monona 
soil association were adjusted to consume the entire crop production. 
Feed utilized annually is a 3-year average* the year concerned and the 
two previous years. The number of cattle in each enterprise was deter^ 
mined on the basis of the forage produced. The remainder of the grain 
not fed to cattle was consumed by hogs. The eight livestock systems are 
as follows:^ 
1. Dairy cattle, yearlings (Wintered, pastured, and fattened in dry 
lot), and hogs. 
2. Dairy cattle, yearlings (irfjitered, fed on pasture, and finished 
fattening in dry lot), and hogs. 
3. Yearlings (wintereS, pastured, and fattened iji dry lot), and 
hogs. 
4-. Yearlings (wintered, fed on pasture, and finished fattening in 
dry lot), and hogs. 
5. Calves (winteired, pastured, and fattened in dry lot), and hogs. 
6. Calves (wintered, fed on pasture, and finished fattening in dry 
lot), and hogs. 
7. Beef herd and hogs. 
8. Daixy herd and hogs, 
^hese eight systems have been budgeted to consume all feed produced 
under the present cropping system. See Everett G. Stoneberg, Inccaae 
Ccjmparison of Land Use Programs in Western Iowa. Unpublished M, S, 
Thesis, Ames, lo^^rei, Iowa State College Library, 1953. 
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Two other systems that have been anailyzed are: 
9. Cash grain, 
10, Cash grain and livestock combination. 
The net income of these eight livestock combinations, as well as the 
cash grain system under nonconservation and conservation programs was 
calculated tinder two price indexes: (a) prices remaining at the 1952 
level, and (b) prices decreasing until 1958 and remaining constant there­
after,^ 
Various discount rates were applied to all systems undar both plans 
and price relationships to establish the present value of future net 
incomes. The cumulative production and income for both plans was deter­
mined by adding totals for years in sequence. The effect of price, yield, 
and a combination of the two on gross income from 1930 to 19^49 under the 
present plan was applied to the revised plan by assuming the same percent­
age of variation from the high yield obtained in 1967, 
Capital requirements are shown in some detail in the section on live­
stock, The additional investment for 1952 is calculated, as well as the 
value of replacement heifers and the livestock investment from 1953 to 1967 
with steady and declining prices. The livestock investments, building 
®See Table 60 for the amount and type of livestock in this system. 
This is the type of livestock sjrstem that existed before 1952, 
^Price indcK of prices received and paid by Iowa farmers is assumed 
to drop from an Iowa index of 31^ and 310, to 257 and 239» respectively, 
from 1952 to 1958, 
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costsy land values, machinery values, and miscellaneous expenses combined 
give the total capital requirsnents for the farm unit. 
Repayment capacity after full development, was determined by dividing 
the Income differences in 1967, after deducting cost of living and interest 
on investment, by the conservation investment. In order to detemine the 
time for a conservation system to become profitable two phases of the 
operation, early and late transition periods, were considered jointly. In 
the early transition period, conservation investments plus the accumulated 
loss of incane with their respective cumulative interests increase until 
the conservation progiram brings the same return as that of the present 
system. When the income of the revised system exceeds that of the present 
a 
syston this deficit is gradually decreased. 
Theoretical Framework 
Knowledge of net income over a series of future years is needed to ccm-
pare conservation and nonconservation farming. The size of the Investment 
that can be made depends upon the future earnings of the capital and the 
b 
discount rate applied to future income. It is profitable to invest in an 
enterprise if the rate of return exceeds the rate of interest.^ 
^he deficit is the cumulation of (a) additional investment in con­
servation and (b) decreased income from the conservation progj^, plus 
interest on (a) and (b). 
^his study does not consider ai^r government payments for conserva­
tion practices. 
^Hansen, Alvin H. Monetary Theoiy and Fiscal Policy. New York, 
McGraw-Hill Book Co., Inc. 1949. p. 58, 
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The discount rate is the percentage charged for interest, risk, and 
vmcertainty on future income.^ In equilibrium the discounted rate of 
return on capital equals the interest rate. This would make the present 
value of the returns expected from the capital-asset during its life just 
2 
equal to the cost of supplying the capital. Thus, the discounted, future 
3 incone is the presait value of future Income. The static method of cal­
culating this assumes that Income in future years in equilibrium is worth 
the same as current capital invested at compound interest. The cost of 
supplying the capital is a measure of the unwillingness of those who 
possess money to part with it,^ Generally, farm operators make invest­
ments only when the long-run expected returns are at least as large as 
returns on current yearly investments. Thus, a fariosr who expects to 
make a 15 percent return on his current investmoit generally does not make 
a conservation investment that will give a lower return. Theoretically, 
the amount invested by any individual is deteimined by the equilibrium of 
his discounted rate of return and the going interest rate. Therefore, 
Investments are made whenever the marginal efficiency of capital is 
expected to be greater than the Interest rate. 
%eady, Earl 0. Economics of Agricultural Production and Rescurce 
Use. New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1952. p. 573. 
%^mes, John Maynard. The General Theoiy of Employment Interest 
and Money. New York, Harcourt, Brace and Go. December 13, 1935. p. 135. 
%eady, op. cit., p, 386. 
Keynes, op. cit., p. 167. 
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The discount rate of a farmer is usually higher than the interest 
rate because the subjective risks for him are greater than those reflected 
by the interest rates of loan agencies. Furthermore, even if the farmer 
shculd have unlimited capital he does not, as a rule, invest up to the 
point where the discounted returns are e<?ual to the prevailing interest 
rate. The farmer is reluctant to do this because capital is rationed to 
allow for uncertainty so that expected returns, even when discounted, are 
higher than interest rates. Further, the discount rate of future net 
Incaae varies over a period of tlrae and among operators. Investments are 
made by an individual on the basis of his expected return plus his allow­
ance for future risk and uncertainty, A good example of a heavily dis­
counted future Income is the fattening of heavy cattle. This is due to 
price variations from year to year in the cattle maiket causing a fluc­
tuation of retuTOS, The cattle feeder who often makes excessive profits 
must make allowances for heavy losses that are sometimes experienced. 
These losses could bankrupt sane operators. Consequently operators with 
a small financial reserve discount at a higher rate because of this cal­
culated risk. If on the other hand the retum is certain, many operators 
are willing to accept a slightly higher return than the maricet rate of 
interest. For a highly liquid investment such as goveironent bonds the 
investment return is less than the market interest rate. 
Operators who have limited capital generally laake large returns from 
additional investments. For example, it is profitable for them to pur­
chase cattle to constune unused grass in a permanent pasture; because the 
product of a permanent pasture is a flow resource and cannot be stored 
u 
for future use. As a rule, the expected return from an investment in 
cattle using this pasture is high. However, as more capital becomes 
available the expected return from the investment of fattening additional 
cattle on the pastxire diminishes. This is true because after the pasture 
forage is eaten the variable cost of feeding the cattle additional hay 
increases the expense, continuing the addition of cattle, even if a 
positive net rettim would persist, a point eventually would be reached 
where alternative investments wcsild bring higher returns. If the opera­
tor should inherit a fortune the expected return from his capital invest­
ment might reach such a low point that it is more profitable for him to 
lend money. Thus, the future returns from additional investments are 
high for an operator with limited capital, but approach the marJcet 
interest rate for one with unlimited capital. 
Variation in time preference has an important relationship to dis­
counting future income. A farmer may recognize the long-run value of 
certain investments but may be unable to take advantage of it. To cite 
an example, he may have such a short-run barrier as paying off a mortgage 
to retain ownership of his farm. With such immediate problems, distant 
future situations appear unimportant to him. An operator who has little 
or no mortgage against his farm and wishes to leave it in good condition 
for his heirs has an altogether different time discount. In order to 
take into account a ccnsiderable range of timing and risk preference the 
expected net incomes are discounted at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 percent from 
1952 to 1967. 
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Fanners in the Ida-Monona soil association can maximize their income 
only if they Imow how far to expand their capital investments for conserva­
tion, The most profitable amount to invest, providing there is no risk 
involved, is to the point where the marginal value productivity of the 
variable inputs is equal to the price of these inputs. It is profitable 
to add resources to the farm business xmtil the returns are equal to the 
added cost,^ The amount a farmer invests in conservation depends on his 
ability to foresee future returns, A farmer normally stops short of the 
point where marginal cost equals discounted marginal returns. Farmers do 
not go so far as to invest to the point that appears most profitable. 
They recognize the fallacy of depending completely on future predictions 
and therefore make allowances for risk and xincertainty. Since the judgment 
and capital of individuals vary considerably, so will the range of invest­
ments for conservation. Thus, a knowledge of expected returns for capital 
investments is necessary in order to apply improved management practices 
on the maximum number of farms. 
Conversion to a conservation type of farming has been considered 
with average climatic conditions. However, actual crop production fluc­
tuates from year to year due to a variation in climatic conditions. Since 
it is impossible to predict the weather conditions of the future, farm 
operators find it necessary to make allowances for adverse weather condi­
tions, This study predicts what the yield of corn, oats and alfalfa-
^oulding, Kenneth, Economic Analysis, Revised edition. New York, 
Harper and Bros, 19^. p, 698, 
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brome hay will be if the crops vary the same percentage from the ultimate 
expected conservation yield as the tovmship average varied each year 
between 1930 and 19^9. The gross income is calculated for each year 
using the 1952 price level for com, oats, and alfalfa-brome hay. 
In order to show the income differences that can be attributed 
entirely to price variation, the annual price from 1930 to 19A9 for corn, 
oats and hay was applied to the present and to the 1967 revised yields. 
The effect of ccmbining price and climatic variability from 1930 to 19A9 
is analyzed. This variability data helps the operator in making allow­
ances for yearly capital adjustments. 
This study evaluates the specific purposes and amounts of capital 
needed for conservation farming. The capital needed specifically for a 
conservation program is estimated in conjunction with additional capital 
necessaiy for expanding livestock systems. As it is necessary for opera­
tors with insufficient capital to borrow for conservation, availability 
of credit helps promote better soil management. In view of the fact that 
investments in conservation are often less lucrative than alternative 
investments for the individual, public agencies need to consider making 
special easy term loans for conservation. Before using public funds it 
is advisable to know the sources of credit that are available from private 
agencies. Thus, some evaluation is made of sources, amounts, and purposes 
of loans necessary in changing to conservation farming in the Ida-Monona 
soil association. Suggestions are made relative to redesigning an agri­
cultural policy to promote conservation farming. 
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HISTCRICAL BACKGROUND 
Although not directly pertinent, the histoiy of the early settlement 
has scmewhat Influenced present day faimlng practices. The policies of 
that time have a great influence on present day farm size. A brief sum­
mary of the early agricultural history and settlement of western Iowa will 
help explain the probl^ to be analyzed. Special reference is made to 
Harrison and Shelby counties, the area on which this study is centered. 
The Black Hawk Purchase of 1833, followed by the first surveying in 
1836, marked the beginning of agriculture in Iowa. A previous treaty with 
the Otoe and Missouria Tribe on July 15, 1830, had already opened the 
1 
western portion of the state for settlement. Prior to this purchase 
there was so much fear of the Sac and Fox Indians that probably fewer than 
50 white men inhabited the state. 
In the short period of 20 years seemingly endless native prairie and 
woodland was converted to paroductive faun and range land. The early 
farmers came chiefly from the northeastern and southeastern states. Dur­
ing this time numerals inmigrants also were airivlng in Iowa from Europe. 
In i860 one-sixth of the 67^,913 population of Iowa was ftom foreign 
2 
countries. After 1836 the population practically doubled every four 
years until 1856 (Table 1). 
^uehlbeier, John, Testimony on Value of Otoe and Missouria Indian 
Lands before the Indian Claims Consnission. Bureau of Agr. Econ., U, S. 
Dept. Agr. February 1951. p. 2-/^,, 
^Gallaher, Ruth A. The First Hundred Years. Iowa Journal of History 
and Politics. 31: 54.7-5il8. 1933. 
16 
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Table 1. Iowa population growth traa 1836 to i860. 
Year Population 
1836 10,531 
1838 22,859 
18it0 43,112 
18^6 102,388 
1850 192 ,2H 
185A 32A,4D1 
1856 517,875 
1860 67^,913 
^owa Census of population for I860, 
The land policy of the government was very attractive to those who 
wished to settle on unimproved land. Public land in western Iowa was dis-
a 
posed of ty 16 methods. The major porticai of this land was sold at the 
Council Bluffs land district office. The Preemption Act of 18^1 came about 
because of public reaction against speculators who bid caiqietitively for 
improved land that had been cleared fey settlers before the federal survey. 
Such settlers had no l^al claim and could be displaced by speculators who 
purchased the land. This act provided that, henceforth, an individual 
could legally stake a claim to the exclusion of all others interested in 
purchasing a plot of land. The maximum amount a settler could purchase 
was 160 acres, the price to be paid for the land was the government's 
minimum of $1,25 per acre. 
^he number of acres of Iowa public land disposed of by the 16 
methods are shown in Appendix B. 
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Family ownership of the settled land was further promoted by nominal 
tax rates and giving of land to soldiers as military bonuses. Another 
ii^ucement was the Graduation Act of 1854- which allowed land that had been 
up for sale for 10 yeare to be sold at $1,00 per acre. If unpurchased at 
the end of 30 years the land was to be sold for $.125 per acre. Thus, 
many farmers who lacked sufficient capital for better land became owners 
of land not sold at $1.00 to $1,25 an acre. The Homestead Act of 1862 was 
a landmark in American histoiy. It provided that any head of a family 21 
yeasrs of age or more and a citizen of the United States, or who had filed 
his intention of becoming a citizen, be given 160 acres. He had only to 
pay a small fee and live on his homestead or cultivate it for 5 years.^ 
In spite of this favorable land policy, Iowa was not always the land of 
golden opportunity for the pioneer. 
Land Speculation and Pioneering Difficulties 
The early history of Iowa land settlement developed in three phases; 
the rush of settlers into unsurveyed teiritory, the rectangular survey, 
and the land sales and auctions. Less than one-third of Iowa land was 
sold by the government for $1.25 per acre. The cost of unimproved land 
ranged from $1.25 to $25.00 per acre in the 1850's. Speculators bought 
most of the choice plots for $2,50 to ^'10,00 per acre on the private land 
market. Due to the settlers' lack of Information speculators often sold 
^Kirkland, Edward C, A Histoiy of American Econanic Life, New York, 
F. S. Crofts and Co, 194-7. p, 14.5. 
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improved land at an exorbitant price. The price of land increased 
rapidly as more people came into a locality.^ Speculators in northwestern 
and western Iowa increased the prices to such an extent in the 1850's that 
a very great percentage of the choicest land was oimed by nonresidents. 
Speculators were so optimistic concerning the future damand for the vii^in 
prairie land in western Iowa that they had pxirchased 33»000 acres at the 
2 
Council Bluffs land district office by 1853. The Inflated value of land 
may well have caused Iowa to suffer more from the panic of 1857 than any 
3 
state in the Union, Not <xily did the pioneer have to accunulate adequate 
capital to purchase land, but also he faced the difficult job of convert­
ing unbroken prairie into profitable and productive fann land. Because 
of the shortage of credit an interest rate of 30 percent was not unccsnmon. 
A system of bairter sprang up because of the scarcity of a medium of 
exchange. Hunt describes the type of money in Harrison County, 
®Land near the county seat at Muscatine was sold for $2,00 per acrej 
at the same t3me excellent land on the Cedar River bottom brought only 
13.00 per acre. 
^odge, J. R. Report of the Statistician of the U, S. Department of 
Agriculture in the Report of the Commissioner of Agricultiire. 1867. 
p. 107-118. 
2 Letters of J. W. Denlson fto the trustee of the Providence Western 
Land Co,J Iowa Jouimal of History and Politics. 31: 87-126, 1933. 
Land companies were usually formed in the East, J. W, Deniscn, a field 
representative for the Providence Western Land Co. of Rhode Island, was an 
important land buyer. The vastness of the land business carried on ly his 
company is made apparent by reference to their land warrants in 1856 for 
22,200 acres. (A land vrarrant is a document giving authority to purchase 
land). Land warrants could be purchased for less than one dollar per acre 
and resold for 5 to 8 cents more per acre on the Boston or New Yoii market. 
^Taylor, John W. The West. Dubuque, Daily Times and Book Job Print­
ing Hcuse, 56 and 58 Main Street. 1860. p, 17. 
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Up to the year 1857 gold and silver were the councn 
currency of Harrison County .... Paper money in 1857, 
"wildcat money", becaae exceedingly plentiful from 1857 on 
to the Civil V/ar days. Bank bills representing money, said 
to have been issued by good reliable banks in Missourij 
Illinois, Kansas, Georgia, and Kentucky; also Michigan and 
Wisconsin "red dog" money bearing on their faces pretty 
pictures of prettier women, dogs, horses, wild-cats, etc., 
were circ\ilated in the West broadcast, and so uncertain was 
the value that these banks, which the "debtor" (a small 
booklet telling one of their actual value on certain dates) 
along with newspaper reports of yesterday were reported to 
the people to be good for a certain number of cents per 
dollar, but the day following they might prove worthless 
to the holder.^ 
Many of the notes that passed from hand to hand were invalid. The holder 
was never sure of the validity of the note xintil it was verified in the 
2 
latest publication known as the Bank Detector. Even those who were con­
sidered well-to-do often did not have cash to pay taxes and interest 
along with other expenses connected with farming. Owner-opeirators who 
had bad luck were often unable to make such excessive payments. Fore­
closure of mortgages caused a rapid increase in tenancy. As early as 
1880, with only 70 percent of the land in Iowa being farmed, 23.8 percent 
3 
of the farm operators were tenants. Thus, many people who came to this 
land of opportunity found only a life of hardship. 
^Hunt, Charles W, History of Harrison County, Iowa - Its People, 
Industries and Institutions. Indianapolis, Indiana, B. F. Bowen and Co., 
Inc, 1915. p. 164.. 
2 
Parker, George F, Iowa Pioneer Foundations. Iowa Journal of 
History awi Politics. 1: 34/-. 1940. 
^Thomas, John W. Factors Related to the Success and Failure of Farm 
Operators in Acquiring Farm Ownership in Milford Township, ®tory County, 
Iowa, Since 1925. Unpublished M. S. Thesis, Ames, Iowa, Iowa State 
College Library. 1951. p. 27. 
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Pattern of Settlement 
An early western Iowa farmer was for the most part self sufficient. 
Grinding flour was practically the only task the fanner did not perform 
for himself. The mills which furnished power for grinding were located 
on streams near dams. The miller's fee was a percentage of the flour. 
These early farms were divided Into meadow and woodland frcm which 
the fanner derived raw materials for existence, Veiy little capital was 
necessary to begin farming. An immigrant could be situated comfortably 
on an 80 acre holding, with provisions and equipaent for raising crops 
the first year, if he had ^^400,^ As a rule, 4.0 acres of his land was 
2 
broken and prepared for cultivaticai. If the farmer plowed the prairie 
with a team of three horses and a 16 to 18 inch plow, he could break 
approximately two acres of land a day. Plowing the land was the greatest 
expenditure for the pioneer settler if he had to hire it done. Prior to 
the Civil War the cost of breaking the prairie land was ^^2,50 per acre. 
Inflation, brought on by the Civil War, caused the price of breaking the 
3 
prairie to jump to $5,00 per acre. 
The early settler was mainly interested in obtaining land located 
within the timber region. He felt this land would be more productive and 
%ewhall, J. B, Glimpse of Iowa, Burlington, Iowa, V/. D. Skillman 
Publishing Co, 18^6, 
2 Parker, op, cit,, p, 344. 
3 
•'^Wilson, Wm, Duane. Description of Iowa and Its Resources, Des 
Moines, Iowa, Mills and Co. 1865. p. 20. 
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also he depended on this timber to supply wood for building and for fUel. 
These woodlands were confined for the most part to valley bottoms and the 
sloping land adjacent to them. Only the more adventuresome would brave 
the prairie where they were subject to stonn and heat in the summer and 
winds in the winter, and away firom materials necessary for building 
shelter and fences. The timberland apparently gave the early settler a 
sense of security.^ Occasionally some hardy settler would build a house 
on the open prairie in spite of the obstacles. Eastern Iowa had a far 
a 
larger acreage of timber than v/estem lov/a. Large stretches of western 
and central Iowa were largely barren of natural timber. This sparsity of 
timber was a major inqjediment to settlers. Not only was the desire for 
wood of great importance, but also the difficulty of plowing the prairie 
discouraged even the most ambitious pioneer. 
Two major types of prairie existed at the time of the settlement: 
2 
(1) well-drained and (2) poorly-drained. Early farmers classified either 
poorly-drained prairie or similar nonforest vegetation as wet prairie if 
too moist for cultivation. This wet prairie included soils with vegeta­
tion such as big bluestem sedges, rushes, slough grass, and similar 
plants. Until artificially drained this poorly-drained land was used 
^ichman, Irving B, loway to Iowa, Iowa City, The State Historical 
Society of Iowa, 1931, p. 177-178. 
^Only one county in the eastern half of the state had less than 
4.,000 acres of natural woodland, 
^Hewes, Leslie, Scxne Features of Early Woodland and Prairie Settle­
ment in a Central lovia County, Annals of the Association of American 
Geographers, 4-0: 40-57. March, 1950, 
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caily for pasturing cattle.^ The well-drained land was settled only after 
the ttaberland was practically all settled. Settlers were more willing to 
settle on the prairies after it was discovered that sod homes were practical 
2 
and that joint bluegrass gave their livestock excellent pasture. 
Farm Organization in Western Iowa 
Fann size 
Early settlers fanned an average of 4D acres. Of this, 30 acres were 
usually in com and the ranalnder in small grain. Each fann had a garden 
in which the chief crop was potatoes. Farms were enlarged as sons became 
of age to supply labor. At first the plentiful supply of land encouraged 
extensive operation. Average farm size in 1850 was 20^^ acres. After 
1850 farm size decreased until the average was 199 acres in I860 and 153 
acres in 1870, According to Parker three factoins contributed toward this 
reduction in farm size: 
(1) recognition of the fact that being land poor was 
not ideal; (2) that creditable farming was not possible under 
such conditions; (3) that the first difficulties of settle­
ment having been overcome, a large contingent of men who 
poured in from the outside made a market for lands upon which 
the most difficult work had been done,^ 
Hewes, Leslie and Prandon, Phillip E, Occupying the Wet Prairie: 
The Role of Artificial Drainage in Story County, Iowa, Annals of the 
AssociatiMi of American Geographers, 25-50. March, 1952, 
%oss, Earl D, Iowa Agriculture: An Historical Survey. Iowa City, 
The State Historical Society of Iowa, 1951, p. 65, 
Parker, op. cit., p. 365. 
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Livestock 
When settlers first came to Iowa they seldom had more than a few 
head of cows and a yoke of oxen. The cows were of the low-grade general-
purpose type and one of their Important functions was to supply milk for 
the settlers' families. The first cattle usually were turned loose to 
shift for themselves for a greater part of the time, or were watched by 
the settlei^s' children as they grazed on the prairie. As their numbers 
increased their function as beef producers became more important and they 
were given a greater proportion of the settlers' attention. 
The domestic livestock served a very Important ftinction in the lives 
of the early settlers; cattle, in particular, since they furnished power, 
meat and milk. Cattle, not in the milking herd, often were turned out in 
the spring and seldcxn seen again until their owners rounded them up in 
the fall. These cattle were usually turned out along rivers where there 
was no timber. With an abundant supply of land it was ea^ to carry on a 
ranching project along with grain fairoiug. The ranching industry was the 
first to make use of most of the prairie land in western Iowa, Cattle 
were either herded or allowed to run fi^e on the prairies. There were 
various ways in which the open prairie of Iowa was used for grazing. These 
depended on local conditions, on the wealth of the settler, on the number 
of cattle in the neighborhood, and on the stage of development which the 
section had attained. The principal methods may be grouped into four 
classes, and other methods are considered to be a combination or modifica-
ticai of these. These four methods are; (l) grazing the few cattle 
belonging to new settlers who as yet had not been able to buiM up a 
herd J (2) grazing large herds in the neighborhood in which the owners of 
cattle lived; (3) herding cattle throughout the season beyond the denser 
settlenents and at a distance froa the farmE of their owners; and (4,) 
grazing herds in transit to markets from sections of the country farther 
1 
west or south of Iowa. 
Larger beef herd were driven further out on the prairie. These 
cattle received veiy little attention during the day, but were rounded up 
and corralled at night. The cost of herding was so low in proportion to 
the value of the cattle, and so much cheaper than keeping then on land in 
the settled sections, that settlers continued to send out herds as long as 
cheap or free pastTire land could be reached. Herds varied in size frcm a 
2 
little more than 100 to as many as 15,000. 
In early Iowa there was veiy little feeding of com. However, com 
feeding began in the 90*s after the opportunity for raising cattle on cheap 
pasture land came to an end because liy this time land values in the older 
settled regions had increased. The price of com fluctuated greatly from 
year to year up until 1897 when the price trend was upward. After 1897 
land was valued on the basis of the anticipated value of the corn it could 
produce. 
The principal changes in the methods of fattening cattle between 1895 
and 1910 were: finishing cattle at a younger age, the use of better rough­
ages, a smaller proportion of com used in the ration, and the use of 
^Hopkins, John A. Jr. Economic History of the Production of Beef 
Cattle in Iowa. Iowa Journal of Histoiy and Politics, 26; 86-87. 1928. 
2lbid,, p. 88-89. 
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protein supplements. The marieet began to change at about the same time 
and the consvuner demanded lighter cattle. It is difficult to know just 
what caused this change of attitude. It is possible that this change came 
about after the consiuner had tasted this new product. 
Livestock shelter 
In some of the older sections bams were built at a relatively early 
period, but most of than were intended for horses or milk cows rather than 
for beef cattle. Much was witten at that time about the need for bams 
and better shelter for cattle. Actually they needed very little shelter 
except on very cold days or during storms. An old settler of Ida County 
relates that about 1880 he built a shelter for his cattle, most of which 
had been raised with little or no shelter. It was the usual "straw shed", 
constructed by laying poles across the tops of upright posts and then 
covered with prairie hay. Since the hay was not out of the reach of the 
cattle the shed served as shelter and a hay rack. After being driven into 
the shed the cattle usually left it as soon as they could and lay in the 
2 
snow. 
Credit 
From 1890 to 1902, the business of cattle feeding grew faster than 
available capital accumulated in local banks. Other farm needs such as 
^Ibid., p. 125-129. 
%bid., p. 115. 
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loans for breeding stock and machineiy were also making demands on local 
banks. However, sources of credit were more readily available for feeding 
cattle than for other farm needs. The Federal Reserve Act of 1913 had 
little immediate effect on the cattle credit business. Most of the notes 
for purchasing feeders were short-teim,^ 
Harrison County 
Early settlement 
First settlements in Harrison County, as in the other sections of Iowa, 
were along shaded streams. The natural forest vegetation along these 
streams met numerous needs of the farmer, Daniel Brovm was the first per­
son to select a claim in the county. However, the first person to locate 
permanently in the ccwnty was Uriah Hawking in Cass Township in 1855, 
Prior to this. Mormons had squatted on some of the land west of the Beyer 
2 
River, In fact, the population of the county was twice as great In the 
years from 184-9 to 1852 than it was in 1853 to 185A- While the Mormons 
were living in the country they built two sawmills and two wagon shops at 
Harris Grove, The Mormons were attracted by the natural resources that 
were plentiful in the county. The territory, including what is nov the 
southwestern portion of Harrison County, was made a part of the Pottawat­
tamie Indian Reservation in 1833. The entire territory that is now 
^Ibid,, p, U5-U9. 
^Smith, Joe. History of Harrison County, Iowa, Des Moines Printing 
Co, 1888, p, 85, 
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Harrison County was part of Pottawattamie County frora February 24, 
until 1851, when it was established as a separate county.^ 
Natural resources, topography and geology 
Harrison County is the westemr-most coxinty of the fourth tier of 
counties north of the Missouri state liJtie, The bordering of the Missouri 
River on the west made it convenient for the early settlers to maricet some 
of their produce by floating barges southward. Population at Kansas City 
was large enough to provide a demand for various products. This county had 
a larger original timber acreage than the other counties along the Missouri 
River, Timber was distributed along the bluffs and numerous creeks. The 
settlers were assured of a water and wood supply, and at the same time 
were in easy access to the prairie for pasture and hay. Of the 4.64fOOO 
acres of land contained within the boundaries of Harrison County, more than 
400,000 acres is tillable; one-fifth of this land is located on the 
Missouri River bottom. This bottom land is very fertile. The hilly land 
requires more carefUl land management to maintain a high fertility. Wild 
game and a plentiful supply of wiW fruits undoubtedly were responsible 
for encouraging the early settler to consider this county a good location 
2 
for a home. 
Carver, Frank H. Boundary Histoiy of Counties in Iowa, Iowa Journal 
of History and Politics. 7: 48. 1909, 
^Hunt, op. cit,, p. 35~49. 
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Crop production 
The rapid grovrtih of the county was indicated by the increase in crq) 
production. The com production increased from 95,917 bushels in 1856 to 
4.,282,223 bushels in 1880, During this same period spring wheat produc­
tion climbed frcm 6,786 bushels to 232,556 bushels. The fruit trees 
increased from 101 in 1863 to 31,19A in IS84.. Thus, this county v;as trans­
formed from prairie and timber vegetation into a prosperous agricultural 
area in a relatively short time. The grasshoppei*s either completely 
destroyed or greatly reduced the crop yields in 1858, 1867, 1871, 1875, and 
1876. 
Lincoln and La Grange townships 
Lincoln Township was organized In 1868, Its first settler was Henry 
Hushaw who came in 1853, He founl only 200 acres of native timber, mostly 
along Willow Credc, Since that time many artificial groves have been 
started. The population increased from 258 in 1885 to 5lS lii 1890, No 
towns were within its border at that time. 
La Grange Township was first settled in I84.8 by John Harrison, a 
Mormon, This land was in greater demand because it had more streams and 
a 
timber than Lincoln Township, The main streams were Harris Grove Creek, 
Honey Creek, and Timber Creek, They were bordered by native timber. In 
this township the Mormons had built two saw mills and tajo wagon shops, 
®See Appendix B for recent land evaluation in La Grange and Lincoln 
Townships, 
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The timber was abundant with wild game and berries, Popiilation in 1885 
was 530 and by 1890 had grown to 630. 
Shelby County 
Early settlement 
The boundary of Shelby County was established in 1815. This county 
was included in the temporary county of Keokuk which was established in 
1837 and reduced in size in 1843. Prior to this time, what is now Shelby 
County had been a Pottawattamie Indian Reservation,^ 
Shelby County was sparsely populated until people became willing to 
settle in the open prairie. In 18^8, Abraham Galland became this county's 
first permanent settler. The first settlers were primarily Latter Day 
Saints, a religious sect that had separated from the Mormon Church, in 
a 
search of a new home. Some of these first settlers remained for only a 
few years and moved on. By 185A there were 14-7 people in the northvrestem 
comer of this county. 
Natural resources, topoeraphor and eeoloey 
Shelter County is the second county east of the Missotiri River in the 
2 
fourth tier of counties north from the southern boundary of Iowa. Most 
Carver, op. cit,, p. 95. 
^he Latter Day Saints had been oi^anized in Illinois in 1859. They 
did not accept the idea of plural marriages. 
^Louis, John L. Shelby County-A Sociological Study, Iowa Journal of 
Histoiy and Politics. 2 : 83-85, 1904-. 
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of the native timber bordered the small streams. Approximately half of 
what is now Grove Township was in woodland. Wild animals, including 
buffalo, elk, deer, black bears, beaver, and wildcats, were hunted and 
trapped by early settlers. The open prairie in the southern part of the 
county v;as used first as range land for cattle. Later this location was 
used for horaesteading. Most of the farm buildings on the prairie had 
thatched roofs made of slough grass. The lumber used for building was 
brought out of the northern timber,^ 
Crop Tiroduction 
Early crop production was impeded because settlers were unwilling at 
first to settle the prairie. The cultivated land was 1,43^ acres in 1856 
and 193,692 acres in 1880, More than one-fifth of the total land was in 
crops. During this time the production of sorghum increased from 230 to 
6,986 gallons, com fix>m 2,965 to 51,703 bushels, and potatoes from 
27,530 to A,039,100 bushels. The grasshopper plagues of 1867 to 1868, 
1873 to I874. and 1876 to 1877 were extremely detrimental to good crops. 
^hite, Edward S, Past and Present of Shelby County, Iowa. 
Indianapolis, Indiana, B. W. Bowen and Co, 1915. p, 1-100, 
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EARLIER RESEARCH DEALING WITH PROBLEM AREA 
The relationship of the topographic and soil characteristic to the 
conservation problem of the three farms is clarified ly a review of related 
studies. In this chapter, only literature pertinent to a better vinder-
standing of the present study is reviewed. However, the scope of the 
studies discussed makes than useful in analyzing the obstacles to achieving 
conservation. They also indicate the advantages of conseinration in agri­
culture, 
Econcmics of Crop Rotation and Land Use 
The most profitable cropping combinations vary between regions, soil 
types, and even somewhat on the same type of soils on neighboring farms. 
Only by using the framewoiic of farm management and production economics can 
the most appropriate crop rotation be selected. Heady and Jensen pointed 
out in their study that maximum returns were not determined alone by the 
yields obtained under different rotations. Other factors that must be con­
sidered includeJ 
(1) The amount of labor available on the particular farm 
and the seasonability of labor requirements for particular 
crops, (2) the prices for and the capital and labor costs of 
each crop, (3) the various kinds of livestock (a) which can be 
adapted to the cropping syston or (b) to which the rotation 
can be adapted, (4.) the alternative rations that can be fed to 
each class of livestock and the manner in which livestock 
rations and feed frcm the crop rotation can be adapted to each 
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other, (5) the price and cost relationships for various 
classes of livestock, (6) the leasing system under which the 
farm is operated, and (7) the capital position of the indi­
vidual farmer and his ability to withstand risks and major 
fluctuations in income.^ 
Crop yield is determined by the combination of capital, labor and 
managenent inputs that are applied to the land. Cropping patterns that 
are best for an individual fanner in the short-run are not necessarily the 
best and most profitable for him over a period of years. The beet com­
bination for national welfare may not necessarily be the most profitable 
for the individual fanner in either the short-run or the long-run. 
The sequence of crops grown on each type of soil is determined by 
their ccxaparative advantage, Napier soils, for example, produce a larger 
yield of both com and forage than Ida soils. On the other hand a larger 
proportion of forage is needed in the rotation on Ida soils to maintain 
fertility. Thus, forage has a ccanparative advantage on Ida soils, whereas 
com has a comparative advantage on Napier soils. Yet, the best combina­
tion of crops on either Ida or Napier soils includes a cranbination of corn 
am forage. To obtain maximum long-run profits the Ida soil must have a 
larger proportion of forage than the Napier soils. Nitrogen and humus 
remain at a higher level on Napier soils because they are not eroded away 
so rapidly as on Ida soils. However, it is profitable to increase forage 
acreage on either soil type as long as the residual effects increase the 
total com output from a given acreage. Legumes are complementary to com 
when they: (a) famish nitrogen, (b) control erosion, (c) eliminate 
^Heady, Earl 0, and Jensen, Harold R, The Economics of Crop Rota­
tions and Land Use, Iowa Agr, Exp, Sta, Res, Bui, 383, August, 1951, 
p. 427, 
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diseases and pests and (d) maintain or improve soil tilth so that greater 
grain production is possible over a period of time from fewer acres 
Forage and grain become competitive vAien the additional output of one 
crop decreases the production of the other. Whether and at what point 
the two crops are profitable in the con5)etitive range is determined ly 
the price ratio. 
Conservation Economics and Policy-
According to Heady, conservation is taking place if future productiv­
ity does not diminish with a given input of labor and capital, provided 
2 
the balance of the production factors and technology remains constant. 
Conservation inputs, when applied in one time period, increase output in 
subsequent periods. A conservation measure prevents a decrease in future 
production with the same inputs as currently used, A complete erosion 
program is essential for thin soils overlying rocks. Some sheet erosion 
is not so serious on deep loess soils such as the Ida series where 
productivity can be maintained indefinitely. Using the above defini­
tion as a criterion, then such practices as irrigation, drainage, stock 
ponds, and weed control, which are encouraged by government payments 
^Ibid,, p. 431. 
2 Heady, Earl 0, Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource 
Use. New York, Prentice-Hall Inc, 1952, p, 782. 
should not be labeled conservation measiores. In fact, these practices 
actually are increasing production by using the input of additional fac-
a 
tors. 
Certain erosion control practices are economical for society but 
unprofitable for the individual. These divergenci^ arise inata3y from the 
following situations! 
(1) Leasing arranganents whereby either tenant or land­
lord does not realize the full marginal product from his 
investment because (a) the vjay costs and returns are divided 
or (b) the length of tenure. (2) Capital situations whereby 
the operator with limited funds realizes either (a) greater 
returns from investment in other alternatives, or (b) greater 
family welfare by consuming now rather than in investing for 
future returns. (3) General econonic instability wherein 
uncertainty of future returns discourages conservation 
development (along with other teim investments). (4.) Situa­
tions in which benefits are realized in one locality from 
investments made in another. (5) Situations in which a long 
period of time intervenes between conservation investments 
and returns,^ 
To promote conservaticm, positive st^DS should be taken to develop more 
equitable tenure arrangements, improved credit systems, and programs 
designed for economic stability. Subsidizing conservation practices bene­
ficial to society on privately owned farms might be necessaiy when a large 
amount of capital is needed. Society promotes its vested interest for 
erosion control in this country by public appropriations. Maximum use of 
government fuiKJs is accomplished by equating the future marginal produc­
tivity of current investment between various soils. The following steps 
°It is actually possible to speed erosion by such practices as plant­
ing sweet clover on ste^ Ida soils. 
^Heady, Earl 0. and Scoville, 0. J, Principles of Conservation 
Economics and Policy, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res, Bui. 382. 1951. p. 385# 
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must be taken in order to carry out the best allocation of public expendi-
tiiresj (1) making a choice of which soil to save, (2) applying terracing 
and contouring, and (3) giving widespread technical assistance to many 
farmers rather than detailed farm plans to a few. 
Resource Productivity 
The principles and existing facts relating to resource productivily 
were discussed by Heady and Svianson,^ They found that resources are used 
inefficiently to the extent that their use does not bring equal marginal 
returns between farms in an area and between regions. Of the five types of 
farming areas in Iowa the most inefficient use of land and labor is in the 
c 
southern pasture region. This area has the greatest marginal productivity 
in equipment, livestock, and miscellanecws expense items. The cash grain 
2 
area has the greatest efficiency of land and labor use. The western live­
stock area lies approximately mid-way between these two in production 
efficiency. As the Ida-Monona soil association of this western livestodc 
region tends to approach the conditions found in the southern pasture area 
its analysis has indirect application in this study. 
^For example, an acre of Monona has greater production capacity than 
an acre of Ida soil. 
^his allows for more intensive cropping on rolling land, 
^Heady, Earl 0, and Swanson, Earl R. Resource Productivity in Iowa 
Farming, Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta, Res. Bui. 388, June, 1952. 
®The five types of fanning areas in Iowa are; southern pasture, 
western livestock, cash grain, eastern pasture, and northeast dairy. 
^Ibid., p. 757, 
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The productivity per v/orker in the southern pasture area is low because 
there are many small farms with lov; fertility. This situation merits 
encouraging workers to migrate to other regions or into nonagricultural 
1 
occupations. An increase of capital, especially for purchasing forage con­
suming livestock in this region, would decrease underemployment. At the 
same time this pronotes a larger legume acreage in the rotation which is a 
major step toward achieving consejrvation farming. 
Heady and Swans on found that in southern lov/a the amount of capital 
controlled had a direct bearing on the standard of living. The fanners with 
a small amount of capital tended to have a low income and ccaisequently a low 
standard of living. Because these farmers must consume practically all of 
their limited income, it is veiy difficult for them to ronedy their situa­
tion. These small operators can remedy their situation only if they are 
able and willing to borrow capital for expanding their business. The 
majority of the 665 fanners interviewed restricted borrowing because of the 
2 
fear of risk and uncertainty even when credit was available. The prevail­
ing interest rate had little significance on the operators* decisions to 
a 
limit their borrowed capital. Although 1,8 percent of these operators 
indicated that the cccmiunity "looked down upon" beginning fanners in debtj 
^Ibid., p. 759. The southern cash grain area would need $832 of 
psychic income to equal the efficiency of labor in the northern cash grain 
area. The number of workers in this area cculd be reduced 20 percent ftom 
farms of low productivity without materially affecting the total production. 
^Ibid., p. 770-771. 
®Only 20.9 percent stated that th^ would have bora?owed more at no 
interest rate and 17.6 percent stated that th^ would have borrowed more 
at 2 percent interest. 
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usually they recommended less equity for hypothetical operators described 
by the interviewer than th^ did for themselves. 
In summarizing Heady's and Swanson*s study it is concluded that 
resource efficiency can be improved by: increasing capital to enlarge 
f aims J increasing Investments in livestockj and improving soil and crop 
practices. Investment in conservation practices that intensify production 
reduces underemployment. Education plays an important part in diverting 
excess labor off farms by pointing out alternative opportunities in other 
farming areas or in nonfarm occupations,^ 
Capital Requirenents and Returns for a Soil 
Conservation Farming System 
A study by Heady and Allen using l60-acre farms in the Marshall soil 
association indicated advantages from conservation farming. The specific 
objectives of that study were to determine: 
(1) Returns fi-om faming systems which result in various 
degrees of conservation, (2) capital employed mder soil con­
serving farming systems and (3) the organizational structure 
of farms with varying degrees of erosion control,^ 
^Ibid., p. 752. 
^Marshall soil is generally more productive than Ida or Monona but the 
relationship of costs should be about the same. Both the author's and 
Heady's and Allen's study have the following similar relationships: ovmer-
operated, 160 acre farms, most of the land in loess hill land soil, some 
Till soil (Shelby), and bottom land. A budgetary procedure was used par­
tially in Heady's and Allen's study and entirely in the author's study, 
^Heady, Earl 0. and Allen, Carl W, Returns From and Capital Required 
for Soil Conservation Fanning Systems, Iowa Agr. ESCD. Sta, Res, Bui. 381. 
May, 1951, p. 320, 
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Statistical analysis was applied to the data of 90 sample farms to classify 
them on the basis of erosion control, as low conservation or high conserva­
tion farms,^ With either, the 194-5 or 1937 to 1941 price index, the net 
income was positively related to adopted conservation measures. The farm 
income average was 27 percent greater for the high conservation farms. 
This increased inccme was not attributed entirely to better conservation 
practices. Higher income was also attributed to; (1) more forage consiin-
ing livestock; and (2) higher income from more grain being processed through 
a 
livestock. Thirty-two percent of the cropland on low conservation farms 
was in row crops for three or more years in succession. 
It was estimated that at 194-5 prices about $2,000 investment was 
needed on each low conservation farm,^ The high conservation farms tended 
2 
to have a larger investment in machinery and buildings. Analysis of these 
data indicated that the net income might increase at a diminishing rate, 
because: (1) the shifting of land to forage at first increased production 
of both grain and forage, but as more land was shifted, a point was 
reached where forage became competitive; (2) farms that were using mechan­
ical erosion controls such as terraces were also using longer rotations 
with forages; and (3) as a greater proportion of labor was hired, the 
cost for additional output tended to increase. 
^Ibid., p. 324. 
^An average of 159 bushels of com was bought on high conservation 
farms compared with an average of 1,002 bushels sold on the low conserva­
tion farms. 
Approximately $1,000 was needed for conservation practices and the 
same amount was ne^ed for fences and building alterations. 
2lbid., p. 338. 
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A budgetaxy analysis was done by Heady and Allen to deteraine the 
changes which might restilt in organizatian, capital requiranents ^ incane^ 
and related items on a sub-sample of 35 farms. Long-run noimal crop yields 
for 1930 to 194-5 and physical production were compared,^ Their budget 
estimate was not an attempt to estimate the crop production during the yeare 
of transition because their objective was to establish expected returns for 
the long-run rather than for the initial period of adc^tion. They fotind 
that the main change on the low conservation farms was replacing existing 
land use by a planned cozti-com-oats-meadow-meadow rotation. With more 
temporary pasture less acreage was needed for permanent pasture. The live-
2 
stock systan was adjusted in accordance with the changed cropping systesn. 
The advantage of adopting conservation practices was stressed ly the bud­
geted difference in the change of net incoaae between the low conservation 
and high conservatiGn farms. The average net income using 194-5 prices 
increased $1,075 for the low conservation farms and $276 for the high con­
servation farms after recommended practices were adopted. 
Obstacles to Erosion Ccntrol 
A major contribution by Fr^ to the problem of erosion was to identify 
and analyze some of the forces that might retard conservation efforts in the 
Ida-Monona soil association. He pointed out that four major obstacles 
^bid., p. 3-40. 
^Ibid., p. 341. 
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retard farmers in reaching the desired erosion control objectives: 
(1) Change in farm «iterprises (primarily to more live­
stock) on percent of the farms; (2) rental arrangement and 
the landlord's cooperation on 3A percent of the farms; (3) 
mortgage indebtedness and the annual fixed cash outlays for 
operating and living expenses on 30 percent of the fazns; aiid 
iA) short expectan<qr of tenure on 19 percent of the faims.^ 
Frey selected lAA farms tjy using a sample of ZJ^  strata. He detezmined 
the gap between a peimissible rate of soil erosion and the present rate of 
soil erosion by three methods: 
(1) ?y comparing the present rates of soil erosion on 
fazms in the sample with the maximum penaissible rate of loss 
recommended; (2) by conparing the lumber of erosion control 
practices followed on farms in the sample with the number of 
practices necessazy to attain a permissible rate of soil 
erosion; and (3) by ccoparing the present types of land use 
on fazns in the san^e with the types of land use necessary 
to control erosion,^ 
The annual soil loss varied from 0,2 tons to 68.5 tons per acre with an 
3 
average loss of 20,8 tons. 
In Fray's study 26 operators were not using aiy recomnended conserva­
tion practices; Ifi. were using only one practice. Approocimately half of the 
land was in row crops. Thirty-seven percent of the land in row crops in 
1939 was under up-and-down-hill cultivation. 
Fr^, John C. Some Obstacles to Soil Erosion Control In Western 
Iowa. Iowa Agr. Exp. Sta. Res. Bui, 391. October, 1952. p, 94^5. Problems 
(2) and (4-) are not considered in the author's study as he is concerned 
with owner-operated fanns only, 
2lbid., p, 953. 
^Ibid., p. 957. For an extension of this study see: Held, Royer 
Bumell, Overcoming Obstacles to Soil Erosion Control in Western Iowa, 
Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis, Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library. 1953. 
The Soil Conservation Technicians now consider 5 to 7 tons per acre a per­
missible soil loss (amount of loss that will maintain normal producticm and 
control gullies). Only 16 of the lAA farms had an average loss of 5 tons or 
less per acre. 
a 
Most faraers in Frey's study thought that the conservation obstacles 
would be overcome in time. Approximately one-fifth of the operators had no 
intention of holding their soil loss to that reconmended by government 
agencies. These fanners did not think it beneficial financially to main­
tain such a low erosion loss. Changing to conservation farming may not be 
profitable for those faimers who are so restricted l^y a shortage of capital 
that they cannot obtain enough livestodc to utilize the increased forage 
production on their farms. Operators not willing to or unable to increase 
their livestock niambers suggested that risk and uncertainty of livestock 
fanning could be reduced for other farmers by these methodsi (1) custom 
feeding of both grain and pasture, (2) raising beef calves, (3) buying only 
young calves to consume a large amount of roughage, and (4.) having dairy 
cows to supply cash for a proportion of the current eocpenses. Fr^'s study 
revealed several possible means of financing the purchase of additional 
livestock: 
(1) borrowing from lending agencies or private Individ­
uals in the area^ (2) accumulating savings under a gradual pro­
gram of erosion control^ and (3) having the landlord contribute 
part of the capital for livestock under a livestock-share lease.^ 
Frey Indicated that farmers objected mostly to terraces and the high 
forage rotation. These are the main reasons for the slow adoption of these 
practices in western Iowa. His study stated that 79 percent of the faiv 
mers did not strive to measure up to the rectaomended public conservation 
programs. He In^lied that if farmers successfully attained their conser­
vation goal, erosion would be substantially controlled. 
llbid., p. 985. 
®The high Initial costs of terracing and breeding stock apparently 
has not been accepted as a suitable basis for loans by bankS) etc. 
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DESCRIPTICBI OF CHARACTERISTICS PERTINENT TO THIS STI]DY 
The three farms selected for this study were included in a group of 
40, 160-acre, owner-operated faims randcmly selected from the hilly sec­
tion of the Ida-Monona soil association used in a previous stu<fy.^ They 
were fairly unifonn operating units representative of the area. The number 
of farms was limited so a detailed budgetary case study could be made. 
Although the major portion of each is hilly, each has some gently rolling 
plateaus and level land. The three operators are of moderate means, their 
entire resources having been accumulated through farming profits (origi­
nally as renters) and boxrowed funds. To adopt a consex>vatian progiram, 
each farm would need additional capital. 
Soil Resources 
The type of rotation required to maintain productivity and reduce 
erosion depends on such factors as: slope of the land, soil type, and the 
type of cultural practices. Com planted on the contour reduces losses that 
would result if com is planted vertically on hill sides. The productivity 
of the land remains relatively high despite large soil losses, if commercial 
^Baumann, Ross, Heady, Earl, and Aandahl, Andrew. Costs and Returns 
for Soil Conservation Systems of Fazmisg on Ida*^onona Soils in Iowa. 
pUxqpublished research.9 Iowa State College and Production Economics Branch, 
Agr. Research Service, U. S. Dept. Agr. 1954. 
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fertilizers are applied. Soils are canposed of both fixed and flow proper­
ties, The flow properties are the plant foods that cannot be stored. For 
optiimca returns these properties raust be used as they becoce available. 
Fixed resources have a Eore flexible quality; they can be used now or later. 
Although the operator profits by immediately using his flow resources, he 
should xised his fixed resources with future productivity in mind. Soil is 
not peimanently damaged if it will produce as much in a future period with 
similar resoiaarces and technical conditims that now exist. In the Ida-
Monona soil association fertility of the de^ loess soils often is replai-
ished if gully erosion is prevented. This is especially apparent on Ida 
soil with only a thin film of top soil. 
The Soil Conservaticn Service generally recommends a rotation that 
prevents losing more than 7 tons of soil per acre per year,^ The Service 
jTistifies 7 tons as a peimissible soil loss because present yields can be 
maintained indefinitely with that rate of erosion. Records in this area 
indicate that fanners have a higher soil loss rate and still maintain 
productivity in the short-run provided enough additional inputs, such as 
fertilizers, are used. To control erosion the operator must reduce his 
income temporarily, Conservaticn, even if it does mean low returns to the 
Individual, may be advantageous to society. Society has a lower discount 
rate and is able to absorb risk involved with more ease than the individual 
fairaer. Therefore society may wish to maintain more rigid standaids than 
are eccaiomically feasible for the Individual, A compromise between the 
^Frey, John C, Sonie Obstacles to Soil Erosion Control in Western Iowa, 
Iowa Agr. Ext. Ser, Res, Bui, 391. October, 1952. p, 960. 
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amount of soil society cannot affoard to lose to erosion and the amomt 
a fanner cannot afford (in the short-run) to prevent, would help solve the 
problem. 
Crop Rotations in the Ida-Monona Soil Association of Iowa 
The types of crops grown in the rotation are planned to achieve the 
a 
greatest profit from a farm as a whole over a period of years. In gen­
eral, the crops raised on ai:cr fam can be divided into four classes; (1) 
cultivated, (2) small grain, (3) temporary meadow of either legtmes, 
grasses, or a combination, and (4.) permanent meadow. An intensive rotation 
has a lai^e proportion of cultivated crops, while an extensive rotation 
has cultivated crops not more than once in four years. 
On the IdafJ^onona soils in western Iowa com is the principal culti­
vated crop, Oats are groivn as a small grain and nurse crop for the grasses 
b 
and legumes. The temporary meadow generally is composed of a mixture of 
brome grass and alfalfa or red clover and timothy. 
Com provides the largest net return per acre, therefore faimers are 
prone to overuse it. The depletion of soil due to its being overused for 
com or other row crops results in greater earosion and lowered production 
®Crop rotation is a combination of various crops raised one after the 
other in a definite sequence, 
^A nurse crop is a companion crop grown to assist in the establish­
ment of seeding for meadow. When a hay or pastxire crop is being estab­
lished, an oat crop will resist erosion better in the ear3y spring than a 
new seeding of forage. On level or gently rolling land the primary reason 
for a nurse crop is to obtain a return fi-om the land while the forage 
is being established. 
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In jEUture years. However, by using certain soil management practices, 
such as cccmercial fertilizers, contouring, and terracing, it is possible 
to grow a higher percentage of intertilled crops and still maintain the 
present yield and, in certain cases, increase producticn. The use of these 
practices will vary considerably among different soils. The slope of the 
soil and the degree of fertility is veiy important in deteimining the best 
rotation practice. The levd. land consisting of Napier, Castena, and 
Harpster can maintain a high degree of fertility because it accumulates 
top soil eroded from higher elevations. This fertility can be maintained 
with an intensive rotation of com grown two years in succession followed 
by oats with sweet clover seeding. The clover is plowed mder the follow­
ing year as a green manure crop. 
Fertility of soils on the gently rolling slopes can be maintained with 
two years of com, followed by one year each of oats and meadow. For 
slopes slightly steeper an extra year of meadow is advisable. The plateaus 
of the Monona soils, if they are contoured, can maintain productivity with 
a com-oat-meadow-meadow rotation. However, by terracing this land an 
a 
extra year of com can be added to the arotation. The Ida and steeper 
Monona soils are the least s\iited for an intensive rotation. These soils 
are often too steep to terrace, but the erosion can be partially con­
trolled by contouring. If terraces are provided on the ridges and around 
^•An agricultural terrace is a shallow shelf of land constructed to 
catch water draining from a higher elevation. The size and shape of a ter^ 
race is determined by: the amount of land drained, the degree of slope, and 
the type of soil. Level terraces are used on soils that naturally allow 
seepage of water into the ground. On soils where the water will remain 
until evaporated it is necessary to construct terraces that gradually slope 
downward to a natural drainage ditch. 
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the rdm of the hill a ccaistant average production can be maintained by 
using fertilizer with a com-oat-meadovF-meadow rotation. On the steeper 
Ida soils, co«i can be included occaaicnally for a one-year period prior 
to planting new seeding for penoanent pasture. 
Because of differences of soils and slope that exist on each farm it 
is often advisable to have more than one type of rotation, A rotation 
having a lai^er proportion of com should be adapted for the part of the 
farm that accumulates top soil. The reasons for not having com on this 
bottoQ land year after year are that com plant diseases would be more 
prevalent and also the soil would tend to beccme more compact. On the 
sloping soil the rotation practices depend upon the type of soil management 
and the ste^ness of the land. On soils that have a greater loss of fer­
tility brme-alfalfa meadow for 2 years in each rotational cycle provides 
a soil-building legume and grass to slow down the erosion effects. Usually 
it is advisable to have two or more different rotations on most hilly 
fanns. 
In illustration, consider an actual farm in Shelly County which is 
a 
all tillable. This fana has been having a large corn acreage. In order 
to determine what rotations shotild be practiced,the land was divided 
according to topography into: (1) level and gently aroHing land that can 
be terraced, and (2) land that can be contoured. The level and terraced 
land was put in an intensive three year com-com-oat with sweet clover 
rotation. This rotation produced an optimum crop over a series of years 
®This is Faim No, 3 of this stuctsr. 
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and still maintained fertility. The hilly land was put in a less inten­
sive com-oats-meadow-meadcfw rotation. Com, oats, first year meadow, and 
secoiid year meadow thus covered about the sane number of acres each year. 
Narrow strips of the steep hill were left in peitaanent grass. These 
strips were convenient to use as turning points or, if accessible, as a 
hay or pasture crop. 
In the second circle of either rotation the yield per acre of corn, 
cats, and hay is higha:. This yield continues to increase until the caa-
pletion of the third oycle, or for a period of 12 years. This increase 
cannot be attributed entirely to better rotational practices, but to a caa-
bination of soil management practices. 
Both rotations in thanselves help to cont3?ol weeds and iu^jrove the 
fertility and tilth of the soil* The fouavyear extensive rotation also 
assists in erosion control. The grass roots have a binding effect on the 
soil particles even when the ground is being cultivated. 
The rotatiott tised on these soils was deteimined Tiy the relative 
retujms from each ccEbination of crops. The con^iarative advantage of a 
combination of crops does not necessarily mean that crops should alv:ays be 
produced where the relative absolute yields and incane per acre are the 
greatest. The determining factor as to what crops should be grown in a 
rotation varies considOTably depending on the relationship between capital, 
labor, and land emplcyed in the production of alternative crops. The 
relationship of crops in the rotation can either be complementary, supple­
mentary, or competitive. If the increase in output of one crop results 
in an increase of another, they are complementary to each other, A 
AB 
suppLementaiy relationship exists vhea the output of one crop increases 
while the production of the other remains constant. However, if the pro­
duction of one crop is increased on3y v;hen the other crop's production is 
decreased, th^ are con^jetitive. Ge33erally, on most soils legumes are 
ccai^jlementaiy in an intensive rotation consisting of continuous com. It 
is profitable to increase acres in legumes, evai if th^ are only plowed 
under, as long as grain output increases. 
Legumes and grain become conqjetitive vrhen additional forage output 
diminished gi^ln production (Figure 1). 
The amount of forage that the farmer would continue to produce in the 
competitive range depends upon the price ratio between forage and grain. 
If the fanner can exchange 20 bushels of com for each ton of hay, it is 
profitable to operate in the coo^jetitive range until more than 20 bushels 
of com are lost with each additional ton of hay produced. It should be 
kept in mind that for each individual year, a competitive relationship 
exists between crops. On rich, fertile soil it may take a long period of 
cropping before forages and grains have a complementary relationship. 
It may be that crops on certain soils will always have a competitive 
relationship. An example of this is Horoick soil which is foimed by 
material eroded from Ida and Monona soils. Therefore, considerable differ^ 
ences exist between types of soils as to marginal rates of substitution, 
complementary and ccmpetitive ranges, and time required for arotational 
changes to beccme effective (Figure 2). 
F O R A G E  P R O D U C T I O N  
Figure 1. Forage and grain are complementary to point C and 
beyond this point they are competitive. 
F O R A G E  P R O D U C T I O N  
Figure 2. Transformation curve AB is in a complementary range to 
point E, hut transformation curve CD is always in a 
competitive range. 
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Fertilizer Application 
The use of fertilizer may either change completely or modify the 
rotation. The combination and amount of fertilizer applied depends upon 
the relationship between the cost of application and the additional crop 
yield produced. It pays to add fertilizer until the last unit is equal 
to the value of increased production (Figure 3). The exact point at 
which to stop adding fertilizer is not actually so clear because of other 
factors involved. Certain residual effects of fertilization are carried 
over to other years (Figure . The risk and uncertainty connected with 
weather and prices tends to cause a fanner to use less fertilizer than 
recommended. He invests less capital in fex>tilizer if alteniative uses 
premise greater returos. Any operator expects to recover at least the 
fertilizer cost plus interest charges. Theoretically, any input could be 
handled with the same economic models used for fertilizers. For example^ 
labor normally is added only vintil the cost of the last unit is slightly 
less than the Increased value of the additional output produced. 
Effects of Limited Capital 
Limited capital may influence the type of farming. Farm operators 
usually are unable to accvmnilate enough savings to buy farms and to 
finance maximum operation efficiency of the fann. Limited capital may 
make it necessary for a farmer to postpone the selection of the most 
profitable combination of resources, but it need not prevent an operator 
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S 2 , 0 0  8 4 . 0 0  S 6 . 0 0  
C O S T  O F  F E R T I L I Z E R  
S 8 . 0 0  
Figure 3. After $6.00 worth of fertilizer is applied additional 
fertilizer input is greater than the additional return. 
C  
B  0  
F O R A G E  P R O D U C T I O N  
Figure U- Before the addition of fertilizer the transformation 
curve is AB, afterwards it becomes CD. 
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frm eventually cairying on conservation-type farming. Though livestock 
numbers may be limited by shortage of capital, conservation may, neverthe­
less, be applied to the cropping system. Helpful meastores include terracing, 
contouring, and increasing forage production. This approach requires less 
capital than a system that includes livestock, but it poses a problem in 
disposal of the forage crops produced. UsuaUj livestodc furnishes the 
most profitable outlet for these crops. 
Even when the operator does have sufficient capital to invest in a 
conservation program, vdth or vdthout livestock, he can not realize 
immediate returns from his investment, A decrease in field crop acreage 
prior to the time an increased forage production is established always 
temporarily decreases returns. Production does not increase \mtil the 
soil fertili-ty has been built up sufficiently to compensate for the 
decreased grain crop acreage, 
A farm operator has no incentive to iB^iwre his method of farming 
tmless he is convinced that the futvire returns will at least equal those 
ftan other investments. In conjunction with the evaluation of conservation 
practices, he needs to detexmine what should be the combination of live­
stock that is best on his particular faim. The amount of conservation and 
the type of livestock depend upon his goal. He may even find it necessary 
to modify his long-term plans to make then more commensurate with his 
^onnally the goal will be profit maximization from resources employed 
in production. This may be only a means to an end, such as more leisure 
time, travel, educationi^ funds, etc. 
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present situation. Thus, circumstances msQr prevent the adoption of the 
best conservation practices on his farm. 
Soil Management Plans 
Soil management before 1952 
Before 1952 these faims had been managed with little regard for con­
servation methods. The rotation, which lacked any definite organization 
pattern, consisted principally of row crops. The rotation was similar 
whether on the steep hills or on bottom land. Regardless of slope or soil 
type, rectangular fields were planted in straight rows. On steep hills, 
gullies and sheet erosion caused lowered production each rotational period 
while, at the same timey the bottom land maintained fertility with a more 
intense rotation. The operators tended to locate their limited pasture and 
hay acreage in plots easily accessible from the buildings. These fields 
nearer the source of manure were fertilized more than the renainder of the 
faim. Thus, with practically no commercial fertilizer applied, the fer­
tility became very low in the aitlying portion of the fanns. 
Conservatico farm plans 
Farm plans drawn up by the Soil Conservation Service were used in this 
a 
study. The adoption of these plans does not necessarily mean that the 
detailed farm plans were drawn up for two farms in Hairison County 
by Mr, George Holmberg while Glenn M, Henderson, both soil conservationists, 
drew up the plan for the farm in Shelby County, 
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soil loss on the farms, using these plans, agrees with idiat society deems 
pennissible. The plans reduce the average soil loss per farm to a point 
between 5 and 7 tons per acre. Thus the soil loss requirements do meet 
the criteria of the Soil Conservation Service, and are far less than the 
usual erosion loss in this area. 
Reccnmended croppine plans 
The cropping plans recommended hy the Soil Conservation Service 
greatly increases forage acreage. Before 1952, the small forage production 
severely limited the livestock program. Thus, cash grain and hog enter-
prises were common on fanas that should have had a large meadow acreage 
for forage-consuming livestock. The revised plan greatly reduces grain 
crop acreage. However, the grain pit)duction decreases only slightly be­
cause the use of recommended fertilizer, terracing, contouring, and 
ijicreased legume acreage increase yields per acre. Greater production is 
obtained hy rearranging fields on the contour on similar soils. Two rota­
tions are used for each farm, an intensive one for the terraced and level 
land; a less intensive one, including at least two years of meadow for 
a 
each year of com, on the steeper hill sides. 
Livestock Combinations 
The type and amount of livestock is rather varied in the Ida-Monona 
soil association in western Iowa, Some operators have a livestock program 
®The Soil Conservation Service does not reconmend terracing for land 
in western Iowa that has a slope eocceeding 12 percent. 
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centered primarily arcwnd hog fattening and feeding cattle in dry lot. 
Limited forage tends to encourage cattle feeding, especially for those 
operators able to borrow money to purchase calves or yearlings. Bank loans 
are usxially easy to obtain for purchasing cattle to use feed stored on the 
faxm. 
Other operators, including those in the three case fairas, have a dtial 
purpose cow herd~hog enterprise. The handling of the cow herd varies with 
the price relationship and the availability of labor from year to year. 
During periods when the price of cream is high, or when extra cash income 
is needed, the cows are milked. Otherwise the calves are either sold as 
veal or held to be sold at heavier weights. This dual purpose enterprise 
is handled with a minimum of labor during the busy season. 
Regardless of the type of cattle handled practically every farm in 
western Iowa has a hog enterprise. Hogs combine well idth a dairy herd 
because skim milk can be used for protein. They also utilize grain left in 
the manure of feeder cattle. Hogs are saaetimes the major enterprise with 
operators who do not wish to risk feeding cattle or are unable to finance 
the purchase of feeder cattle. Hogs allow for a greater degree of flexi­
bility than do cattle. The variation in number can be adjusted readily to 
market conditions. Gilts can be marketed either as feeder pigs or fat 
hogs, sold as breeding gilts, or allowed to farrow litters. The sows can 
be kept for a series of litters or be replaced regularly by gilts. One, 
two or almost three litters are possible from the same breeding stock each 
year. 
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In this studyi only the livestock systems most commonly recommeaied 
for this area are analyzed. The method of feeding yearlings or calves is 
dealt with as a distinctive systen. Some of the advantages and disadvan­
tages of these various livestock systems guide an operator in selecting the 
best livestock cmbination for his particular faim. 
Recommended Livestock Systems 
Beef herd 
Returns fran a beef herd are spread over several years. Only a small 
portion of the Investment is liquidated each year. Although the inccme 
ftom this investment tends to be lower than for cattle feeding, the year to 
year ilsk is less. An operator of a beef herd can postpone sales of beef, 
either cows or calves, for a more favorable market. After the herd is 
established there is no yearly investment necessary as with feeder cattle. 
Forage will bring calves' weights to 500 pounds cheaply. 
Considerable marketing flexibility is possible in a beef herd system. 
The calves can be sold as veal, calves, or yearlings. Additional heifers 
can be saved to supplement the breeding herd; thus an operator can increase 
his herd with small additional money outlay, A larger number of cows can 
be culled when the maiicet is high. The decision to keep heifers for cows 
or to full-feed for fattening can be postponed until after breeding time. 
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Dairy herd 
The type and length of investment in daiiy cows is similar to that 
for beef cov®, but allows an even larger degree of flexibility.^ Ditring 
periods when the price of butterfat is high more grain may be fed. The 
ration of forage raay be increased when the price ratio makes it advan­
tageous to do so. The calves are maiiceted either as veal or fed to heavier 
weights. If the butterfat price becomes coo^jaratively low, or the operator 
wishes to reduce labor, several calves can nurse a single cow. This degree 
of flexibility allows considerable adjustment during the operator's life 
span. When family labor is plentiful costs can be held at a minimum by 
hand milking. Dallying keeps the family more fUlly ecqjlc^ed during the 
slack season in the winter months. Even though returns for their labor 
during this slack season is low, at that time they have limited opportunity 
to maiScet their labor. As the family labor supply diminishes the operator 
has considerable choice of substituting capital for labor. A milking 
machine ^iminates a major portion of the tine hand milking requires. The 
construction of a milking parlor and loafing shed m^es it more convenient 
for handling cows. A motored separator significantly saves time and 
energy. Feeding the livestock can be done quickly and easily by mechanical 
means. Later in life, men who wish to go into semi-retirement may convert 
to a dual-purpose or beef heid by using a beef bull. 
^An outlook on selling Grade A milk can be reviewed in; Baker, M, P. 
How to Produce Grade A Milk. Iowa State College Agr. Ext. Pamphlet 168. 
Ju3y 1951. 
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Yearling steers 
Steers may be purchased in the fall after com production has been 
estimated, end the number of cattle adjusted to the feed sr^jply. Steers 
fit such a program more readily than do beef or dairy herd enterprises. 
Steers can be wintered almost entirely on roughage. Small-grain stubble 
and com stocks provide feed during the fall and early winter if supple­
mented vjith some grain during heavy snows. During the summer months the 
operator has the alternative of using all pastTire or feeding seme grain 
on pasture. Cattle fed grain on pasture gain more rapidly than those on 
pasture alone. Also, Tjy becoming accustomed to grain, they are ready for 
a 
•full feed when the pasture dries up. So feeding grain on pasture has an 
advantage when the price trend is downward because it gets animals ready 
to be marketed earlier. The greatest disadvantage to feeding steers grain 
on pasture is the additional labor involved. It takes a lot of time away 
ftan crop work to haul the grain to the pasture. Also, this method of 
feeding is more expensive as more grain is consumed than when forage is 
fed in the summer and grain is fed for fattening in the winter. Yearlings 
fed on grass still require diy lot feeding to finish to a choice or prime 
beef grade. Whether the yearlings are fed until November, with grain on 
pasture, or until December, after being on pasture only in the summer, 
makes little difference in the final weight. Other than rushing or holding 
steers in an attengjt to market then when prices are highest, there is little 
flexibility to lessen the risk of price fluctuation in a yearling steer 
^Another definite advantage is that cattle fed grain on legume 
pasture are less likely to bloat. 
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system. The munber of hogs maintained id.th a yearling steer system 
depends on the grain not used by the yearlings. It is alirays desirable 
to keep at least enough hogs to utilize the feed in the manure ffom steers 
being fattened. 
Dairy-yearline steer 
The principal advantage of a dairy-yearling steer systan is that it 
spreads the risk between two enterprises. Enough yearlings may be bought 
in the fall to utilize the excessive forage not needed for the dairy cows. 
These steers may be wintered on a poorer grade of forage than can be fed 
a dairy cow. Labor is needed largely during the winter whai other chores 
have lessened. The calves from the dairy herd can be grown and fed out 
with the yearlings. An operator unable to finance a large dairy herd 
perhaps can finance the dairy-yearling enterprise. This is likely be­
cause the investment is more diversified, therefore lending agencies may 
be more inclined to consider it a safer investment. 
Feeder calves 
The main advantage of feeding calves is that more weight can be pro~ 
duced with farm feeds. Profits fl»om calves depend less on the margin 
between buying and selling value and more on feeding efficiency than do 
profits from yearlings. With less original investment, calves are nor­
mally fed a few months longer than yearlings. Those extra months of feed­
ing utilize forage primarily. Calves grow far more economically because 
it takes less feed to maintain body weight. Thus their gairs are lai^er 
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in proportion to the amount of feed they consume. When handled similarly 
more calves than yearlings may be finished on the same amount of roughage. 
Like yearlings, calves can be hurried by feeding them grain while on 
pasture. Calves purchased in August or S^tember, make a longer and 
greater gain on forage than October yearlings fed forage before being fed 
grain. The hog enterprise should be at least lai^e enough to efficiently 
utilize the feed in the manure of the calves fed grain. 
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FARMS USED IN THIS STUDI 
A conservation program laist be based on existing physical character­
istics, as well as economic factors that effect a farm. It is, therefore, 
pertinoxt to study the physical and economic aspects that existed before 
adopting the conservation program for these three case farms. 
Farm No, 1 
Location and torography 
Farm No, 1 is located six miles from a hard-surfaced road in section 
14. of Lincoln To\,niship, Harrison County, in western Iowa, A dirt road 
cutting off 37 acres leads to the farmstead in the center of the farm, A 
plateau of approximately 33 acres of Monona soil id.th a 6 percent slope 
extends from the center to the southeastern part of the farm. This breaks 
off into 20 percent Ida soil in the west, and 10 to 14- percent Monona in 
the south. Another 8,5 acre plateau of Monona on a 6 percent slope is in 
the southwestern comer with one acre of Ida soil extending above it, 
Th^e steep areas drain onto 14 acres of Castena-Napier silt loam bordering 
three gullies. Two of these ditches drain westj one drains south. Twenty-
five acres of steep Monona soil in the northeastern coiner are in permanent 
woodland pasttire. The topography and soil profile of this farm is shown 
in Figure 5, 
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Figure 5. Soil map of Farm No, 1. ^ 
Ihe top number denotes soil type, middle number percent of slope, 
and bottom number extent of erosion. Erosion symbols are; 0 = nonej 
1, very slight; 2, moderate; 3, severe. 
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Operator's personal history 
The operator, in his early thirties, has a wife ani four small children. 
He purchased the fam on contract in 194-6 for $12,800 after renting it 
several years with an option to buy. The operator's equity has grown v^ith 
the general rise in land prices. Records of 1950 and 1951 indicate gross 
income for each year of about $5>500, with expenses of about ^^,000, Early 
in 1952 the operator obtained a loan from the Farm and Home Administration 
to buy five head of beef cows, a bull, and three yearling heifers. Before 
he purchased this additional livestock, he pastured neighboring cattle for 
a share of the calf crop. Other vroiicing capital had been obtained from a 
local bank. 
Faim buildings and machinery 
Although somev/hat small, the house is in fair condition. The bam, 
whidi is in good condition, is 36 feet wide, 54- feet long, and 30 feet high. 
The entire floor space, except for a 600-lushel bin, is available for 
animal shelter. The mow has capacity for AP tons of hay. There is a per­
manently constructed com crib 8 by 34- feet. A teir^jorary extension to this 
enables sufficient storage for 3>000 bushels of ear com, A 20 by 22 foot 
chicken hcuse is in poor condition, and a 10 IQT 12 foot tool shed is in 
fair condition. The value of the machinery is listed in the records of the 
Farm and Home Administration as $3»54.7 (Table 2). 
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Table 2, Type aai value of machineiy on Farm No. 1. 
Machinery Value 
1951 Ford tractor $1,197 
Auto (farm share) 400 
John Deere tractor "0' 300 
Two-row com planter AO 
Two-row Ford cultivator 150 
Com sheller (100 bu.) 150 
Seven-foot mower (Nei-; Idea) 200 
Booster hay luck 300 
Elevator (grain) 150 
Two 14.-inch plows (Ford) 120 
Grain drill 20 
Binder 25 
Two self feeders 20 
Power tractor wood saw 25 
Disk (22 foot) 160 
Gas barrel 60 
Com picker 100 
Brooder house 15 
Endgate seeder 10 
Two hay rakes (total) 10 
Sprayer 60 
Miscellaneous (small tools) 35 
Total $3,54.7 
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Crop laroductlon and acreage adjustment 
In 1951 > there were 57«5 acr^ in com which averaged 43 bushels 
per acre, and 28 acres in oats which averaged 26 bushels per acre. In 
1950, the com yield was 65 to 70 bushels per acre following favorable 
weather. Under noimal weather conditions grain production is lower, and 
hay production is much higher under the revised plan than under the 
present plan (Table 3). 
Table 3. Average acreage, yield, and production on Fam Wo. 1 before 
and after high level yields are obtained under the conser­
vation program. 
Present plan Revised plan 
Crop Acres lieia Production Acres Yield Production 
(bu.) (tons) (bu.) (tons) 
Com 66 45.80 3023.0 36 56.33 2028 
Oats 3it 31.20 1061.0 25 35.72 893 
Alfalfa-brome 12 1.95 23.4 50 1.96 98 
Permanent pasture^ 25 0.50 22.5 25 1.00 25 
®Tields are estimated for 1967. 
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Fara No. 2 
Location and tcmoeraphy 
This farm is located in section three of La Grange Township, Harrison 
County, Iowa, on a crushed-rock road. The farm consists prlitarily of steep 
hillsides. The sharp3y-pointed ridges drain over gently-rolling hills to 
level bottomland and into deep gullies. Approximately 37 acres are gvillies 
and waste land. Near the buildings, ditches are more than 50 feet deep. 
Unless the buildings are moved away they will be 'consumed' by an ever-
widening cavern. East of this deep gxiUy are 5 acres of level Homick 
soil which is constantly deepened by eroded material ftom the Ida and 
Monona soils extending above it. West of the buildings the gully folks 
enclosing 12 acres of steep Monona. One section of the forked gully ex­
tends southwest to the comer of the 120 acres. There is a total of 21 
acres of Napier soil along the bank of all the gullies, of which 17 acres 
lie east of the road. This farm includes an additional 40 acres diagonally 
southeast of the remainder of the farm. The gully forking southwest from 
the building extends through the southeastern 40 acres after running 
through the comer of a neighbor's farm. The ranainder of the soil in both 
parts of the farm is composed of steep Monona, between the Napier on the 
bottom and steeper Ida soil on the hill sides, except for the waste land 
that extends northwest fi-cm about the center of the 100 acre plot 
(Figure 6). 
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Figure 6. Soil map of Paim No. 2. 
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Operator's personal history 
The Metropolitan Life Insurance Company holds a real estate mortgage 
of approixdmately $5»000 on this farm and two banks collectively have 
chattel loans amounting to about $2,000, This operator started to change 
to conservation farming in 19-49. In 1948, records show that the gross 
value of his livestock production was $4.,4BO, His total expenses for that 
year were $1,822. He reported that $4-9480 was about the normal income en 
livestock but that the expenses were usualily about $291 higher. 
Farm buildings and machinery 
Near the edge of a deep gully a remodeled house with a full basanent 
provides a comfortable home for the family of four. The other buildings 
are located farther from the gully, A 32 by 32 foot poled bam, 25 feet 
high, with a hay storage capacity of approxixaately 5 tons, needs cement 
footing replacements. The 12 by 12 foot wash house, the 20 by 49 foot 
poultry-hog house, and the 12 by 20 foot poultiy house are in good coixii-
tion. The ccmbiiiation com crib-granaiy is in excellent condition and 
holds 1,100 bushels of ear com and 800 bushels of grain. Two silos, 
each 30 feet high and 14 feet in diameter, both needing repair, have 
remained unused for several years. The 60 foot bridge across the gully, 
that in 1951 cost $1,000 to repair, is in excellent condition. This 
operator has a small inventory of farm machinery (Table 4). 
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Table A, Type and value of machineiy cai Farm No. 2, 
Machinery Value 
Faimall F-20 tractor (1946) $ 400 
Ford tractor (1951) 1,800 
Plow, 2-U in Ford 1950 200 
Plow, 2-14 300 
Ciiltlvator for F-20 100 
Rotatory hoe 396 
Com picker (Wood Brothers) 350 
Hay buck and manure loader 100 
Tractor mow«r 150 
Disk (12 foot) 120 
Ilarrow 100 
Sprayer (tractor mounted) 60 
Auto (Hudson, 1950) farm share 1,000 
Portable Sear milking machine 60 
Binder (half interest) 25 
Two wagons at ^75 each 150 
Cream separator 60 
Hog self-feeder 60 
Small tools 200 
Total $5,431 
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Crop production and acreage adjustment 
The production in 19^8 was 2,500 bushels of com, 700 bushels of oats, 
ajad 24. tons of hay on 53.6, 36,1, and 27.3 acres, respectively. That year 
the oat yield was 20 bushels per acre) com, A6.5 bushels per acrej hay, 
1 ton per acre. In 1951» the com on the Eomick soil averaged 65 bushels 
per acre, while that on other soils averaged only 50 bushels per acre, 
Oats averaged 30 bushels per acre. Production of forage almost triples 
under the conservation program and com production decreases almost 50 per­
cent (Table 5). 
Table 5. Average acreage, yield, and production on Farm IJo. 2 before and 
after high level yields are obtained under the consei*vation 
program. 
Present plan Revised plan 
Crop Acres Yield Production Acres Yield Production 
(bu.) (tons) (bu.) (tons) 
Com 51.0 IS'U 24.68 34 58,17 1978 
Oats A5.0 32.5 31 43.35 13U 
Alfalfa-brome 18.6 2,5 46 52 2,36 123 
Farm No. 3 
Location and topography 
This farm is located 7 miles v/est and 3 miles north of Harlan, Iowa, 
A graveled road extends along the east and north side of the farm. The 
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building site is at the midpoint of the land on a higher elevation than the 
rmainder of the farm. Its topography is well suited for contouring. A 
plateau consisting of 31 acres of gently rolling Monona soil extends ftom 
the northwestern comer toward the center of the farm. This ridge breaks 
abruptly onto 81 acres of steeper Monona, Ida, and Shelby soils, A total 
of 4-0 acres of Napier and flomlck soils are located at the southeastern 
and northwestern comers (Figure 7). Seven acres of this southeastern cor­
ner is cut off by a non-crossable 15-foot gully. 
Operator's -personal history 
Only limited information is available about this operator's financial 
history. He purchased his farm in 1952. Before that time he was a tenant. 
He is mlddleaged and has a large family of children. The older children 
contribute scane labor. 
Farm buildings and machinery 
This operator has the most essential machinery valued at $iV,360 (Table 
6), Some of it is old but in good r^air. The present buildings are ade­
quate for grain and livestock. The seven room house is in satisfact03ry 
condition, A 22 "by foot hog hoise was erected in 1951 and a 24. by 60 
foot machine shed in 1952. The 44 ty 24. foot com crib will hold 600 
bushels of ear com or 1700 bushels of otlier grain or other conblnations. 
The 60 by 60 foot bam, in good condition, has a hay mow in the center 
extending to groxund level. The farm also has a 20 ly 40 foot poultry 
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Figure 7» Soil map of Faim No» 3. 
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Table 6. Type and value of machinery on Farm No. 3* 
Machinery Value 
Tractor (John Deere A 1949) $1,750 
Tractor (John Deere A 1938) 400 
Com picker (Wood Brothers 19A7, cost $1,000) 500 
Binder (8 ft. horse) old 50 
Threshing machine (22" - cost $300 - 1951) 250 
Disk (15 ft. 1949) 200 
Four-section harrow - old 20 
Endgate seeder - old 15 
Com planter (two-row horse - old) 30 
Mower (John Deere 7 ft. 1948) 175 
Two rubber tire wagons (1 year and 3 years old) 400 
Hay rack (no running gear) 30 
I^ons manure loader (1952) 200 
Side delivery rake (John Deere 194^9) 300 
Plow, 2-L4. - new 250 
Plow, 2-U - old 50 
Total 
u 
hcfuse, a 14. by 20 foot garage, and a 12 by foot brooder house, all in 
fair caodition. 
Crop production and acreage adjustment 
The most noticeable change in crop production with the advent of the 
transition period is increased forage production (Table 7). However, this 
Table 7. Average acreage, yield, and production on Farm No. 3 before and 
after high level yields are obtained under the conservation 
program. 
Present plan Revised plan 
Crop Acres Yield Production Acres Yield Production 
(bu.) (tons) (bu.) (tons) 
Com 62 53.6 3323 50 62.68 313A 
Oats 53 36.1 1913 43.28 1991 
Alfalfa-brone 37 2.1 76 56 1.19 107 
Total crop land 152 152 
increase is not so great as on Farms No. 1 and No. 2. This farm is more 
p]K)ductive than the other two and the operator has followed the best crop 
plan in view of his resources. Therefore, smaller acreage changes are 
needed on this farm than on the other two to put the revised cropping plan 
into use. 
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HiaEDURE USED FOR HICDOCTION ESTIMATICM 
General Budgetary Procedure 
Changes taking place on the tharee farms under study were analyzed 
a 
a detailed "budgetary sttidy. Complete farm budgets were prepared for each 
type of livestock conbination. These buigets were adjusted for constuiption 
by livestock of all the nonnal expected grain and forage ja-oduced tuader 
both revised and present plans. 
Detenainine crop yield 
Recommended managonent practices concerning terracing ^ fertilizing 
and contouring were assumed wherever applicable* The yields accepted for 
this study were taken from calculations of agronomists,^ When the revised 
plan is applied to exploited soils crop yields will probably be less than 
if recommended soil manag^ent had been followed all the time. It was 
estimated that a yield of 90 percent of that potential will be reached 
®For a detailed explanation of varicus budgeting methods used see 
Howard Ottoson. Economics of Forage Production and Utilization in Dakota 
and Dixon Counties, Nebraska. Unpublished Ph. D. Thesis. Ames, Iowa, 
Iowa State College Library. 1952. p. 32-28. 
^Aandahl, A.y Allaway> H., and Riedcen, F. Estimated Average Yields 
of Com, Oats, and Alfalfa-Brome Hay for the Five Principal Soil Types 
and Phases in the Monona-Ida-Hamburg Soil Association Area of Iowa. 
Iowa Exp. Sta. 1950. cMimeo. r^t.3 
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eventually. The recommended fertilizer application alone increases the 
yield between I/IA and 1/7,^ The grain yields increased 30 percent of the 
difference between the potential and the present yields after the initial 
increase due to fertilizer after each rotation for three cycles. 
Reorganizing the fields 
Field layouts suggested by the Farm Planners of the Soil Conservation 
Service were adopted for this study. This transition from the oM layout 
to the new was planned to cause as little disruption as possible in produc­
tion, Seeded legumes were not plowed iintil other meadow was established. 
An attempt was made to equalize crop production each year with special 
emphasis on holding forage production as constant as possible. 
To reduce the investment, fences were maintained only around the farm­
stead and for separating fields that were used for temporary pasture. 
Temporary fences allow combining adjoining fields of the same crop and make 
small grain and meadow accessible for turning strips. 
Crop and livestock production 
The total production of com, oats, and meadow was calculated for each 
year to the point where the fertility level remains constant. Each year's 
total production was calculated by multiplying the acreage of each combina­
tion of soil and slope growing each specific crop by its estimated yield. 
®An initial increase of 1/7 of the normal former yield of com and 
oats on Ida soil, and unterraced Monona soil is accredited entirely to a 
fertilizer application of AO->tO-Oj and this applies to a l/lA increase in 
yield for terraced Monona. 
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In coiaparing alternative livestock combinations in conservation 
farming the number of animal luiits was regulated in oi^er to Tttilize the 
available farm grown feeds • For each livestock combination budgeted all 
grain produced was converted to com equivalents and all meadow to hay 
a 
equivalents. To help level off the year-to-year feed fluctuation produc­
tion was based on a three-year average. The feed consumed by the live­
stock each year was the average of that of the current and two previous 
years. Thus, any surpl^ls feed ft^om one year was stored for iise the 
following years. Feed suppli^ were somewhat stabilized which allowed a 
more orderly adjustment of livestock during the trend of increasing crop 
production. The livestock feeding requirements used were the normal feed­
ing rates applicable to western Iowa conditions (Table 8). Cattle numbers 
for each of the livestock systems were adopted primarily on the basis of 
the amount of forage available. Hog numbers were regulated to use excess 
grain not consumed by the cattle. Sy arbitrary decision five cows were 
kept for the yearling-daiiy system. 
The method for calculating the production of crops and livestock is 
shown for Farm No. 1, The same procedure is used for Farms No, 2 and No, 
3> bvct it is not shown in such great detail as for Farm No, 1, 
Field Arrangement and Production for Farm No, 1 
A production record and a map showing each field for 1951 was pro­
vided by the operator. The acres of each field were then measured 
®Thirty-two ljushels of oats divided ly 56 = corn equivalents. Hay 
eqiiivalents are the tons of forage produced from all me^ows. 
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Table 8, Livestock feed requirements. 
Type of livestock Grain^ Hay Pasture^ 
Hay and 
pasture 
(bu,) (tons) (tons) (tOIffi) 
Dairy cow and replacement^ -43.6 3.5 1.71 5.2 
Dairy heifers 5.0 .58 .85 1.43 
d 
Beef cow and replacement A.2 1.58 2.35 3.93 
Beef heifers 4..5 .58 .75 1.33 
Yearling steers 
Wintered, pastured, 
finished in drylot 40,18 1.4 2,4 3.8 
Wintered, fed on pasture, 
finished in drylot 51.07 1.3 1.9 3.2 
d 
Feeder calves 
Wintered, pastured, 
finished in drylot 1.9 1.63 3.53 
Wintered, fed on pasture, 
finished in drylot 55.9 1,72 1.43 3.15 
d 
Hogs 
Market pigs 13.5 .029 .05 .079 
Sows 30. .2 .2 
& 
Grain is all com equivalents, 
Pasture requirements are in hay equivalents. All pasture produc­
tion is figured as hay to make it easier to handle differences in produc­
tion per acre, 
°Jensen, Harold R,, and others, Input-Output Relationships in Milk 
Production, U, S, Dept, Agr, Technical Bulletin 815, 1942, Dairy cow 
replacements are one-fifth of the yearly production, 
J 
Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, Bureau of Agricultural Econ­
omics, U, S, Dept, Agr,, and Bureau of Plant Industry, U. S, Dept, Agr, 
Production Capacity in Iowa, 1955» 1953. * Mimeo rept,» 
©Iowa Agricultural Experiment Station, A Study of Three Methods of 
Utilizing Pastures and Grain in Beef Production on Marshall Silt Loam in 
Southwestern Iowa, Agronony leaflet FSR-385, June 1951, 
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(Appendix D), The 1951 field arrangement was traced onto thin paper to 
make adjUBtment for the revised field layout. This transition from the 
foimer to the revised field arrangement was brought about as rapidly as was 
convenient for the operator (Table 9 and Figure 8), Most of this transition 
occuired in 1952 (Table 10), By 1954 the revised field arrangement for the 
entire farm was established. The acres of both com and oats have a yearly 
variation of A acres, and meadow 5 acres, from 1953 to 1967 on Farm No, 1 
(Table 11), A number of smaller fields were planned for Farm No, 1 in 
1952 because of modifications necessary for adjusting to the revised rota­
tion, However, the consolidation of adjoining fields having the same crops 
allows some rather large fields for most years (Figures 9 to 2^.). The 
advantage of larger fields is less with com than with other crops on this 
farm because of the lay of the contours. There is a greater efficiency in 
harvesting meadow and oats in larger fields. The absence of fences has the 
advantage of using oats and legumes as turning strips, thus decreasing 
erosicn losses that «ad rows foster. Also the pastiire fences can be iiK>ved 
from season to season allowing for fluctuation of pastvire feed supply. The 
a 
rotational field (ycle established by 195A repeats itself eveiy 20 years. 
Crop production 
Crop production on Farm No, 1 shows an upward trend imtil 1967, After 
1967 it fluctuates in cycles corresponding to the variation in the acreage 
®The field layout for 1974 will be identical idth the field layout for 
1954, etc. 
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Table 9. Transition of 1951 fields into revised rotation for Faim No. 1. 
Field Prom Acres Acres 
number of 1951 used in Crop Average planned 
planned field each 1951 for yield in 
rotation number field 1951 per acre rotation 
2 2 U.5 C® 85 12 
3 2 M • -
1 1.3 C 30 -
6 5 U M .5T A 
7 7 2 M lA 
13 2.2 C 50 
11 A. Oss 25 
6 5,8 Oss 28 
5 1 1 C 30 12 
K 4 M 3T 
6 8 Oss 28 
8 11 7 0 25 9 
13 .8 C 50 
10 1.2 C 30 
10 8 10.3 C AO 12 
10 1.7 C 30 
11 13 7.5 C 50 10 
6 .5 0 28 
9 2 0 40 
1 la 6 Sw d 12 
lb 5 C 30 
U .5 M 3T 
2 .5 C 85 
U 6 M 3T 13 
9 U C AO 
6 3 0 28 
9 10 10.2 c 30 13 
11 2,8 0 25 
^Symbols: C = Com; 0 = Oats; M = Meadowj 
Oss = Oats with sweet clover seeding; 
Sw cl = sweet clover 
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25  ACRES 
12 acre: 
2  ACRES 
2 ACRES 
13  ACRES 
4  ACRES 
12 ACRES 
'13 ACRES 
14  ACRES 
10  ACRES 
v9 ACRES 
ROTATION P lAN^ 
AREAS 1 ,4 ,  7 ,  AND 9  IN  ROTATION^ C-O-M-M.  
AREAS 2 ,5 ,6 ,  8 ,  10 ,  AND I I  IN  R0TAT10N= C-C-O-M-M. 
AREA 3  IN  PERMANENT MEADOW",  X  X  X  IS  PERMANENT FENCE 
AREAS 2 ,5 ,  10 ,  AND I I  WILL  BE TERRACED 
Figure 8. Field layout for Fann No, 1, 
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Table 10. Field arrangenients for 1952 on Farm No. 1. 
Field number 1952 crop Acres 
K 9.-4 
0 3.6 
1 c 12 
7 M 2,2 
0 11.8 
9 M 2.8 
0 10 
2 c 12 
5 0 1 
M 11 
6 c h 
8 M 8.2 
0 .8 
10 Oss 12 
11 C 10 
^Symbols: C = Com 
0 = Oats 
M = Meadow 
Oss = Oats with sweet clover seeding 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
195A 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
196^ 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Crop acreage under revised crop plan on Farm No. 1, 
Permanent 
Com Oats Hay pasture 
(acres) 
3U 39.8 37^2 25 
37 22 52 25 
38 25 48 25 
39 25 4.7 25 
3-4 27 50 25 
35 27 52 25 
yi 23 51 25 
39 25 47 25 
37 26 48 25 
35 25 51 25 
35 25 51 25 
38 23 50 25 
37 26 48 25 
38 2k 49 25 
35 26 50 25 
36 25 50 25 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.I 
1952 
C O R N  O A T S  
M E A D O W  
Figure 9. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. I 
1953 
C O R N  O A T S  
M E A D O W  
Figure 10, Crop layoub. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.I 
1954 
m 
•• • 
•• 
• r • • CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 11. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 
1955 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 12, Crop layout 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. I  
1956 
OATS CORN 
MEADOW 
Figure 13• Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 
1957 
CORN OATS 
J MEADOW 
Figure 14. Crop layout, 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 1 
1958 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 15. Crop layout 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 
1959 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 16, Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.I  
I960 
' • • 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figttre 17. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. I  
196 I  
• • 
• • 
• • • CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 18. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. I 
1962 
• • 
• • 
.• • 
•• 
• • OATS CORN 
MEADOW 
Figure 19. Crcp layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO I 
1963 
OATS 
MEADOW 
Figxtpe 20, Crop layoxrt. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 
1964 
/  CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 21. Crop laQrout 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 
1965 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 22, Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. I 
1966 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 23. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.I 
1967 
• •! • • . V 
•• • * • • 9*^  
^ C 0  R N OATS 
MEADOW 
Figure 24., Crop layout. 
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on the combination of soils and slopes. Crop yields per acre for com, 
oats, and alfalfa were calculated for each soil and slope variation for 
all rotations applicable to this farm before 1952 (Table 12), Consider­
able range can be obsez*ved in yields. To cite an example, Ida soil with a 
com-oat and sweet clover rotation yielded 28 and 23 bushels of com and 
oats, respectively, compared with 62 and bushels of com and oats on 
Napier soil using a com-com-oat-meadow-meadow rotation. If the revised 
rotations and farm managanent practices recommended for this farm had been 
followed previously, the Ida soils would have yielded 12 bushels of com 
and 7 bushels of oats more per acre (Table 13), Although a much larger 
yield of grain is apparent with the revised rotation, the forage yield 
increases also. 
The farm operator is primarily interested iji comparing the production 
of various crops on the same field under the present plan with that of 
the revised plan (Tables 14- and 15), The greater production with a 
revised rotation can be attributed to a ccanbination of fertilizing, con­
touring, terracing, and less intensive rotation. 
These comparisons of yields and- production before axA after the 
soil fertility has been Improved are important only in so far as they 
can be used by the operator who adopts the recommended conservation 
farming practices (Table 16), Even more important to the farmer is the 
knowledge of the number of years the transition takes and the amount of 
production that can be expected each year. The procedures used to answer 
these questions were: (1) to estimate the initial yield increase due 
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Table 12, Crop production per acre for different rotations and soils. 
Soil type 
Percentage 
slope 
Yield ter acre idth COSv cl rotation 
Corn Oats Meadow 
(ba,) (bu.) (tons) 
28 23 
55 36 
50 32 
60 42 -
35 26 
Ida 
Mcoiona 
Moncaia 
Napier 
Monona 
12-20 
6 
10 
L, 
u 
CCOSw cl rotation 
Ida 
Monona 
Moncma 
12 
6 
10 
32 
50 
45 
23 
32 
28 
CCOM rotation 
Napier 
Ida 
Monona 
4 
16 
10 
55 
26 
45 
36 
21 
28 
CCCMM rotation 
Ida 
Napier 
20 
4 
28 
62 
23 
43 
.8 
3.0 
0 
Aaniahl, A,, Allavay, and Riedcen, F. Estimated Average Yields 
of Com, Oats and Alfalfa-Brome Hay for the Five Principal Soil Types and 
Phases in the MonQna^Idai-Hamburg Soil Association Area of Iowa, Iowa 
Agri. Exp, Sta, 1950, cMimeo, rept,:» The assumption is that all graiji 
and hay are consuned on the farm, but no contour cultivaticn, terraces, or 
fertilizers are used. 
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Table 13. Crop production per acre using revised rotations for 
Farm No, 1,^ 
Acres in 
Soil CCCMM Average yield ver acre 
Soil type slope rotation Com Oats Hay 
(bu.) (bu,) (tons) 
Monona 6 29.5 64. A5 2,6 
Monona 10 15.5 60 AO 2.4 
Napier K 13.0 70 50 3.0 
Ida 12 1.0 -40 30 1.6 
Acres in CCX1M 
Napier K 1.2 70 50 3.0 
Ida 16 9.7 >^0 30 1.6 
Ida 20 17.5 4JO 30 1.6 
Moncaia 10 18.6 60 AO 2. A 
Monona U 5.0 4.6 35 2,0 
^Aandahl, A,, Allaway> H., and Riecken, F, Estdmated Average 
lielfls of Corn, Oats and Alfalfa-Brome HaQr for the Five Principal Soil 
Types and Phases in the Monona-Idai-Hamburg Soil Association Area of 
Iowa, Iowa Agr. Exp, Sta, 1950, tMimeo, rept,^ This is with the 
assumption that all grain and hay are ccaasuraed on the farm with manure 
spread on the Ida and eroded Monona, All cropland is in contour culti­
vation with terraces \ised whenever practical. 
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Table Normal average field production of present rotation for 
Farm No. 1.® 
d number 
Acres in 
field 
Predominant 
rotation^ 
Total average nroducticn taer field 
Com Oats Meadow 
(bu,) (bu,) (tons) 
5 12 COSw cl 660 ii32 -
7 U COSw cl 585.6 301.2 -
8 9 COSu cl 54C 29A -
9 13 COSw cl 502 356 -
10 12 COSw cl 660 A32 -
2 5 CCOSv cl 585 372 
11 10 CCOSw cl /^79.5 309 -
1 12 CCCSw cl 457 310.6 -
A 33 cca^M 36A 299 10.il 
6 K CCOMM 24B 172 02 
^Aandahl, A,, Allaway, H,, and Riecken, F, Estimated Average Yields 
of Com, Oats and Alfalfa-Brome Hay for the Five Principal Soil Types and 
Phases in the Monona-Ida-Hamburg Soil Association Area of Iowa. Iowa 
Agr. Exp. Sta. 1950, eMimeo, r^t.a The assumption is that all grain 
and hay are consumed on the faira, but no contour cultivation, terraces, or 
fertilizers are used. 
lOiV 
Table 15 • Expected total field productioi with reccamended rotations 
for Farm No. 1,® 
Acres In Total yield per field 
Field number field Corn Oats Hay 
(buT) (bu.) (tons) 
Fields in CCCMM rotation 
2 12 756 525 30.6 
5 12 768 5^0 31.2 
6 U 280 200 12.0 
8 9 630 U50 27.0 
10 12 768 5A0 31.2 
11 10 6U 432.5 2^.9 
Fields In CCMM rotation 
1 12 632 W- 25.52 
4 13 520 390 20.8 
7 U 736 508 29.U 
9 13 6U 460 26.4 
^Aasdahl» A.) AUavayy H,, and Hiecikeny F. Estimated Average Yields 
of Com, Oats and Alfalfa-Brome Hay for the Five Principal Soil Types and 
Phases in the Monona-Ida-Hamburg Soil Association Area of Iowa, Iowa 
Agr. Exp. Sta. 1950. cMimeo. rept.-a This is assiiming that all grain 
and hay are consumed on the farm with manure spread on the Ida and eroded 
Monona. All cropland is in contour cultivation with terraces used when 
practical. 
Table 16, Presait and potential yields per field for Farm No. 1, 
Field No. of Normal yield for present rotation Normal yield for revised rotation 
number acres Com Oats Meadow Corn Oats Meadow 
(bu.; (bu.} (tons) (tu.) (bu.J (tons) 
Fields in CCMM 
1 12 38 25 - 52.67 36.83 2.13 
u 13 28 23 .8 40 30 1.6 
7 U 42 21.5 - 52.57 36.39 2.1 
9 13 38.61 27.38 - 49.54 35.38 2.03 
Fields in CCCMM 
2 12 48,9 31 - 63 48.75 2.55 
5 12 55 36 - 64 45 2.6 
6 U 62 O 3. 70 50 3. 
8 9 60 42 - 70 50 3. 
10 12 55 36 - 64 45 2.6 
11 10 A7.95 30.9 - 61.4 43.25 2.49 
^Aandahl, A.) AUaway, H., and Riecken, F. Estimated Average Yields of Com, Oats and Alfalfa-
Brome Hay for the Five Principal Soil Types and Phases in the Monona-Ida-Hambarg Soil Association 
Area of Iowa. Iowa Agr, Exp, Sta. 1950, cMimeo. rept, a 
^^e to more Intensive previous rotations, the normal yield is not expected to reach this 
amount. 
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entirely to recommended fertilizer application, and (2) to calculate the 
yield of com, oats and meadow after each rotaticnal cycle for each 
fie3d® (Table 17). The time required to obtain maximim yield varies 
principally with the rotation used in that specific field. While it ie 
apparent that the productivity increases during the transition period, the 
trend of the total productivity in shifting toward forage is even more 
obvious (Table 18). Corn and oat production on Farm No, 1 increases oily 
slightly whereas, meadow production more than doubles. 
It is more convenient to compare and measure year-to-year grain pro­
duction and to calculate livestock feed requirements if all grain is con­
verted to com equivalents (Table 19). Livestock requirements and grain 
production seldom come out equal. Fazmers compensate somewhat for this 
situation by storing crop surpluses for years vrfien production is low, A 
three-year average of com and hay equivalents is assumed to be a normal 
basis for determining livestock numbers (Table 20), establishing a 
more constant feed supply the operator is able to maintain more iiniformi-ty 
in livestock production. 
^Several interviews were conducted by the author with Dr, Ross 
Baumann of BAE and various members of the Agronoiny staff at Iowa State 
College to establish a basis for estimating yields during the transition 
period. The author assumes all responsibility for estimated yields, A 
conservative estimation was made assuming static technological conditions 
as they existed in 1952, The serious gullying makes it appear unlikely 
that the yields will be as high after changing to conservation farming as 
they could have been if the revised rotations had been in use all the time, 
IMoubtedly with constant improvement in technology the yields will be 
higher than asstaned at present. 
Table 17• Average annual acre yield per field from 1952 to 1967 on Farca No. 1.^ 
Field No, of 
number acres 1962 1953 195Z. 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
Fields in CCMM 
1 12 C^ 43 0 28 M 1 M 1 C 46 0 31 M 1.4 M 1.4 
u 13 M ,8 
0 26 M 1 C 35 0 28 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 37 0 29 
7 U 0 24 M 1 M 1 C 49 0 27 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 50 
9 13 M .8 
0 44 C 4^ 0 31 
Fields 
M 1 
in CCOMM 
M 1 C 45 0 32 M 1.4 
2 12 C 52 C 50 0 33 M 1.5 M 1.5 0 55 C 53 0 37 
5 12 0 38 M 1.5 M 1.3 C 57 C 55 0 40 M 2.3 M 2.3 
6 U M 1.5 
C 62 Oss 43 C 64 C 62 0 45 M 
to 
.
 
H
 M 
to 
•
 
H
 G 67 
8 9 0 42 
M 1.8 M 1.8 C 63 C 61 0 UU M 2.7 M 2.7 C 66 
10 12 Oss 36 C 57 C 55 0 38 M 1.5 M 1.5 C 59 0 57 
11 10 C 51 0 33 M 2.1 M 2.1 C 54 C 52 0 36 M 2.3 
^he yield is calculated to the nearest bush^ or ton. Com and oat yields increased 1/7 
with only recommended fertilizer (4O-AO-O) added on all fields that are in conv-oats-meadow-
meadow rotation, Iowa State College agronomist estimated that com and oat yi^s Increased 
l/lU on Monona terraced soil with only recomnended fertilizer applications. Com and oat yields 
after two yeaw of meadow Increases 30 percent of the potential between the initial noimal yield 
Increase after a fertilizer application and the normal long teiin yield due to planned rotation 
lantil 90 percent of the difference is obtained. Second year com is two bushels less than first 
year. Meadow in a com-com-cats~meadow-meadow rotation is 90 percait of the potential yield of 
the planned rotation except for the first rotational period which will be 60 perceaat of the 
planned rotation. The average yield of 1.4 tons will be obtained in com-oats-meadow-meadow 
except for the one ton for the first rotaticnal period. 
Symbols; C = Com; 0 = Oatsj M = Meadowj Oss = Oats with sweet clover seeding. 
Table 17 Continued: 
Field No. of 
number acres 1960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
Fields in CCMM 
1 12 C A9 0 34 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 52 0 36 M 1.4 M 1.4 
k 13 M l.A M 1.4 C 39 0 29 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 39 0 29 
7 U 0 31 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 51 0 34 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 51 
9 13 M 1.4 C 46 0 33 M 1.4 M 1.4 C 48 0 34 M 1.4 
Fields in CCCMM 
2 12 M 2.3 M 2.3 C 59 C 57 0 42 M 2.3 M 2.3 C (2. 
5 32 C 59 C 57 0 41 M 2.3 M 2.3 C 62 C 60 0 43 
6 C 65 0 47 M 2.7 M 2.7 C 69 C 67 0 49 M 2.7 
8 9 C 6it 0 46 M 2.7 M 2.7 C 69 C 67 0 48 M 2.7 
10 12 0 41 M 2.3 M 2.3 C 62 C 60 0 43 M 2.3 M 2.3 
11 10 M 2.3 0 57 C 55 0 39 M 2.3 M 2.3 C 60 C 58 
Table 18. Total yearly production on Farm No, 1 
Field 
number 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 
1 C®516 0 456 M 12.0 M 12.0 C 552 0 372 M 16.8 M 16.8 
U M 7.5 
0 93.6 M 13.0 C 455 0 364 M 18.2 M 18.2 C 481 0 377 
7 0 336 M U.O M 14.0 C 686 0 378 M 19.6 M 18.6 0 700 
9 M 2.2 
0 U9 C 572 0 403 M 13.0 M 13.0 C 585 0 416 M 18.2 
2 0 62A C 600 0 396 M 18 M 18 C 660 C 636 0 444 
5 0 38 
M 16.5 M 18 M 15.6 C 684 C 660 0 480 M 27.6 M 27.6 
6 C 248 0 172 C 256 C 248 0 180 M 6,0 M 6.0 0 268 
8 M U.8 
0 M 16.2 C 567 C 549 0 396 M 24.3 M 24.3 C 594 
10 0 432 C 684. C 660 0 456 M 18 M 18 C 708 C 684 
11 C 510 0 330 M 21.0 M 21.0 C 540 C 520 0 360 M 230 
Total^ 
Com (bu.) 
Oats (bu.) 
Meadow (T) 
1898 
1383 
41 
1856 
938 
61 
1939 
799 
72 
2167 
820 
64 
1751 
954 
67 
1765 
852 
86 
1825 
776 
94 
2255 
821 
86 
^Symbols: 
^'Productii 
to nearest ton 
C = Comj 
on of coTO 
• 
0 = Oats 
and oats 
• M = Meadow, 
calculated to nearest bushel in each field. Meadow on total farn 
Table 18 Continued: 
Field 
number I960 1961 1962 1963 1964 1965 1966 1967 
1 C 588 0 408 M 16.8 M 16.8 C 628 0 432 M 16.8 M 16.8 
U M 18.2 M 18.2 c 507 0 377 M 18,2 M 18.2 C 507 0 377 
7 0 M 19.6 M 19.6 C 7U 0 476 M 19.6 M 19.6 0 7U 
9 M 18,2 C 598 0 429 M 18.2 M 18.2 c 624 0 442 M 18.2 
2 M 27.6 M 27.6 C 708 C 684 0 50A M 27.6 M 27.6 c 744 
5 C 708 C 684 0 A92 M 27,6 M 27.6 c 744 C 720 0 516 
6 C 260 0 188 M 10.8 M 10.8 C 276 C 268 0 196 M 10.8 
8 C 576 0 IM M 243 M 24.3 C 621 c 603 0 432 M 24.3 
10 0 ^ 92 M 27.6 M 27.6 c 744 c 720 0 516 M 27.6 M 27.6 
11 M 230 C 570 c 550 0 390 M 23.0 M 23.0 C 600 C 570 
Total 
Com (bu.) 2132 1852 1765 2142 2245 2239 1827 2028 
Oats (bu.) 926 1010 921 767 980 948 1070 893 
Meadow (T) 87 88 99 98 87 88 92 98 
Ill 
Table 19. Ccnversicai of oats to corn equivalents for Farm No, 1, 
Year Oats Oats 
Corn 
equivalents 
(bu.) (lbs.) (bu.) 
1952 1,383 M,256 790 
1953 958 30,656 547 
195A 799 25,568 457 
1955 820 26,2^0 469 
1956 95A 30,528 545 
1957 852 27,264 487 
1958 776 24,832 443 
1959 821 26,272 469 
I960 926 29,632 529 
1961 1,010 32,320 577 
1962 921 29,472 526 
1963 767 24,544 438 
196A 980 31,360 560 
1965 948 30,336 542 
1966 1,070 34,240 611 
1967 893 28,576 510 
thirty-two times bushels of cats divided by 56 = com equivalents. 
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Table 20. Yearly and 3-year running average for com and meadow equi­
valents for Farm No, 1, 
Year 
Com 
equivalent 
Meadow Crop 
years 
Com equivalent 
(3-year average) 
Hay 
equivalent 
(bu.) (tons) (bu.) (tons) 
1952 2,688 41 
1953 2,403 61 1952-54 2,495 58 
1954 2,395 72 1953-55 2,475 66 
1955 2,636 64 1954-56 2,442 68 
1956 2,296 67 1955-57 2,395 75 
1957 2,252 86 1956-58 2,272 82 
1958 2,268 94 1957-59 2,415 89 
1959 2,724 86 1958-60 2,551 89 
I960 2,661 87 1959-61 2,605 87 
1961 2,429 88 1960-62 2,460 91 
1962 2,291 99 1961-63 2,433 98 
1963 2,580 98 1962-64 2,559 98 
1964 2,805 87 1963-65 2,722 91 
1965 2,781 88 1964-66 2,675 89 
1966 2,438 92 1965-67 2,586 93 
1967 2,538 98 
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Livestock production 
The number of each Ig^pe of cattle is determined by the amount of fo3v 
age produced. Although the number of feeder cattle purchased yearly is 
adjiisted to the feed supply changing the number of beef and dairy cattle 
requires several years. Thus the yearly numbers of cows reflect the pro­
duction trend, but only partially reflects the annual fluctuation in grain 
and forage production (Table 21), Hog numbers are more or less adjusted 
frcm year to year depending on the grain not consumed by cattle. Forage 
and grain production usually is not in equilibrium with available supply 
because as animals are added, feed consumption increases in discrete 
a 
intervals. To cite an example, if a litter of hogs is added, then 81 
additional bushels of com will be consumed. The production of each live­
stock system is an average (Table 22), 
Field Arrangement and Production for Farm No, 2 
The yield and production for all fields vras calculated each year for 
both the foimer and revised rotations exactly as they were calculated for 
Farm No, 1, The field layout on this faim is modified by the deep 
gullies that separate the fields (Figure 25 and Table 23), The large 
variation in the land slope and the great distance between the 4-0-acre 
°See Table 8, 
detailed tables are emitted for Faims No, 2 and No, 3, The pro­
cedure of calculating production for these two faims is identical with the 
procedure used for Farm No. 1, The acres of various soil types and slopes 
that effect productivity were measured from the soil profile map for Farm 
No, 2. 
a 
Table 21, Livestock numbers on Farm No. 1 from 1952 to 1967 tinder the revised plan. 
System 1952 1953 195A 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 1960 1962 1964 
1. Yrl^ 5 8 10 10 14 15 18 16 16 19 18 
Hogs lU 108 102 102 90 84 84 84 84 78 84 
2. Yrl^ 5 10 U u 16 16 21 21 21 24 22 
Hogs 102 96 84 84 72 72 66 66 66 54 66 
3. Yrl 11 17 17 17 21 23 24 25 25 27 25 
Hogs 120 96 96 96 84 72 84 84 84 78 84 
Yrl 12 18 18 18 23 27 30 30 30 33 30 
Hogs lU 84. U 84 66 48 48 54 54 42 54 
5. Calves 12 16 20 20 23 23 26 26 26 29 28 
Hogs 108 96 84. 84 72 72 72 72 72 60 54 
6, Calves 15 20 20 20 25 25 30 30 30 33 32 
Hogs 96 72 72 72 48 48 36 36 36 36 36 
7. Beef cows 7 10 13 16 16 16 21 24 23 23 23 
Hogs 132 132 120 120 120 120 126 126 132 132 132 
8. Dairy cows 8 8 10 12 14 16 16 18 18 18 18 
Hogs 120 lU 108 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 96 
^ear emitted same as preceding years. 
System 1 and 2 have 5 daiiy cows each year. 
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Table 22, Livestock production levels used. 
a 
Type of livestock Production 
Dairy cow 
Beef cow 
Yearling steers: 
Wintered, pastured, 
finished in drylot 
Wintered, fed on pastvire, 
finished in drylot 
Feeder calvesj 
Wintered, pastured, 
finished in drylot 
Wintered, fed on pasture, 
finished in drylot 
Market pigs 
8, lbs, milk containing iS butter-
fat, or 327,4. lbs, butterfat and one 
calf weighing 400 lbs, at 7 months. 
500 lb, calf at 7 aonths. 
Beginning 
wt. lbs, 
604. 
604. 
440 
Ending 
vrt. lbs. 
1190 
1143 
1105 
440 104.0 
225 lbs, market weight 
Gain 
lbs. 
586 
539 
665 
600 
®Bauinann, Ross, Heady, Earl, and Aandahl, Andrew, Costs and Returns 
for Soil Conservaticn Systems of Farming on Ida>4Ionona Soils in Iowa, 
tUnpublished research,# Iowa State College and Producticn Economics 
Branch, Agr, Research Service, U.S. Dept. Agr, 1954.. 
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22 ACRES 
25 ACRES 
GULLY 
GRASS • 
WATER 
12 ACRES 
RE 
25 ACRES FIELD KO. l,4,7,8,9,aiC IN COMM ROTATION 
ROTATION FIELD 
WASTE LAND 
ERR 
4ACRES 
Figure 25. Field layout for Farm No. 2 
U7 
Table 23. Transitiaa of 1951 fielis to a revised rotation for Faim 
No. 2. 
Field number 
of planned 
rotation 
From 1951 
field number 
Acres in 
planned 
field 
1951 
crop yield 
Average 
yield 
Acres 
planned 
dn rotation 
1 3 18 30 
2 A 0 pasture 22 
2 K 6 c 50 6 
3 U 5 c 50 5 
U 2 25 0 38 25 
5 6 6 c 65 6 
6 6 6 c 65 6 
7 6 7 c 50 7 
8 5 12 A 3 tons 12 
9 U 25 M — 25 
10 u U M — U 
^Symbols: C = Com; 0 = Oatsj M = Meadowj A = Alfalfa. 
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diagonal and the remainder of the farm is a handicap in making a practical 
farm plan. In 1952, the com acreage was increased to 58 acres to enable a 
more rapid transition to the revised rotation. In 1953> 53 acres of oats 
were planted to establish an alfalfa-brome grass meadow. The acreage after 
195A remains fairly uniform with only a A acre fluctuation in com and oats 
and a 1 acre fluctuation in forage (Table 2U), The ccnaolidation of fields 
that have the same crops is less on this farm than Farm No, 1 because of 
the topograplgr and location of the farm land (Figures 26 to 31). 
In 1952, the forage production was so low that only four cows could be 
maintained. The larger acreage of wasteland is responsible for a smaller 
iwmber of livestock than on Farm No, 1 (Table 25), 
Field Arrangement and Production for Faim No, 3 
The soil map reveals that this fann is practically all crop land 
(Figxare 7), Fields are conveniently located around the farm buildings 
(Figure 32), The acreage of crops from year to year fluctuates more during 
and after the transition period on this fam than on the other two. The 
immediate adoption of the revised plan has a very slight effect on the 
acreages of various crops. Acreage will vary from year to year for com, 
oats, and meadow, 44 to 70, 25 to 52, and 51 to 61 acres, respectively 
(Table 26), The field arrangement is adaptable to enlarging fields when 
the same crop is planted in adjoining fields (Figures 33 to ^ 6), Due to a 
higher forage and grain production a larger number of livestock is kept on 
this fana than on Faims No, 1 and No, 2 (Table 27), 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
195A 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
196A 
1965 
1966 
1967 
29 
31 
53 
52 
53 
53 
53 
52 
53 
53 
53 
52 
53 
53 
53 
52 
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Crop acreage imder revised plan on Farm No. 2, 
Com Oats 
(acres) (acres) 
58 30 
33 53 
37 27 
3A 31 
36 28 
33 31 
37 27 
3A 31 
36 28 
33 31 
37 27 
34 31 
36 28 
33 31 
37 27 
3A 31 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 2 
1952 
• • • 
gully 
bldi 
• • 
CORN 
OATS 
gully, 
MEADOW 
Figure 26, Crcp layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 2 
1953 
gully 
bldg. 
• • 
• • 
CORN • • 
OATS 
gully 
MEADOW 
Figure 27 Crop layout 
122 
CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.2 
1954-58-62-66 
• • •• 
• • 
• • 
gully 
bldg. 
CORN 
OATS 
MEADOW 
gully 
Figure 28, Crop layout. 
123 
CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 2 
1955-59-63-67 
• •• 
• • 
GULLY 
• • 
bld6. 
CORN 
OATS 
gully MEADOW 
Figure 29. Crop layout. 
12A 
CROPPING PLAN FARM NO 2 
1956-60-64 
• • • 
• • 
GULLY 
LDG^ 
• • • • 
t 
CORN 
OATS 
MEADOW 
GULLY> 
Figure 30. Crop layait. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.2 
1957-61-65 
GULLY 
BLDGl 
CORN 
OATS 
MEADOW 
GULLY 
Figure 31 Crop layout. 
Table 25, Livestock numbers fron 1952 to 1967 under the revised plan for Farm No. 2, 
System 1952 1953 195A 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 
1. Yrl'' 0 1 U 8 13 17 20 22 21 21 23 
Hogs 150 132 132 114 90 84 78 72 84 84 84 
2. Yrl^ 0 2 5 10 U 21 25 25 27 27 28 
Hogs 150 132 126 90 84 60 54 54 54 54 60 
3. rrl 6 8 13 15 20 23 27 28 29 29 30 
Hogs 150 138 lU 102 90 84 78 72 78 78 84 
J,, in 7 9 13 17 25 29 33 36 36 36 37 
Hogs 150 126 108 8A 60 54 42 36 36 36 48 
5* Calves 7 9 11 16 22 26 30 31 31 32 33 
Hogs 150 1/,/. 102 90 78 66 60 54 54 60 66 
6. Calves 8 10 13 18 26 30 34 36 36 37 38 
Hogs UU 132 96 78 54 42 36 24 24 30 36 
7. Beef cows 5 6 10 12 14 18 22 28 26 26 27 
Hogs 150 150 150 132 126 126 326 126 326 126 144 
8. Daljy cows U 6 7 9 12 15 19 21 21 21 21 
Hogs 150 132 132 120 108 96 90 90 90 96 96 
®year emitted same as preceding years. 
Systems 1 and 2 have 5 cows each year exc^t In 1952 they have U cows. 
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!5 ACRES 
26 ACRES 
31 ACRES 25 ACRES 
30 ACRE 
21 ACRES 
4 ACRES 
FIELDS N0 2,3,4,a5 IN CO MM 
FIELD NO. 4 HAS LL^2 MILES OF TERRACES 
14,000 LINEAR FEET OF WATERWAYS 
Figure 32, Field layout fcjr Faim No, 3, 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954. 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
196A 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Crop acreage under revised plan on Faim No» 3. 
Com Oats Hay 
(acres) (acres) (acres) 
56.5 49.5 4.6 
A7 54 51 
65 26 61 
50 46 56 
51 50 51 
66 30 56 
44 47 61 
52 U 56 
70 31 51 
U5 51 56 
A6 45 61 
71 25 56 
U9 52 51 
A7 49 56 
65 26 61 
50 46 56 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1952 
A  *  • • •  *  /  \ *  •  •  •  • •  
••• .••• 
• 
• •  •  •  • * • • • • •  •  .  
BLDG 
CORN 
MEADOW 
ZZZ3OATS 
r r z - -  GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 33* Crop lajrout 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
I 955 
• • 
• • 
• • •• bldg. 
• • 
• • 
•• 
• • 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW R--- GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 34-. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1954 -66 
• • • 
• • • 
• • 
• •• 
• •• 
BLDG. 
L'^ /JCORN 
'MEADOW 
2753 OATS 
-- GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 35. Crcp laycfut. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO.3 
1 9 5 5 - 6 7  
bldg 
CORN 
MEADOW 
OATS 
-GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 36, Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1956 
•  - :  •  •  
•  • •  • •  •  
• t • •• •• 
BLDG. 
CORN R # \ '• J OATS 
MEADOW • GRAVELED LANE 
Figure 37. Crop layout 
13A 
CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1957 
BLDG. 9 
• • 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 38. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO 3 
1958 
BLOG 
CORN 
MEADOW 
OATS 
GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 39. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM N0.3 
1959 
BLDG 
OATS CORN 
MEADOW —— - graveled 
L A N E  
Figure 40. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM N0.3 
I960 
• • 
BLDG. 
• • 
• • 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 41• Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1961 
BlDG 
CORN OATS 
MEADO\V = GRAVELED 
L A N E  
Figure 42. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1962 
BLDG 
CORN OATS 
MEADOW GRAVELED LANE 
Figure 43# Crc^ layout. 
UO 
CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1963 
BLDG 
CORN 
MEADOW ~ 
OATS 
GRAVELED 
L A N E  
Figure 44. Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM NO. 3 
1964 
BLDG 
CORN 
MEADOW 
OATS 
GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure 4-5• Crop layout. 
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CROPPING PLAN FARM N 0.3 
1965 
•• 
6LDG 
• • 
• • 
GORN 
MEADOW 
OATS 
GRAVELED 
LANE 
Figure ^6. Crop layout. 
a 
Table 27. Livestock numbers ftom 1952 to 1967 using the revised plan for Farm No. 3. 
System 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 1959 I960 1961 1962 1964 1966 
1, Yrl^ 7 7 10 7 8 12 18 18 18 17 20 18 20 
Hogs 186 186 186 192 192 192 174 174 186 180 162 180 162 
2. Trl" 9 10 11 8 10 U 20 23 23 21 25 21 25 
Hogs 180 156 180 186 186 174 150 144 144 162 132 162 132 
3. in U H 16 14 15 19 24 24 24 25 25 25 25 
Hogs 180 180 180 180 204 204 168 168 174 174 174 174 174 
U, Trl 18 18 19 17 18 24 31 31 30 30 33 30 33 
Hogs 168 162 174 174 180 156 132 132 144 144 132 150 132 
5. Calves 16 16 17 15 17 22 26 26 26 26 30 27 29 
Hogs 180 IIU 174 180 186 168 156 156 168 168 144 162 156 
6. Calves 18 18 20 18 19 25 32 32 30 30 33 31 33 
Hogs 162 156 162 162 168 138 120 320 138 138 120 138 120 
7. Beef cows 13 13 14 U 14 15 17 21 24 24 24 24 24 
Hogs 216 210 216 216 216 216 216 216 222 222 216 222 216 
8, Dairy cows 10 10 11 11 n U U 17 19 18 18 18 18 
Hogs 180 180 186 192 186 186 216 204 186 186 186 186 186 
®Tear omitted same as preceding years. 
Systems 1 and 2 have 5 daiiy cows each year 
Ul 
Price Deteimination 
To compare ccmservation and nonconservation fanning it was expedient 
to calculate annual returns and costs for each type of livestock system 
from 1952 to 1967. Such an analysis of costs and retuiTis for a specific 
system throughout a period of years enables an operator to observe the 
advantages of conservation fanning. From the data derived in this type of 
analysis the operator can see the advantages and disadvantages of the 
various types of livestock systems. The 1952 price relationship was used 
as a basis for calculatiiig cost and inccme for the steady price level. 
This price relationship assumed for Iowa farmers a parity index of 314- for 
a 
prices received and 310 for prices paid, A declining price situation was 
also analyzed wherety the prices received drop to a parity index of 237 
and the price paid to 257 by 1958 (Table 28), The net income for both 
steady and dropping prices is identical for 1952,^ 
Iowa index of prices is higher than the U, S, index. The U. S, 
pariiy index is 290 for prices received and prices paid. For declining 
prices the U, S, index will decrease to 225 and 250 for prices received 
and paid, respectively, 
^In further discussions data and steady prices refer to the 1952 price 
level. Declining prices refer to the dropping prices up Tjntil 1958 after 
which it is assumed the prices will remain constant. The revised plan or 
conservation plan refers to the adoption of conservation fanning while the 
present plan or nonconservation plan refers to the farm management crop­
ping practices and acreage allotments before 1952, The analysis of the 
present or nonconservation plan was done by; Stoneberg, Everett, Income 
Con^jarison of Land Use Programs in Western Iowa, Unpublished M. S, 
Thesis. Ames, Iowa, Iowa State College Library, 1953* 
Table 28, Prices received and paid by Iowa faimei«, 1940-1951 and 194-9-1951 and assumed 1952-1958.^ 
Itm Unit Basis 
Actual levels 
1940-51 1949-51 
Estimates^ 
av. av. 
1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
lU 139 134 129 125 120 115 
80 78 76 74 72 70 68 
19.25 18,54 17,82 17.10 16.38 15.67 14.95 
20.07 19,46 18,85 18.24 17.64 17,03 16.42 
23.5 23,3 23.1 22,9 22.8 22,6 22.4 
39.3 38,3 37,3 36,3 35.2 34.2 33.2 
74.2 71,9 69,7 67,4 65.1 62.9 60.5 
241 226 212 197 182 168 153 
28.33 26,66 24.99 23,32 21.64 19.97 18.30 
23.73 23.56 22,38 21,20 20.03 18.86 17.68 
33.51 31.73 29,95 28,17 26.38 24.60 22.82 
34.69 32,90 31.10 29,31 27.52 25,72 23.93 
33.56 31.89 30.22 28,55 26.87 25,20 23.53 
38.97 37.38 35.78 34.18 32,59 31.00 29.40 
39.99 38,27 36.55 34.83 33.11 31.39 29.67 
32.55 30,92 29.30 27.68 26,05 24.42 22,80 
28.92 27,66 26,41 25.16 23.91 22,65 21,40 
28,56 27,28 25.99 24.70 23.42 22,14 20,85 
3U 302 289 275 264 252 239 
8,78 8,49 8.20 7.91 7.61 7.32 7,03 
103 99 95 91 88 84 80 
93 90 86 83 80 76 73 
81 78 75 72 70 67 64 
133 
U 
17.73 
18 .4B 
21.6 
36.2 
68.3 
222 
26.09 
22,77 
27.73° 30,86 
2^9.08° 31L.9U 
Prices received 
Corn ;^-bu. Cal.yr. 110 
Oats p^-'bu. Cal.yr, 65 
Hay, baled $-ton Cal.yr. 14-,28 
Hogs k-cvt. Cal.yr. 15.68 
Chickens ;^-lb. Cal.yr. 21.4, 
Eggs ^-doz. Cal.yr, 31.7 
Butterfat Cal.yr. 57.9 
Milk cows $-hd. Cal.yr. 1^6 
All beef cattle 0-cwt. Cal.yr. 17,48, 
Commercial covjs,Chi. $-cwt, Cal,yr. 21,46 
Feeder calves,300-500, ^ 
KC, August §-cvrb, Aug, 
September $-cwt. Sept, 
Choice feeder steers, 
500-800, KC, Oct. 
Prime steers,900-1100, 
Chicago, Nov, $-cwt. Nov, 
Dec, $-cwt. Dec, 
• Veal calves, farm 
October $~cwt, Oct, 
November ^cirfc, Nov, 
December $-cwt, Dec, 
Index prices received 1910-14. Cal,yr, 
Prices paid 
Barbed wire ^80 rod Cal,yr, 5,71 
Woven wire fi-xcd Cal,yr, ,65® 
Steel posts fi-each Cal.yr. ,59° 
Wood posts ^-each CaJ-.yr, .52° 
$-cwt. Oct, 28,59^ 30,90 
35,72? 35.88 
36.05^ 36.82 
25.3A' 
228 
27.70j 29.97 
26.00? 26.63 
® 26.30 
289 
7.99° 
.85° 
Cottonseed meal $-cvrt, Cal.yr, 3.75° 4^.80° 5»28 5.17 5.06 4,95 4.84 4.»73 4.62 
Tankage $-cwt. Cal.yr. 5.0it° 6.64° 7.30 7.12 6,94. 6.76 6,57 6,39 6.21 
Commercial fertilisser ^ton Cal.yr. 36.7ii° 4^.25® 48.63 48.07 47,51 46.95 46.38 45.82 45.26 
Farm machineiy 1910-lii Cal.yr. 209° 284.® 312 303 294 285 275 266 257 
ELdg. and fencing^ 1935-39 Cal.yr. I6l 221 243 236 228 220 213 206 198 
Index prices paid 1910^14 Cal.yr. 209 282 310 301 292 283 275 266 257 
^Baumann, Ross, Bureau of Agricultural Economics, Ames, Iowa, to Ralph II, Battles, Farm Credit 
Administration, Washington, D, C, c Private coBiiiunication, a April 21, 1952. 
^Prices received - It is intended that the estimates for 1952 to 1958 will reflect approximate 
price changes which will occur if the U. S. index of prices received by fanners decreases from a l^el 
of about 290 percent of 1910 to 19M 1952 to 225 percent in 1958. The estimates for 1952 were ob­
tained by tuultiplying 19A9 to 1951 actual prices ly 108.6 percent to adjust them to a level in line with 
a U, S, index of about 2^, The estimates for 1958 were calculated by multiplying 1940 to 1951 actual 
prices ly 104..7 percent to bring then in line vdth a II, S, index of 225. 
Prices paid - It is intended that the estimates for 1952 to 1958 will reflect approximate cost 
changes which will occur if the U. S, index of prices paid Including interest, taxes, and wage rates 
decreases fjcom a level of about 290 percent of 1910 to 1914 in 1952 to 250 percent in 1958. The esti­
mates for 1952 v;ere obtained by multiplying 1949 to 1951 actual prices paid by 109.9 percent to adjust 
them to a level in line with a U. S, index of abcut 290, The estimates for 1958 were calculated by 
multiplying 1940-1951 actual costs by 123,2 percent to bring them in line with a U, S, index of 250, 
^1947 to 1951 average. The 1958 estimates for these prices were con^juted by multiplying the 1947 
to 1951 averages by 82,4. percent. 
^Partly estimated. 
United States index. 
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Crop eocpense 
The per acre production cost for field crops and pasture, excluding 
fertiliser, was divided into constant costs and variable costs. Constant 
costs are expenses connected with harvesting that remain the same per 
acre regardless of the yield whereas variable costs change in relation to 
the yield. The 19^^*3 to 19iW. prices of these itons were calculated in 
another western Iowa studyThese prices were brought up to the 1952 
price level by using the ratio of the two indexes applied (Table 29), 
After 1958 the only variation in crop expense from year to year are due to 
the changing crop acreages during or after the develojiment period. Thus 
the dropping price budgets decrease until 195S, thereafter they vary less 
in proportion than the steady prices. 
Table 29 does not include costs for fertilizer because the needs were 
so varied. Fertilizer prices were calculated on the basis of the retail 
prices paid in 1952 then decreased for dropping prices in proportion to 
the index each year. The cost was deteimined for recommended application 
of both nitrogen and phosphorus for all crops in relation to the slope, 
soil and arotation. 
Livestock prices 
Livestock weights and prices were adjusted to fit the situation most 
prevalent in western Iowa, Prices for dairy COMS are the only livestock 
^Baumann, Rossy Heady, Earl^and Aandahl, Andrew, Costs and Returns 
for Soil Conservation Systems of Farming on Ida-^Ionona Soils in Iowa, 
cUnpublished research.s Iowa State College and Production Economics 
Branch, Agr, Research Service, U. S. Dept. Agr. 195A-
Table 29. Cost per acre of crops and variable cost per bushel. (Calculated Ijjr using 1940 to 194A 
average prices and index to index for prices paid for 1952)® 
Crop 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
Com 
Constant cost $20.47 ^>19,874 119.277 $18.6832 $18.1545 !|17.56Q3 $16.9664 
Variable cost (bu.) .11 .106 .1029 .09973 .09691 .09374 .0906 
Oats 
Constant cost 16.97 16.48 15.9856 15.4932 15.0547 14.562 14.0695 
Variable cost (bu.) .06 .058 .0563 .0546 .0531 .0514 .0497 
AXjT&ljTci hfly 
Total cost (ton) 28.73 27.89 27.0533 26.22 25.478 24.6441 23.8296 
Rotational pasture 10.73 10.42 10.1074 9.7961 9.5189 9.2073 8.8959 
Constant cost 
Permanent pasture 2.40 
^ 1940 to 1944 price ^ x 
1940 to 1944 iwlex (156) 310 
^Taxes are $1.40 per acre and fence maintenance cost average $1 per acre. 
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prices indicated in Table 28, Kansas City market prices for 1,200 pound 
beef cows, 500 to 800 pound feeders, and 250 pcund sows are used in deter­
mining the value of this type of livestock on the farm. 
The retvims ftan fattening cattle weire derived by multiplying the 
Chicago market price by the selling weight minus 3 percent for normal 
death loss. Cull cows for dairy weighing 1,000 pounds and beef cows 
weighing 1,200 pounds were sold at slaughter market prices, minus trans­
portation and handling fees, at Chicago,^ The pork enterprise is assumed 
c 
to be the Iowa market price for an average of six 225 pound pigs. 
Pasture costs 
The 1952 seed prices for seeding meadow were obtained from retail 
seed stores and indexed by using the ratio of prices paid, ^y using the 
seeding rates suggested by agrtaiomists at Iowa State College the expense 
of planting per acre was determined. The cost of seeding for Farm No, 3 
was higher than the other two fanns because it needed more mixtures 
(Table 30). 
®The gross income for fattened cattle for this study is defined as 
the market value after subtracting the value of the cattle when purchased 
and all expenses other than farm feeds, plus the value of pork produced 
from com in manure dropped by these cattle. 
The gross income for dairy cows included the calculated value of 
butterfat, skim milk, veal, and beef from cull animals minus the cattle 
expense, A 3 percent death loss is assumed with a 20 percent heifer 
replacement each year for the cow herd, 
°The gross income for hogs is calculated by subtracting all expenses 
other than farm raised feed froa the gross market value. 
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Table 30, Cost of sweet clover, red clover, and ladino used for green 
manure crop In OCOS rotation on Farm No, 3.^ 
Price per pound 
Crop 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958 
Sweet clover e .183 e .178 e .172 $ .167 $ .162 $ .157 $ .151 
Red clover .417 .405 .391 .379 .368 .356 .344 
Ladino 2.00 1.94 1.88 1.82 1.77 1.71 1.65 
Cost per acre for each kind of seeding 
Sweet clover $ .917 $ .898 
s C
O 
•
 $ .833 1 .810 
to •
 $ .757 
Red clover 1.251 1.214 1.173 1.137 1.104 1.068 1.032 
Ladino 2.00 1.94 1.88 1,82 1.77 1.71 1.65 
Total cost 
per acre 4.167 4.043 3.913 3.792 3.684 3.563 3.443 
°The price is calculated by getting average price in 1952 and using a 
ratio for other years. Seeding rates: 5 lbs, sweet clover; 3 lbs. red 
cloverj and 1 lb, ladino. For example, the following costs are given for 
Farm No. 3: sweet clover = §11 a bushel; v&i clover = |i25 a bushel; ladino 
= $2 a pound. 
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Miscellaneous expenses 
Other expenses were calculated by basing on knowledge of best known 
authorities on each specific item. The cost for maintaining fences around 
a permanent meadow averages $1,00 per acre. Ten5)ora3?y fences are easier 
to build and are maintained for approixljnately $.75 per acre. Taxes on the 
land were taken from records of tax receipts for the three farms. The 
Agricultural Engineering Department of Iowa State College calculated that 
the cost of teiraces amounted to $150 per mile. Other expenses were cal­
culated by using the 1952 cost and applying the index ratio. 
Calculating the Soil Loss 
Conservation farming is designed to maintain fertility. The exact 
number of tons of soil that can erode without a decrease in future produc­
tion varies with different soils. This study did not include an analysis 
of how much soil loss would take place before a decrease in production. 
The soil loss was calculated only for each of the three farms under the 
soil management practices prior to 1952 and after the conservation prac­
tices were established. 
The procedures for calculating the soil loss under both systems are 
as follows t 
1, Tracing the revised field layout on thin paper. 
2, Placing this layout over the soil map of the farm under ccaisider-
ation. 
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3. Measuring and recording the acres of each different soil type and 
slope within each field. 
Calculating the soil loss per acre for each type of soil, under all 
variations of slope, rotation, and soil management practices that 
exist on the farm,^ 
5. Multiplying the number of acres applicable ty the loss per acre 
in each field. 
6. Adding the total difference amount for each field. 
7. Adding the total for each rotation. 
8. Dividing the acres vrithin each rotation to get the average loss 
per acre. 
9. Adding the totals for each rotation. 
10. Dividing the total tons of soil loss by the number of crop acres 
a 
to get the average loss per acre. 
Browning, G, M., Parish, C. L., and Glass, J. A Method for Deter­
mining the Use and Limitations of Rotations and Conservation Practices in 
the Control of Soil Erosion in Iowa. Journal American Society of Agron­
omy 39:65-73. W. 
®See Appendix C for soil losses with the present and revi-sed plans on 
the three faims. 
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INCREASED IRCDUCTIOT HICM CONSERVATICK 
In making decisions regarding the adoption of conservation practices, 
farm operators would like to estimate added income for their conservation 
investmoit. The first step in such an estimation or evaluation is to 
appraise the physical changes associated with conservation farming. The 
first part of this section will be a geieral description of soil erosion 
and the changes In the crop and livestock systems associated with the 
adoption of the conservation plans. In the latter part the changes for 
each farm will be given in greater detail. The economic significance of 
increased productivity will be discussed in a later chapter. 
Changes Due to Conservation 
Present and future soil erosion and cropping isractices 
The three faims analyzed in this study had an intensive soil-depleting 
rotation before 1952. Com planted iji straight checked row, regardless of 
the slope, caused heavy soil erosion. Even the limited acreage of oats 
frequently was planted without legume and grass seedings. Whenever a 
legume was established it was often maintained in meadow as long as hay 
was produced or vintil weeds became prevalent. This type of soil manage-
QSoil Consearvation Service Farm Planners in western Iowa now advise 
against having meadow for more than two years in succession. This is be­
cause alfalfa roots sap the moisture to such a depth that unless there is 
an extra heavy rainfall the year it is plowed, the com yield will be 
reduced by shortage of moisture. 
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ment causes depletion of humus in top soil, less dense growth of vegeta­
tion, and, therefore, more severe erosion. The Soil Conservation Service 
has estimated that field crop productivity can be maintained if the soil 
loss does not exceed 5 to 7 tons per acre per year.^ With nonconservation 
practices the present rate of soil loss is three to ten times that much 
(Table 31). 
Table 31. Average annual soil loss on the three case farms. 
Past rotation Revised rotation 
Farm Total tons Tons per acre Total tons Tens per acre 
number per farm per farm 
1 7,631.17 73.38 736.00 6,63 
2 2,830.00 2^,19 691.50 5,91 
3 it,107.00 27.Ce 595.77 5.32 
^Average for the rotation. 
It is difficult for operators to grasp the significance of decreased 
yields firom erosion. The lower yields obtained on the eroded slopes of the 
three farms, as well as the reported low yields on similarly eroded farms 
in the same locality, caused these operators to recognize the advantages 
of consearvation faming. Nevertheless, various obstacles, including alter­
native use of the limited capital, had prevented these operators from 
^Browning, Parish and Glass, op. cit., p. 65-73. 
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accepting conservation fanning. If recoimnended soil management practices 
such as terracing, commercial fertilizing, contouring, and rotational 
changes are followed, soil fertility increases and the severe erosion can 
be controlled (Table 31). 
Crop yields and production before, during, and after the transition period 
Although recommended fertilizer application results in immediate 
increase in soil fertility, fall restoration of productivity to the planned 
level is a gradual process. The fHiU effect of better management practices 
on yields is delayed lontil the organic material and nitrogen content can 
be restored. Construction of terraces and contours help maintain the 
restored fertility by reducing erosion,® 
Field crop production is converted to feed units to facilitate the 
comparison of the present and revised plans. Before 1952, the total feed 
units produced were 4.f31A> 4-»136 axid 5,781 for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 
3, respectively; the respective percentage of forage was 16,6, 20,1 and 
23.6.^ In 1952 under the revised plan hay production went up slightly on 
the three farms, whereas total feed units decreased due to fewer acres of 
c 
grain (Table 32). However, in subsequent transition years, grain produc-
®These terraces are built large enough to maintain all but an unusually 
heavy rainfall. They will normally overflow about once in 10 years, 
^eed units are calculated as follows: 1 bushel of corn is equivalent 
to 1 xinitj 1 ton of hay is equivalent to 18 units; and 1 bushel of oats is 
equivalent to of a unit. It is assumed that year-to-year production 
ronains constant under the present rotation. 
°Even with an increased acreage of oats, grain production declines, 
except on Farm Ho, 2, because the corn acreage is so drastically reduced. 
TabXe 32. RerlMd and preMtti feed mit prediwtieB for tSie titree MM fMnns frm 1952 to 1967. 
rearm Me. 1 
JTS j? 
Teer leu hay Graia Total feed 
hay feed feed feed valta 
laita valts mlts forage 
farm V e * 2  
X 18 % 
TOBI hay Grain Total food 
hay feed feed feed taite 
wit* vlte mlta forage 
r«r«»o. 3 
jTis ^ 
Toai hay Grain Total feed 
hay feed feed feed valta 
nits valta mita forage 
1952 41 738 2688 3426 21.5 41 738 3467 4205 17,55 76 1368 4162 5530 24,7 
19  ^ 61 1098 2403 3501 28*7 46 828 2611 3439 24.1 75 1350 3638 4988 27,1 
1954 72 1296 2395 3691 35.1 75 1350 2458 3808 35,5 83 1494 4373 9B67 25,5 
1955 64 1152 2636 3788 30  ^ 79 1422 2373 3795 37,5 67 1206 4150 5356 22,5 
1956 67 1206 2296 3502 34.4 104 1872 2553 4425 42,3 86 1548 4129 5677 27,3 
1957 86 1548 2252 3800 40.7 117 2106 2378 4484 47,0 126 2268 4242 6510 34,8 
1958 94 1692 2268 3960 42,7 117 2106 2589 4695 44,9 128 2304 3631 5935 38,8 
1959 86 1548 2724 4272 36.2 114 2052 2535 4587 44,7 104 1872 4319 6191 30,2 
1960 87 1566 2661 4227 37,0 U7 2106 2753 4859 43,3 102 1836 4858 6694 27,4 
1961 88 1584 2429 4013 39,5 127 2286 2531 4817 47,5 126 2268 3494 5762 39,4 
1962 99 1782 2291 4073 43,8 127 2286 2762 5048 45,3 131 2358 3837 6195 38.1 
1963 98 1764 2580 4344 40,6 114 2052 2690 4742 43,3 107 1926 9035 6961 27,7 
1964 87 1566 2805 4371 35,8 119 2142 2889 5031 42,6 104 1872 4132 6004 31,2 
1965 88 1584 2781 4365 36,3 121 2178 2662 4840 45,0 126 2268 3691 5959 38,1 
1966 92 1656 2438 4094 40,4 122 2196 2934 5130 42,8 131 2358 4547 6905 34.1 
1967 94 1692 2538 4230 40,0 123 2214 2746 4960 44,6 107 1926 4272 6198 31,1 
Present rotation - 1952-1967 
ut 
Ov 
39.9 718 3S96 431A 16*6 46.3 833 3303 4136 20.1 75,85 1365 4416 5781 23.6 
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tion increases as the soil fertility is improved by l^vones and fertilizer 
a 
applications. Increased yields on Faims No. 2 and No, 3 compensate more 
rapidly for the decreased grain acreage than on Farm No, 1, Not until 
1963 to 1965 does the annual total feed nnits produced under the revised 
plan on Farm No, 1 exceed the present plan (Figure ^ •7). Ccmsejrvation crap 
production is higher than present production every year after 1955 on Fann 
No, 2 and every year after 1953 on Farm No, 3 with the exception of the 
years 1955 to 1956 and I96I (Figtires 48, 4,9), After 1967 the total feed 
units produced are approximately 4.»250 for Farm No. 1, 5,000 for Farm No, 
2, and 6,000 for Farm No, 3, 
The cumulative grain production on the farn® during the transition 
period is less than the l6-year total Tinder the present plan (Table 33), 
However, except on Farm No, 1, the cumulative feed tanits produced are 
higher under the revised plan. The cumulative piroduction surpasses that 
c 
of the present plan on Farm No, 2 by 1959 and on Farm No, 3 by I960, 
®Grain and forage production increases until about 1967, At this time 
the soil fertility has increased to the point that is assumed most profit­
able from an economic standpoint. Therefore, ary future inputs to increase 
yields cost more than the added value of the product. Agronomist at Iowa 
State College believe that land fanned withoiifc conservation can attain 90 
percent of the difference between the former production and the maximtm 
under optimum conditions after three con^^lete rotational cycles, 
^he cumulative grain units were not calculated beyond 1967, However, 
at some future date on Farm No, 3 the cumulative grain production under the 
revised plan will exceed that of the present plan. 
°Ctunulative hay feed units were not compared since they increase 
immediately with the revised rotation. 
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Figure 4-7. Feed-unit production on Farm No, 1. 
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Figure Jff, Feed-unit production on Fairo No, 3. 
Table 33- Cuinulative present and revised grain feed vinits and total feed unit production from 1952 to 
1967. 
Farm No. 1 Form No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Grain Total Grain Total Grain Total 
feed units feed ttnits feed units feed units feed units feed tmits 
Year Present Revised Present Revised Present Revised Present Revised Present Revised Present Revised 
1952 3,596 2,688 4,314 3,426 3,303 3,467 4,136 4,205 4,416 4,162 5,781 5,530 
1953 7,192 5,091 8,628 6,927 6,606 6,078 8,272 7,644 8,832 7,800 11,562 10,518 
1954 10,788 7,486 12,942 10,618 9,909 8,536 12,408 11,452 13,248 12,173 17,343 16,385 
1955 U,384. 10,122 17,256 14,406 13,212 10,909 16,544 15,247 17,664 16,323 23,124 21,7a 
1956 17,980 12,418 21,570 17,908 16,515 13,462 20,680 19,672 22,080 20,452 28,905 27,418 
1957 21,576 U,670 25,884 21,708 19,818 15,840 24,816 24,156 26,496 24,694 34,686 33,928 
1958 25,172 16,938 30,198 25,668 23,121 18,429 28,952 28,851 30,912 28,325 40,467 39,863 
1959 28,768 19,662 34,512 29,940 26,424 20,964 33,088 33,438 35,328 32,644 46,248 46,054 
I960 32,364 22,323 38,826 34,167 29,727 23,717 37,224 38,297 39,744 37,502 52,029 52,748 
1961 35,960 24,752 43,140 38,180 33,030 26,248 41,360 43,1U 44,160 40,996 57,810 58,510 
1962 39,556 27,043 47,454 42,253 36,333 29,010 45,496 48,162 48,576 44,833 63,591 64,705 
1963 43,152 29,623 51,768 46,597 39,636 31,700 49,632 52,904 52,992 49,868 69,372 71,666 
1964. 46,74s 32,428 56,082 50,968 42,939 34,589 53,768 57,935 57,408 54,000 75,153 77,670 
1965 50,344 35,209 60,396 55,333 46,242 37,251 57,904 62,775 61,824 57,691 80,934 83,^29 
1966 53,940 37,647 64,710 59,427 49,545 40,185 62,040 67,905 66,240 62,238 86,715 90,534 
1967 57,536 40,185 69,024 63,657 52,848 42,931 66,176 72,865 70,656 66,510 92,496 96,732 
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Thus, a revised plan nust be practiced over a period of years before the 
cuoilative production is larger than present production. 
Changing livestock numbers 
For each type of livestock systen, a canparison of the production 
capacity vas made by regulating the number of livestock in similar enter­
prises so as to consume the total crop production under the present and 
a 
revised plans. The shortage of forage under the present plan limits the 
number of cattle that can be fed on farm grovn feed. Therefore hog produc­
tion is always higher under the present plan to utilize the grain piroduc-
tion than under the revised plan. Under the revised plan the number of 
cattle increase until the latter part of the transition period. The rate 
at which livestock numbers change depends upon the volume of crop produc­
tion and the livestock combinations. The dairy and beef herds, built up 
by retaining heifers, increase at a slower rate than crop production. 
However, such practices as variation in degree of culling and keeping more 
or fewer calves for replacement allo^'js for a certain amount of flexibility. 
Daily and beef herd numbers increase up to 195S while livestock for each 
of the other combinations increase up to about 1965. The number of live­
stock in the present plan and in the revised plan in 1967 is shown in 
Table 3A. 
®See Table 60 for the number of livestock on each farm before 1952, 
^Present crop production is identical before and after 1952, 
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Table 34.. Livestock numbers imder the present plan ft-cm 1952 to 1967 and 
tinder the revised plan in 1967, 
Livestock Faim No. 1 Fara No. 2 Fara No. 3 
sjrstean Present Revised Present Revised Present Revised 
1 Yearlings 18 — 23 7 20 
Hogs — 84 — U 210 162 
Daily cows 5 —— 5 5 5 
2 Yearlings 1 1  22 -  -  - •  28 8 25 
Hogs — 66 — 60 204- 132 
Dairy cows 
—— 5 — 5 5 5 
3 Yearlings 5 25 7 30 U 25 
Hogs 186 8it 162 BU 204- 174 
4- Yearlings 6 30 9 37 17 33 
Hogs 180 5U 156 48 192 132 
5 Feeder calves 6 28 8 33 15 29 
Hogs 180 54 156 66 20A 156 
6 Feeder calves 7 32 9 38 17 33 
Hogs m 36 150 36 186 120 
7 Beef cattle 5 23 7 27 13 24 
Hogs 192 132 174. 23/i 216 
B Daily cows K 18 5 21 10 18 
Hogs 186 96 168 96 216 186 
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Conversion to Conservation Farming on Faim No, 1 
Rotation and production 
No definite soil management plan \xas followed before 1952, The 
southern half of the farm was in a predominateHy com-oat rotation with 
some intermittent planting of sweet clover. Usually several plots, vary­
ing from 2 to 5 acres, of alfalfa-brane grass far hog pasture or hay land 
were located near the buildings. Records availabJ.e since 19A4. iwJicate 
that the rotation of five fields comprising 60 acres was primarily com^ 
oats, three fields of 27 acres were in com-com-oats, and tv/o fields of 
17 acres were in com~corn-oats-meadow-meadow. In spite of the predom­
inance of steep Ida soil an average of cue-half of the land xras in com 
each year. The oats crop, except for an average of 12 acres of clover for 
temporaiy meadow, usually was planted without any legume seeding. The 
normal annual production was 2,731 bushels of com, 1,663 bushels of oats, 
and 9 tens of hay on the 111 acres of crop land, Alnwst all of the summer 
grazing was on the 24. acres of timberland. 
The differences in slope make it advisable to have two separate rota-
tions caa this faun. The productivity of the terraced Monona and Napier 
soils can be maintained with a more intensive rotation than the steep Ida 
and unterraced Monona. For the revised rotation the crop land was divided 
according to topography into ten fields. Six of these fields, con^jrising 
®See Figure 5 for the topograpl^r and Figure 8 for field layout. 
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59 acres of the terraced and bottom land, were changed to a corn-com-oats-
meadovf-meadow rotation. The reaaining four fields, con^jrislng 42 acres of 
the Ida and steep Monona soil, were put in a less intensive com-oats-
meadow-meadow rotation (Table 35). 
In 1952, the imaediate effect frcan this revised rotation was a decline 
a 
in total feed units from 4-»314- to 3,426. Production in the first year of 
the transition period was 1,898 bushels of com from 34. acres, 958 bushels 
of oats from 39.8 acres, and 41 tons of hay from 37,2 acres of meadow. The 
average com acreage vdth the revised rotation is 37 acres, whereas froa 
194.5 to 1951 the average was 55 acres. Oat acreage decreased frcm an 
average of 42 to 25 acres and temporary meadow increased ftm 7 to 51 
b 
acres. 
After 1967, approximately ten times as raich forage v/ill be produced 
on six times the average acreage maintained before 1952, Dxiring the trans­
ition period the yield of com increases from 8 to 16 bushels per acre and 
oats increase from 7 to 15 bushels. The largest increase is on land that 
had the most intensive crop rotation. The annual producticn of com, oats 
and hay varied greatly from 1948 to 1952, After 1952 grain production 
increased slightly while forage production increased about 50 percent 
(Table 36), Approximately 2,500 com equivalents will be produced after 
the soil fertility reaches the level planned for this faiiii, 
^he feed units would be even lo\<er if it were not for using commer­
cial fertilizers. Before 1952 no comnercial fertilizers were used. 
\ee Table 11 for corn, oats, meadow and permanent pasture acreages 
on Farm No, 1 from 1952 to 1967. 
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Table 35. Cropping program fl*om 1952 to 1967 on Faim No. 1.^ 
Year 
Area a 
1 A 7 9 2 5 6 8 10 11 
Crop b 
1952 0 M,0 0 M,0 C 0,M C M,0 0 C 
1953 0 M M C 0 M 0 M C 0 
195A M C M 0 0 M C C C M 
1955 M 0 C M M C C C 0 M 
1956 0 M 0 M M C 0 0 M C 
1957 0 M M C C 0 M M M C 
1958 M G M 0 C M M M C 0 
1959 M 0 C M 0 M 0 C C M 
1960 C M 0 M M 0 C C 0 M 
1961 0 M M C M C 0 0 M C 
1962 M 0 M 0 0 0 M M M C 
1963 M 0 C M c M M M G 0 
1%A C M 0 M 0 M C C C M 
1965 0 M M 0 M 0 C C 0 M 
1966 M C M 0 M c 0 0 M C 
1967 M 0 0 M C 0 M M M C 
^able r^roduced from Batunann, Ross, and others. Financing Conser­
vation Systeias in Faming in Western Iowa, c Unpublished research.a 
Production Economics Branch, Agr. Research Service, U, S, Dept. Agr. 1954-. 
A^reas 1, 4-» 7, and 9 are in rotation CM-I and areas 2, 5, 6, 8, 10, 
and 11 are in rotation CCCMM. 
^ indicates com, 0 indicates oats or small grain and M indicates 
meadow either for hay or pasture. 
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Table 36, Crop production from 1945 to 1951 and for the revised plan 
from 1952 to 1967.^ 
Year Corn Oats Hay 
(bu.) (bu.) (tons) 
194S 3600 1000 30 
19A9 2200 1200 50 
1950 HOO 2240 65 
1951 22^5 809 70 
1952 4080 825 41 
1953 1856 958 61 
195A 1939 799 72 
1955 2167 820 64. 
1956 1751 954 67 
1957 1765 852 86 
1958 1825 776 94 
1959 2246 821 86 
1960 2132 926 87 
1961 1852 1010 88 
1962 1765 921 99 
1963 2142 767 98 
1964. 2245 980 87 
1965 2239 948 88 
1966 1827 1070 92 
1967 2028 893 98 
"Table reproduced from Baumaim, Ross, and others. Financing 
Conservation Systems ii Farming in Western Iowa, c Unpublished 
research.a Production Econamics Branch, Agr. Research Service, U, S. 
Dept. Agr, 195A. 
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Up to this point all comparisons ±a. this study have been between the 
revised plan using all recommended soil management practices and the 
present plan using no conservation practices. Even though the oitire re­
vised plan is profitable, high cost practices are like3y to be emitted if 
a 
returns from alternative investoents are higher. Aside frcm economic 
implications, social barriers may prevent an operator from converting 
b 
directly to a revised plan. Any small conservation measure such as vising 
a rotation with a large forage acreage, is a step toward conservation 
faming. Controlling erosion by forage may have special appeal to a live­
stock farmer who uses a large quantity of roughage in his feeding program. 
However, as the forage acreage must be extremely high in order to control 
erosion, the grain production is lower than either the revised or present 
plan (Table 37). 
Table 37. Production of grain with selected conservation practices,^ 
1951 System of erosion control.1963-67 
Crop Unit no erosion Forages Forages, terracing 
contarol alone contouring 
measures and fertilizer 
Com bushel 2245 1305 2096 
Oats bushel 809 710 931 
Hay and tons 
pasture equivalent 70 98 92 
^able reproduced from Baumann, Ross, and others. Financing Farm 
Adjustments for Soil Conser\ration in Western Iowa, cUnpublished 
research.3 Production Econcmics Branch, Agr. P.esearch Service, U. S, 
Dept. Agr. 1954. 
^Terraces and waterways have a higher initial cost and slower returns 
than other conservation investments. Contouring has a very low cost, if 
aror, and quick returns, 
^hese social barriers include fear of criticism,custaa, lack of 
knowledge, etc* 
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Livestock systems 
Before 1952, this fann has an average of five coira which ^ ls^lally were 
pastui^d only on the peimanent woodland pasture. The spring and fall 
litters fron five sows consumed approximately one-half of the grain pro­
duced, In 1952, the first year of the transition period, hog numbers 
more than tripled. Prom 1953 to 1962 the number of hogs raised annually 
tended to decline for all systems. After 1962, hog production remains 
c 
relatively constant. The increase in cattle numbers is less pronounced 
than hogs the first year of the transition period. Cattle numbers increase 
rapidly until about 1958 and increase slowly until 1965. The livestock 
system and location of the pasture determines the acreage allotted for hay 
and pasture. Beef cows obtain the largest proportion of their forage from 
grazing. Dairy cows and feeder cattle consume most of their forage as hay 
(Table 38), 
^Before 1952, the livestock did not utilize all of the crops pro­
duced, Scane hay was harvested to supplement the com stalks during the 
winter, A shortage of forage often existed on tliis faim but some grain 
was sold each year. 
^his does not include the beef herd system. The beef herd enter­
prise has the largest hog production because the cattle feed almost 
entirely on foragei thus more grain is available to be processed through 
hogs, 
°Even after the transition period a year-to-year crop acreage shift 
will cause some variation in livestock numbers. See Table 21 for the num­
ber of hogs and cattle for each system on Farm No, 1 from 1952 to 1967. 
T*bX0 38. Aor«» of rotatloaal pastvr* en Tarm Fo« 1*  ^
Tearliotf Tearllatf Taarliag T*arllag rMdaar T—A«t 
fteaors tttur* ealr«a M1T«B 
T««r (pattwd) {f«d m paetwre) (p*»tufd) {fed •a. p»»t<ar») {p>«tT«fd) (f»d en. p»tqre) BMf oon  ^ Hotf-dairy 
Hof-teUy Bctf-4»U7 log log UH 
Fastwe "TaTOre Hay raretr* "TailoFi Hay PailwFS Ei^  raixwo Bay PaPFuri Fasiisr* Hay 
1952 10.0 27.2 12^  25,2 15.0 22«2 24,2 13.0 19.0 1S,2 19*0 18.2 17.0 20.2 13,7 23.5 
1953 20,0 32*0 14,0 38.0 23.0 29.0 32.0 20.0 23*0 29.0 22.0 30.0 21.5 30.5 16.9 35.1 
1954 18*5 29,5 22.0 26*0 23.0 25.0 32.0 16.0 25.0 23.0 22«0 26.0 22.0 26.0 17.0 31,0 
19K 18*5 28*5 22^  25.0 23.0 24,0 32.0 15.0 25,0 22.0 22«0 25.0 20,0 27.0 17.0 30,0 
1956 16.5 33.5 24.0 26.0 26*0 24,0 35.0 15.0 25,0 25,0 25.0 25,0 24.0 26,0 17,0 33.0 
1957 12,0 40.0 24«0 28.0 27.0 25.0 35.0 17.0 25.0 27.0 25.0 27.0 25.0 27.0 18.0 34.0 
1958 16.0 35«0 27.0 24.0 28.0 22.0 35.0 16.0 2a^  23.0 26,8 24.2 29.0 22.0 19,0 33.0 
1959 16.0 31,0 27«0 20,0 29.0 18.0 32,0 15.0 28.0 19,0 26.8 20.2 31.0 16.0 20.0 27.0 
1960 16*0 32.0 Z7«0 21«0 29.0 19.0 32.0 16.0 28.0 20.0 26.8 21.2 30.0 1S.0 2D.0 29.0 
1961 16«0 35.0 Z7»0 24*0 29.0 22.0 32.0 19.0 28.0 23.0 26.8 24.2 30.0 21.0 20.0 31.0 
1962 20.0 31^  30.5 20.5 31.0 20.0 33.0 lfi.0 31<^ 20.0 28.0 23.0 30.0 21.0 ao.o 31.0 
1963 20.0 30*0 30.5 19,5 31.0 19.0 33.0 17.0 31.0 19.0 28.0 22.0 30,0 Z>,0 20.0 30,0 
1964 16*0 32«0 28.0 20.0 29.0 19.0 29.0 19,0 28.0 20.0 24.0 24.0 30.0 ISaO 29.0 28.0 
1965 16,0 33.0 28.0 21«0 29.0 20,0 29.0 20.0 28.0 21.0 24.0 25.0 30.0 19.0 20.0 29.0 
1966 16.0 34^ 28,0 22.0 29,0 21^  29.0 21.0 28,0 22,0 24.0 26.0 30.0 20.0 20.0 30,0 
1967 16«0 34«0 28*0 22.0 29.0 21.0 29,0 21«0 28,0 22.0 24,0 26.0 30.0 20.0 20,0 30.0 
^Twe&'tgr-fiT* additional aeros ar« in penaanent paaivr* oaeh y«ar« pastwo Tariation in oolvnona ia eauaod %y toa-
porary paatvo fliiotwtion. 
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Conversion to Conservation Farming on Farm No, 2 
Since 19A59 an average of 51 acres, comprising approximately one-half 
of the total crop land, were in corn, A5 acres were in oats, and 18,6 acres 
a 
were in meadow. The predominant rotations were: com-corn-oats and sweet 
clover for six fields totaling 51 acres and corn^oats and sweet clover for 
two fields totaling 62 acres. These acreages produced an annual average 
of 4-6,3 ton hay equivalents of sweet clover and 3»303 com equivalents of 
grain. If most of the corn is planted on Hornick or Napier soil this pro-
b 
duction can be maintained uirfer proper soil management. If grasses and 
legumes are planted on the steeper soils the farm's fertility can be main­
tained at the recotanended level. Forage is more important for erosion 
control and moisture retention on this farm than on Farm No, 1 because the 
hills on Farm No. 2 are too steep for terracing. 
Rotation and production 
It is difficult to revise the rotation because the fields are dis­
sected by ditches. To increase production the 23 acres of level Hornick 
soil are divided into four fields and put into a com-com-oats-meadow 
c 
rotation, A less intensive rotation of com-oats-meadow-meadow is 
followed on the 9A acres of sloping land. After rearranging the fields 
®During World War II this operator intensified his rotation because of 
favorable grain prices. Before that time his meadow acreage was larger, 
^Napier and Hornick soils comprise slightly less than one-half of the 
crop land, 
°See Figure 6 for a soil profile map and Figure 25 for detailed field 
layout. 
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there are 58 acres of com, 30 acres of oats and 29 acres of meadow. In 
1953» the meadow acreage remains apprcxxlmately the same while com acreage 
drops to 33 acres and oats increases to 53 acres. After 1953> forage is 
produced on 53 acres, com varies frcm 33 to 37 acres and oats varies frco 
a 
27 to 31 acres. Adjustment of livestock to consume cuirent feed supplies 
is siaqjler for Farm No. 2 than for Farm No. 1, 
Livestock svstans 
Before 1952, the operator adopted the livestock combination that 
b 
appeared most profitable in the inmediate fkiture. In a period of 3 years 
this farmer made a radical change in his livestock poTograin. In 194^, he 
was milking eight cows and feeding 20 heifers. By 1951, he was milking 
five cows, had no feeders but had 131 pigs farrowed by 17 sows. Livestock 
numbers were limited because of the difficulty of using the pasture which 
was separated fl-om the buildings bQr deep gullies. 
The main livestock enterprise at the onset of the transition period is 
hogs. In 1952, seven of the systems produced 150 hogs each. Hog numbers 
decrease rapidly during the transition period. Cattle replace hc^s to a 
large extent as more forage became available. By 1962 cattle numbers have 
d 
increased four to five times their number in 1952, 
aSee Table 2A for 1952 to 1967 acreage of corn, oats and meadow. 
^Cattle were fed out in dry lot instead of being wintered primarily on 
roughage even though stacks of hay remained unused, 
°Feeder calves fed-on-pasture is an exception. This enterprise had 
144 hogs. 
*^See Table 25 for the number of livestock for each system from 1952 to 
1967. 
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Conversion to Conservation Farming for Farm No. 3 
Rotation and production 
Before 1952 the soil managanent practices followed on this farm were 
better than those followed on Farms No, 1 and No, 2, Siscty-two acres of 
com, 53 acres of oats, and 37 acres of meadow produced the equivalent of 
A,A16 bushels of com and 75.9 tons of forage. 
Under the revised pltin the 4-0 acres of bottom land is divided into 
two fields using a con>-com-oats and sweet clover rotation. The rotation 
for this land is more intensive than previously used. This intensive rota­
tion helps to make up for the loss in production resulting from increased 
forage acreage on the hilly land. The 112 acres of hilly land are divided 
a 
into four fields using a corn-oats-meadow-meadow rotation. The three-
year rotation for the two fields on the bottom land does not establish a 
tiniform pattern with the four^year rotation on the rolling land. When 
both fields on the bottom land are in com the total feed units produced 
b 
increased considerably. The crop acreage on Farm No. 3 varies more than 
on the other two farms. Com acreage varies from 44- to 71, oats varies 
fran 31 to 52 and meadow varies from 51 to 61. 
®See Figure 7 for the soil map and Figure 32 for a detailed field 
layout. 
^ee Table 26 for 1952 to 1967 acreages of com, oats and meadow. 
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Livestock systems 
The location of the buildings in the center of this rectangular faim 
makes it convenient to pasture livestock anywhere on the farm. Even be­
fore 1952, pastures were better and more accessible than cai the other case 
faiBB. Therefore, this farm which averaged seven cows and 150 hogs before 
1952 had a comparatively large livestock enterprise. Hog numbers for 
seven of the livestock systems decrease annually during the transition 
a 
period. The daiiy and beef herd enterprises reach maximm production by 
i960. The other livestock enteiprises reach their maximum production 
about 1964.^ 
®The exception is the beef cow system. 
%ee Table 27 for livestock numbers from 1952 to 19^7. 
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CCMPARISON OF INCOME UIDER REVISED AND HffiSEKT 
PLANS mm 1952 TO 1967 
A conrparison of the crop and livestock production differences between 
the present and revised plans, as shovm in the previous section, denotes 
the changes in cwtput for the three fanns while in the process of convert­
ing to conservation farming. These coai^jarioons are in physical teims and 
are valuable to an operator in planning his future farm business. However, 
it is necessary to possess certain price and cost data in order to know 
whether profit is greater with a conservation program. The incentive to 
increase production is accelerated if the operator is certain that the 
increased revenue will exceed the cost for this additioaal investment. 
The c^erator may be willing either to change or increase his outputs when­
ever he is convinced that the added iretunis will be greater than all 
additional cost. 
Each farmer faces the problem of determining the profit he can expect 
a 
with alternative production systems. In a static situation marginal 
b 
costs and retiams determine the most profitable livestock combination. 
However, he may not necessarily desire to follow the most profitable 
system. In reality fanners do not operate in a static environment. Such 
^•Limitation of time and resources have limited this study to consider­
ing only the extremes of nonconservation and a recommended conservation 
field crop production. The most profitable point will probably lie some­
where between these two extremes, 
^Interest on Investment is assumed at this time to be included as a 
cost. Discounted iHiture income will be considered in the following sec­
tion. 
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factors as personal preference, inertia, habit, risik and tmcertainty, 
knowledge of and the amount of capital available, influence the operator 
in his decisions. 
In this section a con^jarison is made between annual income for the 
various livestock combinations for the revised and present plans using both 
steady and dropping prices. The first problem to be ccmeidered is that 
of expected retiims from nonconservation systems. This problem is examined 
briefly in regard to net income derived from the type of crop management 
practiced ty the operator before conversion to conservation faiming. With 
the present plan it is assumed that the soil management practices in the 
future are similar to those practiced before 1952. 
Annual Net Income fl>om Nonconservation Farming 
Net Income is calculated for these three fanns ftom 1952 to 1958 for 
a cash grain enterprise, for a livestock aiterprise similar to that which 
existed before 1952 and for eight alternative livestock systems budgeted 
to consume all feed produced under noncanservation. The net income is 
determined for steady prices, which are a continuation of the 1952 price 
level, and for dropping prices Itom 1952 to 1958, An ecxan?)le of the 
method used is shown for the dairy-hog enterprise cn Faira No. 2 (Table 39). 
The net incomes for each of the livestock systems are budgeted (Tables 4-0> 
41, and 42), The dairy enterprise is the most profitable of all the 
present systems; feeder calves fed on dry lot are next. It is evident 
Table 39. Income fran a dairy-hog syston under the present plan with dropping prices on Farm No, 2, 
Year 
Income and cost 1952 1953 195A 1955 1956 1957 1958-67 
Inccsse 
Skim milk $ 209.30 $ 20A.10 1 195,85 $ 193,80 1 188,40 $ 183,25 $ 178,05 
Butterfat 121^,50 1178,85 ruo.85 1103.40 1065,55 1029.55 991.90 
Veal 397.60 375,20 357.00 338.94 320,60 302,54 284,20 
Beef (cull) 210.20 200,26 190,23 180,20 170,26 160,31 150,28 
Total dairy inc. 2031.60 1958,a 1883,93 1816,34 1744.81 1675,65 1604,43 
Dairy exp. 260.10 252,55 2U.95 237,40 230.70 223,15 215,60 
Gross dairy 1771,50 1705,86 1638,98 1578,94 1514.11 1452,50 1388,83 
Hog Income 7586.88 7356,72 712^,88 6894,72 6667,92 6437,76 6207,60 
Hog expeoises 1579.20 1533.8it 1488,48 1443.12 1402,80 1357,44 1312,08 
Hog gross 6007,68 5822,88 5636,40 5451.60 5265,12 5080,32 4895,52 
Livestock gross 7779.18 7528,7-4 7275.38 7030,54 6779.23 6532,82 6284,35 
Costs 
Com-oats 2167,00 2103,00 2038.00 1976.00 1920.00 1857.00 1795,00 
Hay 10,2 acres 293.05 284..48 275,94 267,44 259.88 251,37 243,06 
R. past. acres 90,13 87,53 84,90 82.29 79.96 77.34 74.73 
Taxes 316,08 321,35 326,62 331,88 330.00 328,00 326,00 
Fences 117,00 117,00 117,00 117,00 117.00 117,00 117,00 
Total costs 2983,26 2913.36 2842,46 2774,61 2706,84 2630,71 2555.79 
Net inccane 4795,92 -4615,38 4432,92 4255,93 4072,39 3902,11 3728.56 
^able reproduced ffoin Stoneberg, op, cit,, p. 53. 
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a 
Table 4D* Net inccme with present livestock plan for Farm No, 1, 
Livestock system 1952 1953 195it 1955 1956 1957 1958-67 
3. Yearlings $^935 §A760 $A578 $4400 $4214 $4039 $3863 
Hogs 
4. Yearlings 4773 4597 4438 4270 4095 3931 3765 
Hogs 
5. Calves 5030 4849 4662 4478 4286 a05 3923 
Hogs 
6. Calves 4849 4674 4492 4313 4146 3938 3772 
Hogs 
7. Beef cows 4519 4350 4179 4010 3836 3672 3506 
Hogs 
8. Dairy cows 5087 4907 4721 4542 4353 4176 3997 
Hogs 
9. Cash grain 2324 2158 2035 1939 1865 1773 1681 
10. Grain livestock 
combination 3624 3485 3344 3182 3055 2916 2766 
^Yearling steeM in System 3 and calves in Systen 5 are pastured. 
Yearling steers in System 4 and calves in System 6 are fed on pasture. 
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Table 41* Net inccme with present livestock plan for Farm No. 2. 
Livestock system 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958-67 
3. Yearlings $A557 $4382 $4206 $4030 $3851 13682 $3513 
Hogs 
4. Yearlings 4535 4369 4201 4033 3863 3703 3541 
Hogs 
5. Calves 4683 4500 4318 4134 3948 3773 3596 
Hogs 
6. Calves 4444 4270 4093 3929 3766 3556 3401 
Hogs 
7. Beef cows 4104 3932 3763 3603 3435 3279 3119 
Hogs 
8. Daily cows 4796 4615 4433 -4256 4072 3902 3729 
Hogs 
9. Cash grain 2140 2041 1941 1839 1759 1666 1571 
10. Grain and livestock 
combination 3381 3252 3112 2961 2843 2714 2573 
Yearling steers in System 3 and calves in System 5 are pastiired. 
Yearling steers in System 4 and calves in System 6 are fed on pasture. 
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Table 42. Net income with present livestock plan for Farm No, 3* 
Livestock system 1952 1953 1954 1955 1956 1957 1958-67 
1. Yearlings $7204 16938 $6665 I64OI $6127 $5868 $5607 
Hogs 
2. Yearlings 6983 6717 6475 6225 5966 5723 54^77 
Hogs 
3. Yearlings 6970 6710 6444 6180 5910 5653 5396 
Hogs 
U, Yearlings 6726 6439 624.7 6OO6 5760 5527 5292 
Hogs 
5. Calves 7400 7121 6838 6556 6268 5994 5719 
Hogs 
6. Calves 6739 6450 6217 5957 5737 5405 5177 
Hogs 
7. Beef cows ^72 5918 5673 5431 5181 4946 4710 
Hogs 
8. Daily cows 7440 7168 6888 662^ 6345 6085 5820 
Hogs 
9. Cash grain 3208 3070 2928 2787 2671 2537 2402 
10. Grain and livestock 
combination 6132 5897 564^ 5370 5155 4921 4667 
®SystesnBl and 2 have 5 dairy cows each year. Yearling steers in 
Systems 1 and 3 and calves in System 5 are pastured. Yearling steers 
in Systems 2 and 4 and calves in System 6 are fed on pasture. 
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that regardless of the type of livestock system, the encpected returns flrcm 
a cash grain system are much lower* 
Annual Net Income from Conseinratlon Farming 
Under conservation farming the net income with both steady and drop­
ping prices differs each year diiring the transition period due to changes 
in crop productivity and the increasing number of livestock. The net 
inccme is also affected by dropping prices until 1958. Assuming normal 
weather conditions, the annual incane at the end of the transition period 
remains constant except for slight variation caused by rotational acreage 
fluctuation (Tables 43 to 50). Regardless of the livestock combination. 
Farm No. 3 has the largest annual Inocme. This is reflected by the larger 
acreage of crop land on this farm. The lowest income is derived from Pann 
b 
No. 1 which has the smallest crop land acreage. 
Increased income as a result of conservation is most accurately 
reflected in an analysis of a cash grain enterprise (Table 51). Grain 
crop acreage is reduced because the revised rotation has more acres of 
forage. Therefore, the annual income will fall below that of the present 
plan for the first few years of the transition period. 
^For a detailed example and tables showing how expenses, gross and 
net inccmes for the livestock systems are derived refer to Appendix D. 
^arm No. 1 has 25 acres of timber land, 
^Increases in incrane from livestock are due to conservation practices 
aisi Increased numbers. 
Table 
Tear 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net income for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 under the present 
plan with steady and dropping prices for a hog-dairy-yearling 
(wintered-pastured) enterprise. (System 1) 
Faun No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
$3819 $3819 §3433 $3433 $6013 $6013 
4418 4030 3465 3315 6025 5792 
4627 a97 4093 3733 6728 6203 
46a 3854 4597 4036 6277 5534 
5180 4027 4939 4117 6522 5506 
5119 3932 5774 4570 7305 5881 
5858 4234 6237 4667 8393 6426 
5874 4226 6577 4928 8411 6451 
5854 4234 6644 4996 8685 6684 
5906 4318 6669 5007 8309 6366 
5968 4294 7045 5358 8470 6432 
5968 4300 7105 5411 8315 6358 
5854 4233 7053 5363 8593 6598 
5852 4215 7072 5387 8573 6585 
5848 4208 7044 5366 8283 6309 
5849 4212 7099 5414 8421 6450 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net iBCome for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 under conserva­
tion with steady and dropping prices for a hog-dairy-yearling 
(wintered-fed on pasture) enteiprise. (System 2) 
Farm No. 1 Faim No. 2 Fann No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
$3336 $3336 $34U $3414 $6006 $6006 
3989 3818 3653 3504 5351 5143 
4523 4122 4021 3897 6584 5904 
4537 4012 3862 3374 6115 5312 
4607 3868 4054 3801 6466 5694 
4609 3681 5186 4161 6753 5485 
5433 4145 5804 4375 7472 5664 
5443 a79 5841 4411 7825 6024 
5423 4149 6229 4706 7686 5923 
5371 4201 6254 4730 8008 6174 
5712 4380 6612 5021 7840 5980 
5712 4385 6654 5059 7684 5906 
5660 4364 6602 5011 7980 6161 
5658 4345 6622 5035 7960 6148 
5654 4338 6593 5014 7664 5857 
5655 4341 6648 5062 7791 5998 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1S5U 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
196i^ 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net income for Farms No. 1, No. 2, azsd No. 3 under conser\ra-
tion with steady and dropping prices for a hog-yearling 
(wintered-pastured) enterprise. (System 3) 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Faim No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
$3812 $3832 $3593 $3593 $5710 $5710 
4372 36U 3447 5721 5596 
uou 4136 3718 3320 6147 5660 
4^8 3887 mrt 3562 5676 5070 
5048 4234 4921 4086 6941 5872 
5119 4110 5527 4258 7806 6289 
5771 4423 6220 4631 7877 5985 
6019 4.720 6229 4633 79U 6026 
5999 4721 6616 4928 7666 5832 
6051 4760 6641 4952 8282 6443 
6317 4861 7066 5293 8348 6464 
6417 4966 7108 5331 8192 6390 
5999 UT22 7056 5283 8307 6475 
5997 4703 7076 5307 8287 6462 
5993 4696 7047 5286 8171 6341 
599U 4813 7102 5334 8289 6467 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net income for Fanns No. 1, No, 2, and No, 3 under conserva­
tion with steady and dropping prices for a hog-yearling 
(wintered-fed on pasture) enterprise, (System 4) 
Faim No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
$3730 $3730 13521 $3521 I57U $57U 
3861 3625 3200 3070 5510 5308 
3831 3499 3285 3021 6059 5713 
3845 3443 3364 2959 5731 6084 
4349 3753 4201 3548 6214 5293 
5047 3783 4896 3940 6509 5298 
5136 4D53 5319 3985 7284 5578 
5291 4176 5771 4340 7321 5619 
5271 4169 5621 4290 7033 5479 
5523 4208 5746 4314 7418 5773 
5506 4339 6337 4796 7766 5925 
5305 4343 6379 4834 7610 5851 
5217 4104 6327 4786 7732 5951 
5215 4085 6347 4810 7702 5938 
5211 4078 6318 4789 7589 5802 
5212 4079 6373 4837 7699 5928 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net income for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 under conserva­
tion with steady and dropping prices for a hog-feeder calves 
(wintered-pastured) enterprise. (System 5) 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
$3911 $3911 $3859 13859 $6459 $6459 
4480 4225 4271 4087 6238 5990 
5090 4591 3128 2BO 6424 5908 
5004 4784 4087 3540 6232 5461 
5489 4931 5353 4436 7003 5890 
5491 4687 5880 4589 7527 6004 
6265 5082 6718 4980 8276 6268 
6278 5091 6754 4995 8313 6310 
6258 5084 6704 4945 8639 6588 
6310 5123 7184 5326 8837 6659 
6674 5425 7626 5685 9096 6775 
6675 5427 7668 5723 8940 6701 
6131 4997 7a5 5674 8790 6685 
6129 4978 7636 5698 8788 6687 
6125 4971 7607 5677 8972 6888 
6126 4974 7662 5726 9100 6929 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954. 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
196A 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net income for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 under conserva-
tioo with steady and dropping prices for a hog-feeder calves 
(wintered-fed on pastiire} enterprise. (Systea 6) 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Fam No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
13786 $3786 $3634 13634 $5750 $5750 
4011 3755 3758 3600 5529 5303 
3981 3564 3022 2743 6325 5617 
3995 3386 3610 3108 5781 5156 
4369 3477 4583 3782 6263 5241 
4371 3168 5097 3901 6446 5071 
50A6 3877 5784 4216 7554 5650 
5062 3585 5816 4251 7591 5690 
5043 3579 5795 a9i 7606 5735 
5094 3617 6243 4579 7704 5781 
5861 4112 6645 4891 7807 5810 
5861 a64 6687 4929 7651 5736 
54A6 3888 6635 4880 7939 5983 
51M 3869 6655 4904 7919 5970 
5440 3861 6626 4883 7630 5687 
5441 3864 6681 4932 7758 5828 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
19a 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net Income for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 under consearva-
tion with steady and dropping prices for a hog-beef enter­
prise. (System 7) 
Farm No. 1 Fana No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steaic^ Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
$2123 12123 $2366 #2366 $5046 $5046 
2344 2232 2608 2483 4805 4620 
2669 2361 3079 2798 5252 4765 
2974 2516 2445 2083 5203 4526 
2401 1948 2460 1973 5064 4204 
2733 2147 2586 1915 4789 3774 
3936 274i 3913 2728 5346 3990 
4336 3026 4683 3274 6256 4641 
4398 3102 4717 3286 6761 5039 
3161 4291 2987 6859 5096 
4413 3125 5120 3644 6329 4857 
4413 3130 5162 3682 6173 4783 
4397 3132 5110 3634 6895 5128 
4395 3U3 5130 3658 6865 5115 
4391 3082 5101 3637 6152 4734 
4392 3085 5156 3685 6280 4875 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
195A 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
1960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net income for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3 vinder conserva­
tion with steady and dropping prices for a hog-daliy enter­
prise. (System 8} 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Faim No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices prices prices prices prices prices 
13753 $3753 $3301 $3301 $5668 $5668 
3467 3437 3375 3249 5791 5564 
4060 3676 3685 3387 6271 5789 
a6i 38U 3912 3442 6326 5600 
4957 4258 4393 3702 6457 5461 
5574 3531 5069 3939 7378 5969 
5657 4430 6305 4771 8388 6539 
6282 4987 6949 5278 9259 7211 
6460 4880 6899 5228 9158 7111 
6312 4917 7128 5395 9130 7050 
6276 4881 7098 5377 8949 6894 
6276 4886 7140 5416 8793 6821 
6260 4889 7088 5367 8909 6906 
6258 4870 7108 5391 8879 6792 
6254 4862 7079 5370 8762 6671 
6256 4865 7134 5419 8891 6812 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
195A 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
196A 
1965 
1966 
1967 
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Net Income for Farms No« 1, No, 2, and No, 3 under conserva­
tion with steady and dropping prices for a cash grain enter­
prise. (Systao 9) 
Fann No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Steady Dropping Steady Dropping Steady Dropping 
prices pricee prices prices prices prices 
$13A7 $13A7 02048 $2043 $2828 $2828 
1125 1160 1075 lOU 2057 I960 
1216 1262 1305 1149 3191 2892 
1593 1343 1292 1065 2662 2279 
1217 952 1987 1586 3016 2501 
1533 1030 1995 U96 3815 2974 
16^8 1137 2281 1613 3067 2238 
2148 1552 2185 1559 3630 2712 
2086 U90 2500 1790 4231 3189 
1799 1279 2393 1713 2823 1948 
1778 :1248 2701 1854 3485 2534 
2179 1567 2384 1722 4608 3463 
2270 1671 2718 1874 3335 2496 
225A 1639 244,6 1770 3111 2197 
1830 1301 2832 2072 4339 3209 
2095 HD6 2630 1926 3493 2700 
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Findings in this study give the operator an indication as to what year 
he can expect a larger net income from conservation than from nonconserva-
tion fanning. However, more important to the farmer in his decision con­
cerning conservation is knowing that his current investments will bring 
greater future income. Therefore, the dynamic effects of ccaiselevation are 
important to the operator for planning future changes. 
The decline that occurs in the annual income the first few years of 
the transition period is due primarily to field rearrangements and increased 
oat acreage to establish legume meadows. A pronounced variation in income 
exists between the various livestock systems on the same farm. The cattle 
feeding system yielding the largest income is the one that utilizes the 
most roughage for growing beef. Thus, supplemental feeding of grain to 
yearlings and calves, while on pasture, is not as profitable as feeding 
the grain to cattle on dry lot only after they have been pastured. Feed­
ing calves is more profitable than feeding yearlings. However, the risk 
due to a higher mortality rate with calves, tends to modify this differ­
ence. 
Most of the grain is fed to hogs in a dairy or beef herd system. The 
dairy herd has the second highest net Income being surpassed only by feeder 
calves (System 5). Dairy farming, although not so risky as feeding cattle, 
requires more labor throughout the year. The lowest income is derived from 
the beef herd system. However the beef herd system, maintained almost 
entirely on forage, requires the least labor. A comparison of the net in­
comes for seven of the livestock systems with dropping prices for Farm No, 
1 from 1952 to 1967 is shown in Figure 50, 
^ogs are fed in all livestock combinations. 
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Figure 50, Net income with dropping prices for seven systems on Parm No. 1 \ander 
the revised plan. 
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DYNAMIC IKCCME CCMFARISONS 
The farmer is contimally making investments that involve future 
income. Normally, before a farmer makes an investment he tries to esti­
mate when and how much additional return he can expect frm his investment. 
The further in the future the income is derived the greater its eventual 
net return must be before a farmer can recognize future advantages from 
present investments. Assuming that sufficient capital is available, the 
operator makes investments for future inccjme only if he anticipates greater 
returns from conservation than from alternative investments, A comparison 
of current income with future income is possible by discounting future 
receipts. The difference in value to a pel's on of an inccsne in the present 
over an income in the future constitutes the individuals discount rate. 
If the discount rate increases, then fliture income also must increase to 
encourage long-term investments. 
To be willing to adopt conservation farming an operator must be con­
vinced that net retimas over a series of years are greater than returns 
a 
ftrom his present farm operation. The amount of increased future returns 
necessary before he will change from the present farming system depends 
upon the rate of discounting the expected income. This discount rate is 
affected by the returns from alternative investments. If the farmer has 
®This statement is made under the assumption that the operator has 
perfect knowledge of expected returns and has no obstacles to making 
plans that maximize returns over a series of years. 
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vinused permanent pasture the expected return from livestock, purchased to 
utilize this forage enables him to discount a commitment of this type at a 
low rate. A conservation program is not feasible in the short run when 
capital is limited because returns from the application of most conservation 
practices are smaller temporarily than can be obtained from certain other 
a 
investments. As more capital is used for the lucrative short-term 
Investments a point of diminishing returns is reached at which point it be­
comes advantageous to divert capital to conservation practices. Marginal 
investments in conservation practices may eventually become more profit­
able than short-term nonconservation investments. 
The discount rate is determined not only by profit considerations 
but also by risk aversion, length of time involved or unwillingness to 
go ijito debt,^ Provided an operator is willing to go in debt his 
discount rate is determined primarily by risk aversion and time. For 
exai^le, an operator who trades for a new corn picker after his com la 
dented has a veiy low discount rate. He might buy grain to feed out 
his 100 pound hogs at a slightly higher discount rate. Returns from 
feeder cattle, which entails borrowing monegr in face of more uncertain 
future market conditions, are discounted at a higher rate. The disccunt 
rate that the farmer applies to the cost of constructing terraces may 
be so high that he discards the idea as Impractical, An operator in 
®No consideration has been made for variability of individual dis­
count rates. These could vaiy from year to year due to changing crop 
yields or windfall profits. During periods of drought or low prices, 
capital is temporarily at a greater premium, 
^eady. Earl 0, Economics of Agricultural Production and Resource 
Use, New York, Prentice-Hall Inc. 1952, p, 54.9-555. 
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debt cannot think of future returns solely when he must constantly maintain 
a relatively high income to meet mortgage payments. 
Interest rates alone have little effect upon the use of borrowed capi­
tal. When conservation inveslanents are discouraged by loan agencies, their 
action forces farmers to pay higher rates on borrowed capital and this 
raises the discount rate. Therefore, the discounted value for borrowed 
fttnds is the max^et loan rate plus a subjective rate based on calculated 
risks. As capital is accumulated the operator has lower net returns with 
each additional increment of capital. When the operator's capital increases 
still more, certain conservation practices formerly unprofitable become 
desirable investments. 
The reduction in total income for the first few years of the transition 
period undoubtedly makes it impractical for many fanners to change to con­
servation farming. However, continuing highly erosive soil management 
practices tends to prolong the deterioration of the farm land and constantly 
makes restoration of fertility more difficult. An alternative plan is a 
gradual shift to conservation fanning to give a more uniform yearly income. 
However, the more time that elapses in adopting ccaaservation the longer the 
benefits of higher income are delayed. 
The higher the rate of discount the greater the future income must be 
a 
to justify adopting a conservation plan. If funds at a low interest rate 
were allocated specifically for conservation, farmers would find adopting 
them more pTOfitable. To indicate the range of variability of future 
®The increase in livestock inventoiy for the daily and beef herds, 
which increases the cumilative income for the conservation plan, was 
ignored when the constat ions were made* 
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Inccane, discount rates of 5f 10, 15» 20, and 30 percent have been applied 
a 
to the annual income dxiring the transition period, ^7 this procedure the 
relative difference in the c<mservation and nonconservation Inccanes are 
determined. An example of this procedure is the presaxt value of $1000 
discounted at 5, 10, 15, 20, and 30 percent (Table 52 and Figure 51). 
The advantage of adopting a conservation plan is measured by ccanparing 
the cunulative income at each discount rate used in this study with the 
discotmted cumulative income of the corresponding system of the present 
plan. The first year that the cumulative total income of the conservation 
plan exceeds that of the plan now in operation is when the additional 
income condensates for the Income loss while changing from the present 
plan. For example, the first year that the annual incane of the enlarged 
yearling system under the revised plan exceeds the present plan is 1956 
(Table 53). The cunulative totals for this same system under the revised 
plan exceeds the present plan in I960 at no discount and in 1961 at a 10 
percent discount. This procedxire is used to test the various livestock 
systems to determine if and when conservation farming is more profitable. 
The same comparisons are made with the other livestock and cash grain 
systems on the three farms. 
®The fonmila used for discounting ist 
V = I - + I ... I . 
(1 + v)^ (1 + v)^ TTTlrp 
V = present value, I = net income. 
V = interest rate. 
n = number of years. 
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Table 52. Discount over time of $10CX), 
Year 
No 
discount % loss 155f 2056 30^ 
1952 $1000 952.381 909.091 869.565 833.333 769.231 
1953 1000 907.029 826.446 756.144 694.444 591.716 
1954 1000 863.856 751.315 657.505 578.704 455.187 
1955 1000 822.707 683.013 571.755 482.253 350.UO 
1956 1000 783.515 620.925 497.166 401.881 269.339 
1957 1000 564.493 432.302 334.907 207.185 
1958 1000 710.682 513.189 375.926 279.088 159.375 
1959 1000 676.819 466.527 326.894 232.574 122.597 
I960 1000 6a. 579 424.1'24 284.252 193.813 94.304 
1961 1000 613.911 385.564 247.170 161.509 72.543 
1962 1000 584.659 350.521 214.934 134.593 55.804 
1963 1000 556.824 318.654 186.895 112.160 42.926 
196^ 1000 530.307 289.687 162.517 93.467 33.021 
1965 1000 505.051 263.352 141.319 77.616 25.400 
1966 1000 481.000 239.412 122.885 64.906 19.539 
1967 1000 458.106 217.652 106.856 54.091 15.030 
DISCOUMTING $1,000 AT RATES 
USED IN FARM PLANS 
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Figiire 51. Value of $1,000 future iiwane when 
discounted over a period of time. 
Table 53. Conparison of annual and cumulative incomes for the revised and present plan on Faztn No. 2 
for a hog-yearling steer (pastured) enterprise, with dropping prices. 
Present plan Rpviited 
No discount 10^ discount No discount lOS^ discount 
Year Annual Total Annual Total Annual Total Annual Total 
income income income income income income income income 
1952 eA557 $ 4557 $4142 $ 41 ^>2 13593 $ 3593 $3266 $ 3266 
1953 4382 8939 3621 7763 3447 7040 2848 6114 
195^ 4206 13,U5 3160 10,923 3320 10,360 2495 8609 
1955 4030 17,175 2752 13,675 3562^ 13,922 2433 11,042 
1956 3851 21,026 2391 16,066 4O86® 18,008 2537® 13,579 
1957 3682 24,708 2079 18,145 4258 22,266 2404 15,983 
1958 3513 28,221 1803 19,94s 4631 26,897 2377 18,360 
1959 3513 31,734 1639 21,587 4633 31,530 2162 20,522 
I960 3513 35,247 1490 23,077 4928 36,458° 2090 22,612, 
1961 353^ 38,760 1354 24,431 4952 41,410 1909 24,521' 
1962 3513 42,273 1231 25,662 5293 46,703 1855 26,376 
1963 3513 45,786 1119 26,781 5331 52,034 1699 28,075 
1964 3513 49,299 1018 27,799 5283 53,317 1530 29,605 
1965 3513 52,812 925 28,724 5307 62,624 1398 31,003 
1966 3513 56,325 8a 29,565 5286 67,910 3266 32,269 
1967 3513 59,838 765 30,330 5334 73,244 1161 33,430 
®First year anixual income would be higher under the revised plan 
^Irst year total Income would be high imder the revised plan. 
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Incone Differences on Farm No. 1 
The incomes for each system under the revised and present plans viith 
steady prices are ccapared graphically at the various discount rates 
(Figtires 52 to 60). This ccmparison shows that the beef herd and cash 
grain systems continually produce smaller annual incomes under a revised 
plan. The advantage of a revised plan for the other six systems dimin­
ishes as the discount rate increases. Although the difference in dis­
counted annual inccne is important during one particular year, a revised 
plan is not practical unless the total income over a period of years 
exceeds that of the present plan. For examplei this is tested on Faxm No. 
1 liy totaling the discounted annual income from 1952 to 1967 (Table 5U), 
These data reveal that under the revised plan with dropping prices it 
vculd take from one to six years longer to realize the same cumulative 
Income with steady prices. With dropping prices the revised plan for 
Faim No, 1 under System 5 has a higher cumulative Income by 1967 than the 
present plan up to a 15 percent discount rate. A 10 percent discoxmt rate 
for Systems 3 and a 5 percent discount rate for System 8 give a higher 
cumulative income by 1967. The other four systems do not equal the cumu­
lative total Income of the present plan ly 1967 under dropping prices. 
With steady prices, Systems 3 and 8 have a higher cumulative income than 
the present plan at a discount rate of 15 percent, System 5 at a discoxmt 
®See Appendix E for a sdmilar ccmparis<Hi with dropping prices. 
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Figure 52, Net income on Farm No, 1 using System 3 with 
steady prices. 
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Figure 53. Net income on Farm No.l using System U vdth 
steady prices. 
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Figure 54-. Net income on Farm No. 1 using System 5 
with steady prices. 
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Figure 5 5 .  Net income on Fann No. 1 using System 6 
vd-th steady prices. 
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Figure 56, Net income on Faun No, 1 using System 7 
with steady prices. 
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Figure 57. Net income on Farm No, 1 using System 8 
with steady prices. 
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Figure 58. Net income on Faim No, 1 using System 9 
with steady prices. 
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Figiire 59. Net income on Faim No. 1 using System 1 under revised 
farm plan and System 10 under present farm plan with 
steady prices. 
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Figure 60, Net income on Farm No. 1 using System 2 under revised 
faim plan and System ID under present farm plan vdth 
steady prices. 
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Table 5A» First year in which the cumulative income vith revised plan 
for Farm No. 1 equals the cumulative income with present 
plan using discount rates from 0 to 30 percent with steady 
and dropping prices. 
Discount rate 
System 0 5 10 15 20 30 
3 I960 1962 1963 1965 c c 
D 1961 196A 1966 c c c 
A S 1966 c c c c c 
D c c c c c c 
5 S 1958 1959 1959 1961 1962 0 
D 1959 I960 1961 1963 c c 
6 S 1966 c c c c c 
D c c c c c c 
7 S c c c c c c 
D c c 0 c c c 
8 S 1961 1961 1962 1964 c c 
D 196A 1967 c c c c 
9 S c c c c c c 
D c c c c c c 
Systems 1 and 2 are not used because instifficient feed was avails 
able for that livestock combixiation with the present cropping plan. 
^ s steady prices; D « dropping prices. 
®Would not equal income of present plan ly 1967. 
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rate of 20 percent, Systems 4 6 at 0 percent. In 1967 Systems 7 and 
9 have a higher cumulative income under the present plan. 
It has been assumed that identical productivity under the present 
plan would contixnie indefinitely. However, if the calculated soil loss 
due to erosion continues under the presoxt plan this assumption appears 
a 
to be dubious. Because of uncertainty as to the actual decline in 
productivity, arbitrary rates of 1, 2 and 3 percent of the previous 
year's yield were calculated for the beef herd and cash grain systems 
(Figures 61 and 62), The effect that decreasing the yield 2 percent 
annnnny has on the income at various discount rates, using steady prices, 
is ccm^jared with the corresponding system (Figures 63 and 64.). As a result 
of declijiing yields the cumulative income for these two enterprises are 
surpassed by the revised plan before 1967^' (Table 55). Hence, the greater 
the reduction in yield imder the present plan due to erosion the sooner 
a revised plan becomes profitable. 
^ee Appendijc C for the soil loss per acre on each field of the 
three farms. 
System 7 stxrpasses at 0 percent and System 9 at 5 percent discount. 
With no reduction in yields under the present plan these two enterprises 
have a higher cumiilative income than the revised plan. 
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Figure 61, Net income on Faim No. 1 using System 7 with yields 
declining under the present plan. 
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Figure 62, Net income on Farm No. 1 iising System 9 vd.th yields 
declining under the present plan. 
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Figure 63. Net income on Farm No. 1 using System 7 with yields under 
the present cropping plan declining 2 percent annually. 
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Figure 6^4.. Net income on Fam No. 1 using System 9 with yields under 
the present cropping plan declining 2 percent annually. 
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Table 55• First year the cumulative inccaae vith the revised plan equals 
the cumulative ijicc»ae with the present plan vith decreasing 
productivity for the cash grain and beef cattle enterprise. 
Discount rate 
Farm and system 0 5 10 20 30 
Fazn No. 1 
Syetm 7 1965 a a a a a 
System 9 1965 1967 a a a a 
Faxm No. 2 
System 7 1963 1963 1966 a a a 
System 9 1959 1959 I960 I960 1962 a 
Farm No. 3 
System 7 I960 I960 1961 1962 1965 a 
Systtfo 9 1957 1957 1957 1957 1957 1958 
0 
Total income would not equal income for the present plan IQ'' 1967. 
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Income Differences on Farm No, 2 
The discounted annual inccane of the revised plan using steady prices 
exceeds the present plan for all systems on Farm No. 2 before I960 
(Figures 65 to 73). The first year that the revised plan has a higher 
cumulative income than the corresponding system for the present plan on 
Farm No, 2 tends to be sooner than on Farm No, 1 (Table 56). 
Declining crop productivity is calculated for the beef herd and cash 
grain noneonservation systems at rates of 1, 2 and 3 percent of the pre­
vious year's yield (Figures lU aiid 75). The effect of a 2 percent decrease 
in crop productivity on present income with steady prices for these two 
systems is compared graphically with the corresponding conservation 
system (Figures 76 and 77). The cumulative income is higher with the 
revised plan by 1967 than with the present plan with declining produc­
tivity, The beef herd enterprise has a higher crunulative income at a 20 
percent discount by 1962, the cash grain at a 10 percent discount by 1966 
(Table 55). 
Income Differences on Farm No. 3 
The income for all systems on Farm No, 3 is higher than that from 
Farms No, 1 and No, 2 principally due to increased crop production. The 
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Figure 65. Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 3 with steady prices. 
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Figure 66. Net income on Fairo No. 2 using System A with steady prices. 
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Figtire 67* Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 5 with steady prices. 
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Figure 68. Net income on Fara No. 2 using System 6 with steady prices. 
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Figure 69. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 7 with steady prices 
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Figure 70. Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 8 with steady prices, 
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Figure 71. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 9 with steady prices. 
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Figure 72, Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 1 under revised farm 
plan and System 10 under present farm plan. 
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Figure 73. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 2 under revised farm 
plan and System 10 under present farm plan with steady prices. 
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Table 56. First year cumulative income vlth revised plan for Farm No. 2 
equals the cumulative income vlth present plan using discount 
rates flrom 0 to 30 percent with steady and dropping prices. 
System® 
Dlsoount rate 
0 5 10 15 20 30 
3 1959 1959 1960 I960 1963 c 
D I960 I960 1961 1963 1966 c 
U S 1962 1963 c c c c 
D 1963 1965 c c c c 
5 S 1958 1959 1959 1961 1962 1966 
D 1959 1959 1960 1961 1963 c 
6 S I960 I960 1963 1964. 1966 c 
D 1961 1962 1964 1967 c c 
7 S c c c c c c 
D c c c c c 0 
8 S 1961 1961 1962 196it c c 
D 1961 1962 19te c c c 
9 S 1966 c c c c c 
D c c c c c c 
^Systems 1 and 2 were not used because insufficient feed was not 
available with the present plan. 
^ a steady prices; D = dropping prices. 
®Would not equal Inccoe of present plan by 1967. 
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Figure 74.. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 7 vdth yields 
declining under the present plan. 
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Figure 75« Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 9 with yields 
declining under the present plan. 
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Figure 76. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 7 with yields under 
the present cropping plan declining 2 percent annually. 
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Figure 77, Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 9 with yields under 
the present cropping plan declining 2 percent annually. 
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discounted net Incwne for both plans using steady prices is shown in 
Figures 78 to 86, The first year that the ctunulative Inccme under the 
revised plan exceeds that of the present plan with declining and steady 
prices is shovn in Table 57. All systems, with the eocc^tion of the beef 
herd entei^Tise, are profitable when discounted at 0 percent with declining 
prices and at 5 percent with steady prices (Table 57). The results of a 1, 
2, and 3 percent annual drop in yields with the present cropping plan are 
shown graphically for the beef herd and cash grain systems (Figures 87 and 
88). With a 2 percent decline in productivity conservation is profitable 
uxider steady prices when the future inccme is discounted at 20 percent 
(Figures 89 and 90) • 
Table 57. First year cunmlative income with revised plan for Farm No. 3 
eq(uals the cunmlative income with present plan using discount 
rates from 0 to 30 percent with steady and dropping prices. 
Discount rate 
System 0 5 10 15 20 30 
1 S I960 1962 1965 b b b 
D 1963 1965 b b b b 
2 S 1964 1967 b b b b 
D 1966 b b b b b 
3 S 1961 1963 b b b b 
D 1962 1965 b b b b 
U S 1964 1966 b b b b 
D 1965 b b b b b 
5 S 1962 1963 1966 b b b 
D 1963 1965 b b b b 
6 S 1963 1965 b b b b 
D 1965 b b b b b 
7 S b b b b b b 
D b b b b b b 
8 S 1962 1965 b b b b 
D 1963 1967 b b b b 
9 S 1963 1966 b b b b 
D 1966 b b b b b 
®S = steady prices; D = dropping prices. 
^ould not equal income of present plan by 1967. 
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Figure 78. Net income on Faim No. 3 using System 1 
with steady prices. 
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Figure 79. Net inccme on Farm No, 3 using 
System 2 with steady prices. 
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Figure 80, Net income on Farm No. 3 using 
System 3 with steady prices. 
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Figure 81. Net income on Faim No, 3 using 
System with steady prices • 
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Figure 82, Net income on Farm No, 3 using 
System 5 vith steady prices. 
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Figtire 83. Net income on Farm No. 3 using 
System 6 with steady prices. 
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Figiire QU* Net income on Farm No. 3 using 
System 7 vd.th steady prices. 
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Figvire 85. Net income on Faim No, 3 losing 
System 8 with steady prices. 
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Figure 86, Net income on Farm No, 3 using 
System 9 with steady prices. 
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Figure 87. Net income on Farm No, 3 using System 7 with 
yields declining under present plan. 
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Figvire 88, Net income on Farm No. 3 using System 9 
with yields declining under present plan. 
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Figure 89. Net income on Farm No. 3 using System 7 with yields under 
the present cropping plan declining 2 percent annually. 
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Figure 90. Net income on Farm No, 3 using System 9 with yields under 
the present cropping plan declining 2 percent aimuaUy. 
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In essence coaservation practices are more profitable to adopt vhen 
present crop productivity is declining. Under relatively stablei or 
rising prices, conservation shous more advantages than tinder declining 
prices. The effects of variation in weather and prices» historically 
speaking, are detrimental to planning future conservation programs. To 
examine this aspect further the gross crop and price fluctuation over a 
20 year period are applied to the calculated production on these three 
fazns in the following section. 
24.7 
GROSS INCOME VARlABIUTy 
The previous analysis assumed that the three case farms operated 
under normal weather conditions. The price relationships were conipitted 
with steady prices at the 1952 level and viith a xmifonnly dropping price 
until 1958 followed by a stable price level. A more realistic approach to 
the £Uture situation to review the fluctuation in inccne from year to 
year. Although historical trends have little probability of being repeated 
in exact sequencey they shed some light on future inccme trends. The 20 
year period frc«n 1930 to 19A9 has been selected because it is a period of 
two extremes: a drought-depression period and a period of high-level 
production during an iioflationaiy trend. The variation in gaross incane 
fipon crop production throughout this 20 year period indicates what could 
happen in a later period under similar climatic and price conditions. 
This variability accounts sanewhat for the reluctance of farmers to adopt 
conservation programs. 
Variation of Held, Price, and Climatic Conditions 
On the three case farms the average annual yield for com and oats 
is assumed to be comparable to the township average.^ Because township 
^Lincoln and La Grange Townships are in Harriets County, and Grove 
Township is in Shelby County. The townships in which Farms No, 1, No. 2, 
and No, 3» respectively, are located. Township averages were taken frcm: 
Iowa Annual Fairo Census. 1917-194-5. Ringold-Van Buren Caintles. 
cMlcro Film.a 
21^  
averages were not available for alfalfa, its yields were taken fron county 
averages. The average yield and annual crop deviaticns were CGQputed for 
oats and alfalfa. However, during the earlier years of this period com 
yields were adjusted upward so that opei pollinated com would be compar-
a . . 
able to hybrid com (Table 58). 
The extreme variation in climate and price frcm 1930 to 19ii9 caused 
a great fluctuation in gross crop inccme. The effect of cliaiate on gross 
income from present and high level crc^ production is shown by applying 
a constant price level to production for the 20 year period^ (Figure 91). 
To observe the effect that prices alone have on gross income, the annual 
grain price from 1930 to 1949 was applied to the high level crop production 
of 1967 and to the average production under the present plan (Figure 92). 
The effect that the ccobination of climate and price vazrlation has on the 
gross inccme frcm 1930 to 194-9» even with high level production, demon­
strates the difficulty farmers have in adjusting and planning for f^tuire 
c 
years (Figure 93). During this period of analysis, price variability 
has a greater effect on fluctuations in gross income than variability in 
®It is assixmed that the conservation yields of com, oats and hay vary 
in the same proporti«Ma and direction £raa normal crop yields as the non-
conservation yields for the 20 year period. 
^he value of each crop was calcu^ted by multiplying the production 
Ijy the 1952 price (the price of com, oats, and hay was $1.44.» $.80 and 
$19.25 per unit, respectively). The gross farm income for each faim was 
derived by adding the total value of each crop. In essence, the gross crop 
returns for this plan were calculated ty the same procedure used for the 
present plan with the one exception that the yearly variation in acreage 
for the various crops was adjusted, 
®The gross income is determined by multiplying the variable production 
based on high-level production by the variable price. ^ applying what has 
happened in the past, it is possible to draw soane conclosicn as to what 
actually happens after the transition. 
Table 58, Corn, oats, and yields on Farm No, 2, La Grange Tovmship, Harrison Ccwnty, lowa.^ 
Com Oats Haj; 
Average yield Percent Yield under Percent Yield under Yield Percent Yield under 
Year adjusted of revised Yield of revised per of revised 
for lybrld average plan average plan acre average plan 
bu, bu. bu. bu. tons tons 
1930 37.9 107.06 62.29 26.77 125.39 54.36 1.62 98.3 2.33 
1931 26,6 75.U 43,72 23,16 108,48 47.03 1.35 81.9 1.94 
1932 50.4 142.37 82,83 28,27 132.41 57.40 1,00 60,7 1.44 
1933 35,7 100,85 58,67 4.89 22,90 9.93 1,25 75.8 1.80 
193-^ U.l 39.83 23,17 6,36 29,79 12,91 1,12 70.0 1.66 
1935 23,6 66,67 38,79 19,70 92.27 40,00 1,00 60.7 1.44 
1936 9,2 25,99 15,12 6,97 32.65 14.15 .50 30.3 .71 
1937 24,3 68,63 39,93 27,39 128.29 55,61 1.50 91.0 2.16 
1938 29,3 82,77 48,16 31.29 146.56 63.53 1.50 91.0 2.16 
1939 29,3 82,77 48,16 9,90 46.37 20,10 1,00 60.7 1.44 
19itO 39,2 110,73 64,42 29.50 138.17 59.90 2.00 :121.4 2,88 
19a a.A 118,08 68,70 26.40 123.65 53.60 2.00 121.4 2,88 
^lowa Annual Farm Census, 1917-194-5. Harrison County, cMicrofilm,3 Hay yields in the 
township are assumed to be the same as county averages. The expected yields for Farm No, 2 are cal­
culated to vaiy the same percentage from the avei^e as 1930 to 19A9 yields, 
2 Heady, Earl 0, and Jensen, Harold R, The Economics of Crop Rotations and Land Use, Iowa Agr, 
Sta, Res, Bui, 383, August 1951, p, 
^Calculated with the assumption that alfalfa hay yield difference each year is the same as for 
all hay. 
Table 5B Contiiiued: 
Corti^ Oats Z_ZZ Hay^ 
Average yield Percent Yield luider Percent Yield under Yield Percent Yield under 
Year adjusted of revised Yield of revised per of revised 
for hybrid average plan average plan acre average plan 
bu. bu. ba. bu. tons tons 
1942 55.8 
1943 42.1 
19U 47.1 
19ii5 38.1 
19A6 52.0 
19^7 24.0 
1948 46.6 
194.9 41.3 
Total 708.0 
157.63 91.71 
118.93 69.19 
133.05 77.a 
107.63 62.62 
1A6.89 85.46 
67.80 39.45 
131.64 76.59 
116.67 67.87 
23.40 109.60 
30.30 141.92 
17.30 81.03 
26.50 124.12 
21.40 100.23 
10.40 48.71 
35.30 165.34 
21.80 102.11 
427.00 
47.51 2.08 
61.52 2.00 
35.13 2.50 
53.80 2.50 
43.45 3.50 
21.12 — 
71.67 1.25 
44.26 2.00 
29.67 
126.2 2.99 
121.4 2.88 
151.7 3.60 
151.7 3.60 
212.4 5.03 
134.8 3.19 
75.8 1.80 
121.4 2.88 
20-year 
average 35.4- 21.35 1.648 
Figure 91. The effect of varying crop production (1930 to 194^9) on 
gross crop income using the 1952 price level. 
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constant production, on gross crop income. 
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Figure 93. The effect of varying crop production and prices (1930 to 194-9) on gross crop income. 
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the level of production. The coefficient of gross IncaneSy assuming 
fluctuation of price and productiooi, is about 65 percent (Table 59) • The 
coefficient of variation of the present plan is slightly greater for all 
variability cooblnations. This appears to be reasonable as forage pro­
duction which fluctuates leas than other crops, is much larger with the 
revised plan. 
Table 59. Coefficient of variation of the gross Inccme with variable 
yields and prices over a 20-year period with the present and 
revised plan for the three fairas. 
Farm Price 
variability 
Yield 
variability 
Price 
production 
variability 
No, 1 PR® 50.8A 29.80 64.90 
RR 47.71 28.01 63.86 
No. 2 PR 50.04 32.28 67.49 
RR 4.7.51 31.61 65.34 
No. 3 m 49.45 30.96 66.05 
RR 44.96 29.93 63.08 
= present station and RR = revised rotation. 
The variation in gross Inccme caused by variation in weather and 
prices have undoubtedly been detrimental to convincing faxners that conser^ 
vat ion fanning is profitable. 
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CAPITAL REC31JIBEMIWTS 
This section deals vd.th the capital requirements associated with 
conservation faming. The first part of the section is concetrned with 
capital i-equiranents for livestock investment? the second part with miscel­
laneous expenses associated with increased production; and the third part 
with a ccmparison of capital requirements with and without conservation. 
Livestock Investments 
The investment required is an iu^jortant factor in deteimdning the 
livestock combination that is adopted. This may be as impoirtant as the 
profit to be gained. The time period of the loan may also be sigaaifleant 
in deteznining the iype and size of the livestock enterprise. The period 
of investment varies with the enterprise combination. Hence* the different 
types of credit suited to various types of livestock must be considered. 
The following kinds of loans are involved! short-tenn loans for purchasing 
feeder cattle; this type of loan is normally r^ald in full at the end of 
the growing or feeding period. Long-term loans are \ised mostly for acqui­
sition of land and for building construction; these usually run for 5 or 
more years. Intermediate loans are vised mainly for purchasing breeding 
stockf machinery and similar assets; these are usually liquidated in 1 to 
5 years. 
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Bankers in the area favor short-term loans because no collection 
problem is usually encountered with loans for cattle feeding. The banker 
gets a mortgage on the purchase value of the animal; with added feed the 
animals' weight increases frcan 50 to 100 percent, Seldcra will the final 
sales value fall below the purchase value. These loans are usually 
pronptly repaid at the time the cattle are marketed. Short-term loans 
also simplify budgetiJig and decision-making for the fazner. These loans 
are a "current expense?' or one year outlay. 
Loans for purchase of breeding stock are considered less favorably 
than feeder loans because they are more difficult to collect. Though 
investment in breeding stock often m^ be less risky for the operator* the 
loan company may find it more difficult to collect the annual payments, 
Fran the lending firms* viewpoint, loans on breeding stock are more risky; 
the animals may die and the production period is longer than for feeders. 
Also, the value of the breeding stock represents a greater proportion of 
the total production input than in the case of feeder cattle when the value 
of feed used often equals the original value of the animals. Thus, the 
amount that the operator can borrow for purchasing breeding stock is 
usually less than the loan he could get for buying feeder cattle. This 
viewpoint on the part of the loan agencies is open to some question. 7oung 
breeding stock not on3y increases in value with growth but also produces 
valuable replacement stock. While the loan for breeding stock is not 
liquidated so quickly as feeder loans the collateral Increases continually. 
An operator could reduce cash outlay by glowing his own breeding stock 
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instead of buying it. Furthermore, price fluctuations would result in 
less loss if the breeding stock was raised, 
A dairy breeding herd combined with a cattle fattening enterprise may 
be a safer investment than either alone. Such a diversified livestock 
program increases the probability that losses from one particular system 
are counterbalanced ly profits from another. Also, it should be easier 
to secure several loans for varying time periods rather than one large 
loan. This combination of systems requires a larger breeding stock invest­
ment than a cattle feeding system. However, the replacement heifers for 
the cow herd usually cost less than their purchase value. 
Factors affecting choice of livestock 
The type of livestock an operator chooses depends on the type of 
livestock in the area, maricet demand for the product, the kinds of feed 
produced on his farm, personal preference, returns for labor input, 
returns from capital, additional building space needed, amount and type 
of investment, and the ease of securing loans. This study indicates 
the highest income is made by the dairy heard (System 8) and calf 
fattening (System 5), These two systems represent entirely different 
•fgrpes of investment. As a rule, it will be easier to boirow money 
for the purchase of feeder calves. Thus, an operator with limited 
capital is more inclined to feed cattle. On the other hand, an oper­
ator with capital to invest and a large supply of family labor may 
°The fanner would gain the difference between the cost of purchasing 
breeder stock outright and the cost incurred by growing his own cows. 
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prefer the dairy syatcm. The beef system, which reqtdres less labor input 
than any of the alternative systems, may have more appeal for the older 
semi-retired operator. Although certain enterprises have a comparative 
advantage due to specific factors peculiar to themselves, the operator on 
each of the three fazms analyzed in the last section have several alterna­
tive choices in livestock systems if they shift to conservation fanning. 
The changes in number of breeding stock, additional building space, and 
total investaent in livestock for each enterprise are discussed in rela­
tion to the revised plan. 
Livestock adjustment to the conservation plan 
Considerable adjustment was Involved in changing fln5m the dual-
purpose cow herd-hog system that existed on the three case faims before 
the transition to the eight livestock systems. In order for the operator 
to make this change, additional breeding stock was purchased in 1952 for 
four systems each on Fams No, 1 and No, 2 and for two systems on Farm 
No, 3 (Table 60). This increase is the lairgest for the beef and daily 
systems. For these two systems on Farm No. 1 the breeding stock invest­
ment is approximately double that of 1951. Although the ratio to the 
former investment in breeding stock for 1951 is less, the largest 
Increase in 1952 is $2,723 for the beef herd system on Faim No, 3. Other 
systems require less breeding stock with the adoption of conservation 
farming so the suarplus livestock is sold. Returns from selling breeding 
stock stirpluses are used for purchasing feedeM or for other conservation 
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Table 60. The xnmber azxL value of the breeding stock purchased in 1952 
for the revised plan.® 
Faim No. 1 Faim No. 2^ Farm No. 3 
System Cows Sows Value Cows Soi^ Value Cows Sows Value 
No. No. $ No. No. $ No. No. $ 
1 - U 702 1 8 642 - - -183 
2 - 12 602 1 8 642 - - -233 
3 - - -A52 - «•* -322 - - -U36 
A - - -502 - - -322 - - -1536 
5 - - -553 - - -322 - - -1426 
6 
- - -6i^7 - - -372 - - -1587 
7 2 17 W 2 8 1162 6 11 2723 
8 3 15 U76 1 8 642 3 5 974 
Breeding livestock 
before 1952 5 5 U55 3 17 1576 7 25 29a 
^Eight alternative livestock systems adjusted from the number and 
' value of breeding stodc in 1951* Negative sign denotes extra money 
remaining after breeding livestock vas adjusted for conservation farming. 
^Other breeding stock purchased during the transition period on Farm 
No. 2 with dropping prices are as followst in 1953 Systons 1 and 2 pur­
chased one cow each at $226; System 7 purchased 1 cow for $283; and 
System 8 piirchased 2 cows for $4-52. In 1954- Systan 7 purchased 2 cows for 
USZ. 
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a 
investments. After 1952, increases in breeding stock are made by retain­
ing heifer calves and gilts above the noimal replacement.^ Although 
increasing breeding stock numbers by this method is not an out-of-pocket 
outlay it decreases income during this period; the operator forfeits his 
opportunity to market the stock that is retained. Thus, the value of this 
c 
young stock is an opportunity cost. The heifers in the dairy and beef 
systems are the only opportunity costs of aiy consequence (Tables 61 and 
62). The number of breeding heifers retained continues to increase during 
the earliffl? part of the transition period. As these heifers reach the 
age for reproducing, their value increases. Therefore the loss in irrnie-
diate income from heifers retained tends to be counterbalanced by the 
increased value of the animals reaching a productive age. 
Livestock investment during the transition period 
The type and investment value of the livestock is constantly changing 
d . 
during the transition period. The maximun investment is reached by 1960 
for the dairy and beef systems (Table 63). Since almost the entire 
increase in investment value is for heifer replacements, the actual outlay 
^Prior to 1952, cattle feeding was carried on intermittently on these 
three farms. 
^The exception is four of the systems on Farm No. 2 vhere forage pro­
duction increases more rapidly than heifers can be grovm to consume it 
(Table 60). 
^Opportunity cost is income given up by withholding a coramodity from 
the market for alternative uses. 
^Since investment changes are similar on each of the three case farms, 
the livestock investment from 1952 to 1967 is shown only for Farm No. 1. 
Table 61, Number of additional beef heifers above normal replacement and value with steady and 
dropping prices for the three farms. 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No, 3 
Number each aee Value Number e&da. aee Value Number eadi aee Value 
Year One 
year 
Two 
years 
1952 
price 
Dropping 
price 
One 
year 
Two 
years 
1952 
price 
Dropping 
price 
One 
year 
Two 
years 
1952 
price 
Dropping 
price 
1952 3 $ 722 1 722 2 $ 432 $ 722 1 $ 241 1 241 
1953 3 3 U6A 1393 2 2 976 929 1 247 236 
195^ 3 742 671 2 2 976 881 
1955 4 2 U58 1243 1 2a 205 
1956 5 1204 96-4 4 4 1953 1572 2 1 929 586 
1957 3 5 1959 1486 6 4 2434 1838 4 2 U58 1101 
1958 3 742 507 6 1483 1013 3 K 1712 121 
1959 3 742 530 
I960 1 241 169 
1961 1 247 177 
®First year heifers valued at 89»7 percent of the value of choice calves in Chicago weighing 
800 pounds. Second year heifers valued at cannercial cow price In Chicago weighing 1000 pounds. 
a 
Table 62. Number of additional dairy heifers above nonnal replacement and value vith steady and 
dropping prices for the three farms. 
Farm No. 1 Faxn No. 2 Farm No, 3 
Number each aee Value Number each aee Value Number each aee Value 
Year One 
year 
Two 
years 
1952 
price 
Dropping 
price 
One 
year 
Two 
years 
1952 
price 
Dropping 
price 
One 
year 
Two 
years 
1952 
price 
Dropping 
price 
1952 2 $ 482 $ 482 1 241 1 241 1 f 241 e 241 
1953 2 2 976 929 2 1 929 693 1 247 236 
195it 2 2 976 881 2 2 976 881 
1955 2 2 976 834 3 2 1215 1039 3 722 615 
1956 2 495 386 4 3 1704 1372 2 742 601 
1957 2 482 362 2 4 1471 1116 3 722 543 
1958 2 495 338 2 495 338 2 3 1224 868 
1959 2 495 338 
®Flrst year heifers valued at 89.7 percent of the value of choice calves in Chicago weighing 
800 pounds. Second year heifers valued at ccanmercial cow price in Chicago weighing 1000 pounds. 
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Table 63. Livestock investments for dairy cows and beef cattle vith 
steady and dropping prices for Farm No. 1. 
Beef GOVS Dairy cows 
stock investment Rrand-ttip stock Investment 
Year Steady 
prices 
Dropping 
prices 
Steady 
prices 
Dropping 
prices 
1952 $3,181 $3,181 $2,932 $2,932 
1953 3,898 2,881 2,732 
mu iV,86l 3,313 2,968 
1955 5,752 A,982 3,695 3,094 
1956 5,752 A,728 u,ir7 3,254 
1957 5,752 Ktiai 3,369 
1958 7,286 5,317 4,659 3,105 
1959 8,176 5,95A 5,141 3,411 
I960® 7,929 5,783 5,La 3,411 
®The same investment for all subsequent years 
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for the faxver is actually much smaller than Is shovn in Table 60. Thus^ 
the collateral for these two systems« as well as the ability to repay 
any outstanding debt for purchasing livestock^ jjnprovss during the transi­
tion period. Credit extended for herd eoqsansion becomes less risky as 
breeding stodc numbers increase. 
Investment in feeder cattle is a yearly expense for the l>ill value 
of the animals at the time of purchase. The six systems that feed cattle 
in 1952 have a higher total investment than the daily and beef cow systems, 
Dtiring the transition period investment in feeders increases, while the 
a 
proportion of breeding stock in each enterprise declines (Tables 64 to 
69). Because calves weigh less at the time of purchase they require a 
smaller investment than yearlings. Grain feeding on pastxire increases 
znxmbers and thus the investment is higher than for those systems that 
b 
Mily feed grain in dry lot. 
Additional buildings and other eaeoenses 
Suitable buildings were available for the livestock on each of the 
three faxns before 1952. However, the increase in livestock numbers with 
the revised plan increases the building needs. Although this need is not 
acute until midway of the transition period, construction should be com-
c 
pleted by the tine it is needed (Table 70). 
^AU decline in breeding stodc numbers is due to keeping fewer sows. 
^his investment is usually $600 to $800 higher per sjrstem. 
%ee Appendix F for the amount of space needed and the construction 
cost for the present plan as calculated by Everett Stoneberg. 
Table 6A« Livestock investments for a combination of hogs^ daily coms, and yearling steers* wintered, 
pastured^ and finished in drylot^ with steady and dropping prices for Farm No. !• 
Steady prices Dropping prices 
Tear Breeding Short-term Total ]^eeding Short-term Total 
stock loan livestock stock loan livestodc 
investment investm^t investment investment investmarit investment 
1952 $2,158 $1,622 $3,780 $2,158 $1,622 $3,780 
1953 2,108 2,027 A,135 2,006 1,825 3,831 
1954 2,058 2,027 4,085 1,872 1,724 3,596 
1955 2,058 2,838 4,896 1,760 2,272 4,032 
1956 1,962 3,0^0 5,002 1,572 2,283 3,855 
1957 1,907 3,6A9 5,556 1,437 2,558 3,995 
1958 1,907 3,6A9 5,556 1,340 2,558 3,898 
1959 1,907 3,6A9 5,556 1,340 2,558 3,898 
1960 1,907 3,6A9 5,556 1,340 2,558 3,898 
1961 1,908 3,851 5,759 1,340 2,700 4,040 
1962 1,858 3,851 5,709 1,299 2,700 3,999 
1963^ 1,858 3,6^9 5,507 1,299 2,558 3,857 
1964® 1,907 3,6A9 5,556 1,340 2,558 3,898 
°The sane inves-bnent for all subsequent years. 
Table 65* Llvestodc investments for a combination of hogs, dairy coi48» and yearling steers, wintered, 
fed on pasture, and finished in drylot, vith steady aiid dropping prices for Farm No. 1. 
Steady prices Dropping prices 
Year Breeding Short-term Total Breeding Short-term Total 
stodc loan livestock stock loan llvestodc 
investment investment investment investment investment investment 
1952 $2,058 |2,0B7 U,085 12,058 $2,027 $4,085 
1953 2,008 3,211 5,219 1,909 2,554 4,463 
195^ 1,908 3,211 5,119 1,720 2,414 4,134 
1955 1,908 3,670 5,578 1,623 2,597 4,220 
1956 1,807 3,670 5,4.77 1,439 2,435 3,874 
1957 1,807 A*817 6,62A 1,350 2,985 4,335 
1958 1,757 21,817 6,57it 1,216 2,985 4,201 
1959 1,757 -4,817 6,57A 1,216 2,985 4,201 
I960 1,757 A,817 1,216 2,985 4,201 
1961 1,757 A,865 6,622 1,216 3,411 4,627 
1962 1,656 A,865 6,521 1,134 3,411 4,545 
1963 1,656 A,A59 6,115 1,134 3,127 4,261 
196>4® 1,757 i4,A59 6,216 1,216 3,127 4,343 
®The same investment for all subsequent years. 
Table 66. Livestock investments for hogs and yearling steers, wintered, pastured, and finished in 
drylot, with steady and dropping prices for Fann No» 1. 
Steady prices Dropping prices 
Year Breeding Short-teno Total Breeding Short-tenn Total 
stock loan livestock stock loan livestodc 
investment investment investment investment Investment investment 
1952 $1,003 $3,44'6 $4'»449 $1,003 $3,446 $4,449 
1953 803 3,U6 4,24.9 778 3,103 3,881 
195A 803 3,4A6 4,249 754 2,931 3,685 
1955 803 -4,256 5,059 730 3,408 4,138 
1956 702 4'>662 5,366 617 3,501 4,118 
1957 602 4,865 5,467 511 3,411 3,922 
1958 702 5,068 5,770 575 3,553 4,128 
1959 702 5,068 5,770 575 3,553 4,328 
I960 702 5,068 5,770 575 3,553 4,128 
1961 702 5,i;73 6,175 575 3,837 4,112 
1962 652 5,473 6,125 534 3,837 4,371 
1963^ 652 5,068 5,720 534 3,553 4,087 
196A^  702 5,068 5,770 575 3,553 4,128 
®The same investment for all subsequent years. 
Table 67. Livestock investments for hogs and yearling steers, wintered, fed on pasture and finished 
in drylot, with steady aiKi dropping prices for Farra No, 1. 
Steady prices Dropping prices 
Year Breeding Short-term Total Breeding Shcrt-teim Total 
stodc loan livestock stoc^ loan livestock 
investment investment investment investment investment investment 
1952 #953 13,649 14,602 $953 13,649 $4,602 
1953 702 3,649 4,351 681 3,286 3,967 
1954 702 3,649 4,351 660 3,104 3,764 
1955 702 4,662 5,364 638 3,733 4,371 
1956 552 5,473 6,025 485 4,109 4,594 
1957 414 6,081 6,495 3a 4,264 4,605 
1958 OA 6,081 6,495 328 4,264 4,592 
1959 452 6,081 6,533 369 4,264 4,633 
I960 452 6,081 6,533 369 4,264 4,633 
1961 452 6,689 7,141 369 4,690 5,059 
1962 351 6,689 7,040 287 4,690 4,977 
1963„ 351 6,081 6,432 287 4,264 4,551 
452 6,081 6,533 369 4,264 4,633 
®The same investment for all subsetjuent years. 
Table 68* Livestock investments for hogs and feeder calves, wintered, pastured, and fed in drylot 
with steady and dropping prices for Farm No. 1. 
Steady prices Dropping prices 
Year Breeding Short-term Total Breeding Short-tem Total 
stock loan livestock stodc loan livesto dc 
investment investment Investment investment investment investment 
1952 $903 12,359 I3,2ffi $903 $2,359 $3,262 
1953 803 2,9A9 3,752 778 2,636 3,04 
195U 702 2,9A9 3,651 660 2,479 3,139 
1955 702 3,391 U,^ 3 638 2,670 3,308 
1956 602 3,391 3,993 529 2,490 3,019 
1957 602 3,834. 511 2,611 3,122 
1958 602 3,83A A,436 A93 2,631 3,104 
1959 602 3,83it i;,436 m 2,611 3,303 
I960 602 3,83A A,436 m 2,611 3,303 
1961 602 A,276 A,878 493 2,912 3,405 
1962 502 A,276 -4,778 ao 2,912 3,322 
1963 502 A,128 -4,630 410 2,812 3,222 
196^® 
-452 A,128 4,580 370 2,831 3,181 
®The same investment for aU subsequent years. 
Table 69, Livestock Investments fear hogs and feeder calves, wintered, fed on pasture* and fed in 
drylot, with steady and dropping prices for Farm No, 1. 
Steady prices Dropping prices 
Year Breeding Short-tejm Total Breeding Short-term Total 
stock loan livestock stodc loan livestock 
Investment inv^tment investment inv^tment investment investment 
1952 $803 $3,053 13,856 $803 $3,053 $3,856 
1953 602 3»053 3,655 584 2,737 3,321 
195U 602 3,053 3,655 566 2,579 3,145 
1955 602 3,816 A,a8 547 3,027 3,574 
1956 AlA 3,816 353 2,845 3,198 
1957 OA. A,579 ,^993 3a 3,159 3,500 
1958 301 A,880 2J^ 6 3,159 3,405 
1959 301 /I, 579 ^,880 246 3,159 3,405 
I960 301 A,579 A,880 246 3,159 3,405 
1961 301 5,037 5,338 246 3,475 3,721 
1962 301 5,037 5,338 246 3,475 3,721 
1963 301 A,BB5 5,186 246 3,369 3,615 
®The same investment for all subsequent years. 
Table 70. Additional investment for building under the revised plan at 1952 prices. 
Farm No . 1 Farm No.  2 Farm No.  3 
System Snace needed 
Cattle^ Sows 
Additional 
cost of 
building 
Snace needed 
Cattle^ Sows 
Additional 
cost of 
building 
Soace needed 
8l Cattle Sows 
Additional 
cost of 
building 
No. No. Dollars No. No. Dollars No. No. Dollars 
1 6,Aa — A6l 22,7s — 16H 13.0s 
— 
936 
2 U.Os — 792 25.0s — 1800 16.0s 
— 
1152 
3 9.1s — 655 2^.38 —- 1750 11.6s — 835 
U 10.0s 720 26.0s — 1872 U.Os — 1008 
5 — 20.0c — 1320 9.0c •— 504 
6 
— 
18.0c — 1008 11.0c 
— 
616 
7 15.0C — 1395 15.00 1395 18.0C 3 1965 
B A 388 l.OC 16 1729 2.50 U 1510 
® 8 a steers 
c a feeder calves 
C = cows 
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Other expenses include, cost for purchasing feed not grovm on the 
fanoy veterinary service^ equipment» and fence and buildiiig maintenance. 
These costs do not vary much with the change in livestock numbeirs. 
Capital requirements for crop production 
Capital requirenents for crop producticai are made up of annual operat­
ing expanses and long-term investments. The annual recurrent expenses 
ccnqprise crop expenses, taxes and fence maintenance. Crq> expenses include 
all cost connected vith planting, cultivating and harvesting of field 
a 
crops* The long-tezm investments include the following: land, machinezy, 
b 
terraces and additional buildings for grain storage. Terrace construction 
of Farms No. 1 and No. 3 under the revised plan will cost $900 and $225, 
0 
respectively. Additicnal storage space to provide for the average in­
crease in crop producticai under conseiTration will cost $183 and $909 on 
d 
Farms No. 1 and No. 2, respectively. 
a 
See Appendix F for a more detailed crop expense itemizing the annual 
cost of fertilizer, grass and legtane seeding frcra 1952 to 1967. 
^^Land and machineiy investment for each farm have identical value for 
all livestock combinations using either a revised or present plan. 
^oil Conservation Service farm planners estimate Faims No. 1 and 
No. 3 would need 6 miles and 1^ miles, respectively. 
^Average annual cost is assumed as 5 percent of the investment. 
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Total Capital Requirements 
The total capital requirements for investment and operational expenses 
for Farm No. 3 in 1967 using steady prices is approximately tvrice as large 
as for Farm No, 1 (Table 71). The detailed method by which the total 
capital requirement for each syst«n is derived is shown for the cow 
system (Table 72), 
Table 71. Total capital requirement for the three faims with the revised 
and present plan for 1967,® 
System 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Present Revised Present Revised Present Revised 
1 $ b $28268 $ b $32642 $46618 $49675 
2 b 28562 b 33IAS 46708 50171 
3 24955 28171 28201 32782 47126 49573 
A 25062 28620 28524 33582 46999 50498 
5 24826 26919 27964 31604 46185 A8838 
6 24896 27359 28031 31917 46562 48858 
7 25551 30742 29O88 35557 48332 52328 
a 25051 28080 28230 32469 46646 it9524 
9 20469 21053 23884 24419 40316 40811 
kelson, Aaron G., Farm Credit Administration, Omaha) Nebraska. 
Information on the fin^cial status of the three fauns in this study. 
cPrivate comraunication.j January 12, 195A« Land values in 1952 as 
appraised by the Farm Credit Administration of Omaha were $14,000, 
$16,000 and $32,000, respectively, for Farms No. 1, No. 2, and No. 3. 
The operators' estimation of machinery value on these three farms in the 
same sequence was $3,54.7» $4.»750, and $4,325. 
^These combinations were not used because of insufficient feed. 
^ee Appendix F for capital investment other than land and machinery 
for the three farms. 
Table 72, Capital requirements for the beef cow «xterprise on Farm No. 1 
Under the revised plan using dropping pricea 
Total 
Crop expenses Livestock Addi- Fences Addi- capital Machlneiy Total 
Year Grain Forage Expense Invest­ tional and tional except invest­ Land invest­
ment heifeiB taxes building machlneiy ment value ment 
1952 11,995 $ 763 $ $3,181 ^ 722 $328 $125 $ $3,547 $14,000 $ — 
1953 1,628 1,075 1,451 3,898 1,393 330 121 9,896 3,444 33,594 26,934 
195-4 1,706 926 1,373 4,434 671 332 117 9,559 3,342 13,187 26,088 
1955 1,696 893 1,400 4,982 0 335 114 9,420 3,240 12,781 25,441 
1956 1,522 891 1,361 4,728 964 338 no 9,9U 3,026 12,a9 25,460 
1957 896 1,317 4,473 1,486 337 106 10,042 3,024 12,013 25,074 
1958 1,A57 782 5,317 507 336 102 9,925 2,922 11,606 24,453 
1959 1,543 657 1,487 5,95A 507 335 102 10,078 2,922 11,606 24,606 
I960 1,527 696 1,513 5,783 507 334 102 9,955 2,922 10,606 24,483 
1961 i,a8 767 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,916 2,922 10,606 24,444 
1962 1,A5A 767 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,952 2,922 10,606 24,480 
1963 1,A73 743 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,947 2,922 10,606 24,475 
19H 1,518 696 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,945 2,922 10,606 24,473 
1965 1,513 720 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,964 2,922 10,606 24,492 
1966 1,^97 767 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,995 2,922 10,606 24,523 
1967 1,4.9A 767 1,513 5,783 507 333 102 9,992 2,922 10,606 24,520 
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CREDIT 
Types of Credit 
With conservation profitable in the long-run, quick future earning 
capacity depends on rapid conservation development. Thus sufficient 
capital should be supplied from the first year of the transition period for 
most rapid developnent. This capital can be obtained more easily Ty using 
several types of credit. Therefore, a well balanced credit program is 
a imperative for rapid development. Need for production credit should be 
measured by the criteria: borrowing is justified when the funds to be used 
can be expected to repay the loan, plus interest, and leave a profit. 
The various types of credit available should be examined for these 
desirable characteristics: 
1, To be for same length of time as the probable life of the asset 
to be purchased, 
2, Not to require repayment faster than the purchased asset earns it, 
3, Peimit principal payments faster than scheduled. 
U* Provide for regular amortization. 
1 5. Be at a low interest rate. 
balanced credit program is one in which short-teim, intermediate, 
and long-term loans are obtained in direct proportion to their need, 
^Hopkins, John and Murray, William, Elements of Farm Management. 
New York, Prentice-Hall, Inc. 1953. p. 403. 
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Short-term loans can be fUmished most conveniently ly local banks 
Banks have been active and effective in the short-term field, leas so with 
intemediate credit and virtually absent from the real estate lending 
2 
market. The Production Credit Administration was established for extend­
ing intermediate loans. However, with few exceptions, they have extended 
3 
credit only on a short-term basis. 
Inteimediate loans, especially suited for purchasing dairy cows, have 
been handled effectively only Igr the Faim Home Administration. However, 
this agency supplies a veiy small proportion of the credit needed. Its 
policy of close supervision for all loans might be adopted by other loan 
agencies. 
Insurance companies are now supplying a large proportion of long-tenn 
loans. The Federal Land Banks not only have advanced long-term credit but 
also have a policy of low interest rates for real estate. The Farm Home 
Administration has made a limited number of loans to purchase low-priced 
faims. To further encourage conservation additional credit for such 
^Benedict, Murray R. The Relations of Public to Private Lending 
Agencies in Agriculture and Recent Trends in their Development. Journal 
of Farm Economics. 27:88-104.. February 19A5« 
^Brown, Jacob A, and Kristjanson, Baldur H, Credit Needs of Begin­
ning Fanners in Selected Areas of North Dakota. North Dakota Agr. Exp, 
Sta, Res. Bui. 386. June 1953* p* 6. 
^Black, John D. Agricultural Credit Policy in the United States. 
Journal of Farm Economics, 27:591-614, August 1945. 
^Brown, op, cit,, p. 6, 
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in^rovements as terraces should be provided vithcut reviriting the mort-
1 gage. 
Consumption credit» needed during the early years of the transition 
a 
period, is the most difficult type of credit to obtain, Goverment 
affiliated or guaranteed loans are one way possible to provide adequate 
family finances. Even a temporary decrease in income is serious to mar­
ginal operators. For some operators consun^ition credit might not be needed 
to compensate for the entire amoimt of lowered income. 
Function of Public Credit 
Even if the best timing of conservation practices is known, limitation 
of capital prevents its realization on many fanns. Therefore, public 
credit can assist in the lanmediate adoption of a conservation plan. Numer­
ous examples can be cited where credit may be advisable as returns from 
conservation practices in the near future are only a small part of the 
initial investment: 
1, The cost of constructing terraces and rearranging fences is a 
current expenditure that can be refunded at a future period only 
by increased pixxJuctivity, 
^Baughnan, Ernest T, Financing Young Fanners. Journal of Farm 
Economics. 34-!930-936, December 1952, 
®In this study the need for consunqjtion credit is estimated as the 
decrease in annual income in the first few years of the transition 
period. 
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2. An additional number of forage-consuming livestock are necessaiy 
to use the feed produced. 
3. A smaller total crop production during the first part of the 
transition period than is presently produced. 
Government expanded credit would increase the number of operators 
adopting a conservation program. The function of public credit as defined 
ly Blade is: 
1. To develop improved types of loans and methods that 
private agencies will later adopt. Competition 
with private agencies is not their primary object. 
2, Credit not supplied Toy banks. 
3» Bale fanners out when In trouble,^ 
Black and Butz propose an expansion in the scope of public credit for 
agriciiLture. Butz suggests a program of loans for purchasers who have as 
little as 10 to 20 percent down payment on a farm. His viewpoint on add­
ing improvements to a mortgaged farm is that an arrangement needs to be 
developed tmder which qualified borrowers may receive additional advances 
from the mortgagee, without rewrltlaag the mortgage to make improvements 
2 
that are clearly desirable. This problan could be solved ly enlarging 
the Farm Home Administration. Technical assistance for planning more 
efficient use of capital can be just as important as obtaining the capital 
itself. As a nile, no advantage is gained by having public agencies if 
^lack, op. cit., p. 596. 
^Butz, Earl L. Postwar Agricultural Credit Problems and Suggested 
Adjiistments. Jounial of Farm Economics, 27:290. May 1945. 
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private agencies can give the same type of seirvice at the same price. 
However, public cjredit does meet a veiy special need during a disaster 
period, Thxis, in order to have these public agencies ready to serve on 
short notice, the higher cost of maintaining than is warranted. 
Financial Situation of Case Farms 
Indebtedness on these three farms varies from a heavy encumbrance on 
2 
Faim No, 1 to practically full equity on Fairo No. 3. Faim No. 1 has a 
real estate mortgage of $11,867 to the Farm Home Administration and a 
chattel loan of $4-»300 from the local bank. The only apparent source of 
additional long-teim credit for this operator is the Fairo Home Administra­
tion, It is rather doubtful whether the local bank will increase the 
a 
short-tenn loan except the one for purchasing feeder cattle. Even if 
this operator is willing to accept a lowered income and thus, a lowered 
standard of living, for him to follow a conservation program seems im­
practical in view of his high indebtedness. Either subsidy or government 
gtiaranteed loans are necessary to provide credit for a conservation plan.^ 
Another alternative is a gradual change toward a conservation plan, 
^Benedict, op, cit., p. 9A* 
^Nelson, Aaron G., Farm Credit Administration, Omaha, Nebraska. 
Information on the financial status of the three farms in this stxidy, 
c Private communication.^ January 12, 1954» 
®The Farm Home Administration may consider making an intermediate 
type of loan for dairying providing home grown feeds are available. 
^This operator needs technical assistance on fam management and 
credit. He should be discouraged from having a livestock system that can 
not retire the debt somewhere near the end of the transition period. He 
would be unable to secure consumption credit unless it would be on a 
year>-to-year basis. 
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On Farm No. 2 the Metropolitan Life Insurance Compai^ holds a real 
estate mortgage of approximately $5,000 and two banks collectively have 
chattel loans amotmting to about ^^,000» The local bank is likely to 
question its use but can furnish all of the short-term credit needed. The 
Production Credit Administration is a possible source of credit for either 
cattle feeding or dairying. By increasing the real estate mortgage the 
a long-term credit needed could be obtained. Consumption credit is the 
most difficult one for him to borrow. This operator, after procuring maxi­
mum long-tezm and short-teira loans and tising acy excess for consumption, 
still has a sub-standard of living. A government guaranteed loan somewhat 
similar to the operating loans made hy the Farm Home Administration would 
be useful to him. However, if he desires to adopt a conservation plan 
despite a lowered standard of living, anqple sources of capital are at his 
disposal. 
In 1952 the last installment of a $9,900 mortgage on Faxm No. 3 was 
b paid. There is jx) record of a chattel mortgage. It is easy for this 
c 
operator to borrow money for a revised plan. He only needs to decide 
whether conservation is profitable enough to condensate for takii^ on a 
debt. 
•^If the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company did not wish to increase 
the real estate mortgage perhaps another Insurance company or the Federal 
Land Bank would accept the account and take the risk. 
^eld by the Mutual Benefit Insurance Company, 
®He should have no problon with consun^jtion credit. 
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REPAIMENT CAPACITY OF CONSERVATION INVESTMENT 
A conservation program is not economically feasible for an operator 
tactless it increases his future income enough to warrant the additional 
investment and to conqjensate for the temporary decline in income during 
the first few years. Then, even though he knows conservation fanning is 
desirable and profitable, lack of capital may keep him from establishing 
a 
conservation practices. Because other segments of the economy benefit 
flrom conservation, government sponsored credit appears advisable. If the 
government guaranteed loans for conservation investments, private credit 
agencies would be willing to loan needed capital. Repayment of these 
loans should be adjusted to future income to enable the operator to main­
tain a reasonably high standard of living. Conservation practices that 
have a positive return for society bat are unprofitable for an individual 
coiild be fostered by government subsidy. Society has a vital interest in 
such conservation measures as flood control, silting navigable streams, 
irrigation, community parks, and fish and game reserves. Since off-site 
benefits result from the above conservation practices, subsidy equivalent 
to the amount society gains in the form of lowered interest rates or direct 
money payments appear justified. Increased taxes, resulting from the 
Alternative investments may promise greater and quicker returns even 
if sufficient capital is available for conservation. 
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higher income with a conservation program, will partially repay this 
a government aid. 
Potential Returns and Investment after Full Development 
It may be advisable for the government to assist in financing certain 
conservation practices during the transition period providing they will be 
b profitable after fertility has been restored. Therefore, after the transl 
tion period, each of the eight livestock systems are examined to determine 
the rate of return fl*om the additional investment (Table 73). Only two 
systems on Fairo No. 1, the beef herd and cash grain, have a negative 
0 
return. Although the additional investment is lower, the ratio of return 
is higher for the cash grain systems on Fanns No. 2 and No, 3. The addi­
tional investment is larger for feeders fed on dry lot and dairy cows but 
the ratio of return is smaller. Thus, in general substantial returns can 
d be expected from capital invested in these conservation systems. Never­
theless, if the net income is tmiuly low a revised plan does not provide a 
Whenever a conservation program that is profitable for society 
requires constant subsidy then farm enlargement through government purchase 
of these marginal fartns seems advisable. Some conservation benefits cannot 
be measured by economic media alone because th^ also have intangible 
values• 
^ome operators gain intrinsic values from having a fertile farm to 
pass on to their heirs and are willing to receive a smaller income in 
order to restore soil resources. 
^Unless credit is extended at a low rate of interest, the beef herd 
systens on Faims No. 2 and No. 3 are unprofitable. 
This only applies to a static situation in 1967. The increased 
investment has been added during the interval from 1952 to 1967. 
Table 73. Additional income and investment, average rate of return, and return per dollar investment 
using steady prices for the revised plan. 
Farm No. 1 Faun No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Additlcaial^ Average Return Additional^ Average^ Return Additional^ Average Retxim 
System Income Invest- rate of per Income Invest- rate of i>er Income Invest- rate of per 
ment return dollar ment return dollar ment return dollar 
1 $ — $ $ - 1 — $ — $ $ — $1217 $3057 $,39 $1.39 
2 — — — 
— 
808 3A63 .23 1.23 
3 1059 3116 .34 1.3it 25i^5 A581 .56 1.56 1319 24A7 ,5A 1,5A 
A 439 3558 ,22. 1.22 1838 5058 .36 1.36 973 3A99 .28 1.28 
5 1096 2093 .52 1.52 2979 3640 
H
 
t
t
O
 
•
 1.81 1700 2653 .48 1.A8 
6 592 2^63 .24 1.2iV 2237 3886 .58 1.58 1019 2296 .44- l.U 
7 -127 5191 -.02 0.98 1052 6469 .16 1.16 108 4196 .03 1.03 
8 1169 3029 
CO 
•
 1.38 2338 4239 .55 1.55 U51 2878 .50 1.50 
9 -229 58A -.39 0.61 A90 535 .92 1.92 285 495 .58 1.58 
^Derived by subtracting the income and investment of the present plan from that of the revised plan 
in 1967. 
^Increased income divided by increased investment. 
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suitable standard of living even though returns from investments are high 
and the transition period is subsidized. Applying conservation practices 
on farms having inadequate income means either sub-standard living condi­
tions or perpetual government subsidy. Any conservation program unless 
subsidized must net sufficient income to retire the principal of the addi­
tional investment in a reasonable length of time, as well as provide a 
suitable standard of living. Conservation farming is unprofitable for the 
individual operator unless there is a residual after the interest on the 
total investment and living costs are deducted from the annual income 
(Tables 74- and 75) • The amount the revised plan exceeds the present plan 
can be used to retire the conservation investment (Table 76), With optimum 
production the investment is repaid for all systems in from 1,3 to 13.6 
a years with the exception of the beef herd which is unprofitable. The 
yearlings and feeder calves fed on diy lot and the dairy herd can retire 
the pidncipal on additional investment in less than U years. Increased 
income from the daiiy-yearling system can repay the principal in a nnich 
shorter time. Thus, seven systems provide increased income sufficient to 
pay for the added cost of conservation. These systems are examined further 
to see if and when the repayment capacity compensates for the deficit in 
income experienced in the early transition years. Systems that are 
already found to be unprofitable are excluded from additional analysis, 
®This is not tine for the beef herd on Farm No, 2 which can repay the 
principal in the desired time period. The cash grain systen is not ana­
lyzed since it does not provide a suitable standard of living for either 
the revised or present plan. 
^Systems 1 and 2 are not analyzed but should lie somewhere between 
the daily and yearling systems in regard to retiring the piincipal for 
additioxml investment. 
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Table lU* Net Income and interest on investment for the present and 
revised plan in 1967 using steady prices. 
Farm No. 1 Faim No. 2 Fann No. 3 
System Net Interest Net Interest Net Interest 
income charge income charge income charge 
I R ^  t5SA9 $1413 $7099 $1627 $8421 12^ 84 
P •— — — — 7204 2331 
2 R 5655 1428 6648 1657 7791 2509 
P 
— — — 
— 6983 2335 
3 R 599it U09 7102 1639 8289 2479 
P A935 124s A557 1410 6970 2356 
U R 5212 1431 6373 1679 7699 2525 
P un^ 1258 4535 1426 6726 2350 
5 R 6226 1346 7662 1580 9100 2442 
P 5030 12a 4683 1398 7400 2309 
6 R 501 1368 6681 1596 7758 2443 
P 124.5 IMU 1A02 6739 2328 
7 R 4-392 1537 5156 1778 6280 2616 
P 4519 1278 ao4 U54 6172 2407 
8 R 6256 UOii 7134 1673 8891 2A76 
P 5087 3253 4796 744.0 2332 
9 R 2095 1053 2630 1221 3ii93 20a 
P 232A 1023 2140 1194. 3208 2016 
^Interest rate at 5 percent, 
^ = revised plan, P = present plan. 
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Table 75. Annual residual and residual after family living costs are 
deducted for all the revised and present plans using steady 
prices. 
Farm No« 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
Annual^ Annual^ Annual Annual Annual Annual 
System res idual residual residual residual residual residual 
after after after 
deducting deducting deducting 
family family family 
living living living 
costs costs costs 
1 R° #4436 ^^2996 15472 #4032 $5937 14497 
P — — — — 4873 3433 
2 R 4227 2787 4996 3556 5282 3842 
P — — — — 4648 3208 
3 R 4585 3145 5it63 AO23 5810 4366 
P 3687 22iV7 3U7 1707 46U 3174 
4R 3781 2341 4694 3254 517^ 3734 
P 3520 2080 3109 1669 4376 2936 
5 R 4780 3340 6082 4642 6658 5218 
P 3789 2349 3285 1845 5090 3650 
6 R 4073 2633 5085 3645 5316 3876 
P 360A 2164 3042 1602 /i/.n 2971 
7 R 2855 1415 3378 1938 3664 2224 
P 32a 1801 2650 3210 3765 2325 
8 R 4S52 3412 5561 4121 6415 4975 
P 3834 2394. 3385 1945 5108 3668 
9 R 1042 -398 U09 -31 U52 12 
P 1301 -139 996 
-444. 1192 -248 
®Retuiia for all factors of production except capital. 
Return for all factors of production minus living costs. 
°R = revised. F «= present. 
Table 76, Residual Investment and years of farm operation required to retire additional investment 
needed for the revised plan for Systans 3 to 8.® 
Farm No. 1 Farm No, 2 Farm No, 3 
Investment 
System residual 
(Dollars) 
898 
261 
991 
A69 
-386 
1018 
Period of" 
conservation 
investment 
Investment Period of Investment Period of 
residual conservation residual conservation 
investment investment 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
(Years) 
3.5 
13.6 
2.1 
5.2 
d 
3.0 
(Dollars) 
2316 
1585 
2797 
2043 
728 
2176 
(Years) 
2,0 
3.2 
1.3 
1.8 
8.9 
1.9 
(Dollars) 
1192 
798 
1568 
905 
-101 
1307 
(Years) 
2,0 
4-.A 
1.7 
2.5 
d 
2.2 
^Systems 1 and 2 apply for Faun No. 3 only with a residual investment of $1,06^ and $634- and 
periods of conservation investment of 2,9 and 4..3, respectively. System 9 does not have a suitable 
standard of living. 
derived by subtracting the residual investment for the present plan from that of the revised 
plan. 
®Iears required for the investment residual to become additional income attributed entirely to 
the results of conservation fanning. 
Revised plan not feasible. 
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The Transition Period 
A revised plan is not practical for most individuals iinlees the value 
of future returns discounted to their present value exceeds the additional 
Investment and loss of income during the transition period. An operator 
with adequate capital^ who wishes to increase his future income through 
conservation investments, discounts at a low rate. An operator with inade­
quate capital and unable to obtain credit discounts at a higher rate. A 
revised plan is practical for the second operator onOy if he borrows suffi­
cient money at a very low interest rate. 
Investment and repayment 
The greater portion of cash outlay for conservation is made in the 
a first year of the transition period. This investment tends to be the 
highest for the yearling and dairy systems and lowest for the feeder 
calves (Tables 77 to 79). The ease with which the operator obtains capital 
b for these investments depends upon his outstanding debts. Local banks can 
be relied on to furnish most of the short-term credit for feeder cattle. 
However, with present credit regulations, long-term and consumption credit 
is more difficult to procure. If it can be shown that a revised plan is 
profitable, credit agencies may be persuaded to relax their policies. 
^or sin^jlicity all investments were made in 1952 although some could 
have been postponed tsmporarilly. 
^'lioan agencies extend credit only up to approximately 50 percent of 
the market value of the real estate, livestock and machineiy combined. Ade­
quate credit is not esxtended to operators who are too deeply in debt. 
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Table 77. Additional investment made in 1952 for the revised plan on 
Farm No. 1. 
Type of additional investment Total 
investment 
Total^ 
intei>est System Short-term^ Long-term^ 0 Consumption 
3 $3518 $1738 $1134 $6390 $319 
U 3670 1803 1043 6516 326 
5 2331 1083 1119 4533 227 
6 2930 1083 1063 5076 254 
8 524 1471 1334 4805® 240 
^Includes $524 for legume seed and fertilizer and funds needed for 
purchasing feeder cattle. 
^Costs for additional buildings for livestock, $900 for terracing, 
and $183 for grain storage constiuction. 
^he amount less the net income of the revised plan is than that of 
the present plan. 
Interest rate at 5 percent annually. 
^Includes $1,476 for an intermediate loan for purchasing dairy-
cows. 
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Table 78. Additional investment made in 1952 for the revised plan on 
Farm No. 2, 
Type of additional investment m i t m a id IL r 5 Total Total" 
System Short-term® Long-term" Consun5)tion investment interest 
3 $1916 $2659 $ 96^  $5539 $277 
A 2118 2781 lou 5913 296 
5 1621 2029 824, 224 
6 1770 1917 810 M97 225 
8 616 2638 U95 5391® 270 
^Includes funds needed for purchasing feeder cattle and $616 for 
legume seed and fertilizer. 
includes additional building cost for cattle and $909 for addi­
tional grain storage. 
®The amount less the net income of the revised plan is than that 
of the present plan. 
interest rate at 5 percent annually. 
®Includes $6ii2 for an inteirmediate loan for purchasing daiiy covs. 
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Table 79. Additional Investment made in 1952 for the revised plan on 
Farm No. 3. 
Type of additional investment Total Total^ 
System Short-term® Long-term^ Consxui5)tion° investment interest 
3 $2225 $1060 $1260 1227 
U 2936 :i233 1012 5181 259 
5 1756 729 9a 3426 171 
6 198A 8a 989 3814 191 
8 823 1735 1772 530/;.® 265 
^Includes funds needed for purchasing feeder cattle and ^23 for 
legume seed and fertilize. 
includes additional building cost for cattle and $225 for 
terracing. 
®The amount less the net income of the revised plan is than that of 
the present plan. 
J 
Interest rate at 5 percent annually, 
®lncludeB $97A for an intermediate loan for purchasing dairy cows. 
To know if a conservation plan is profitable, the amount and repay­
ment rate of the additional investment nust be analyzed. In 1952, the 
amount invested was determined by taking the difference between the revised 
(See Tables 77, 78, and 79) and the present plan (Table 80). During the 
early years of the transition period indebtedness due to conservation con^ 
tdnued to increase. Later in the transition period increased income 
gradually reduced indebtedness (Table 81). Any indebtedness associated 
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Table 80, Additional inwestiaent made in 1952 for the present plan tising 
steady prices. 
Farm No, 1 Farm Ho, 2 Farm No, 3 
a ft ' ' • System Principal Interest Principal Interest Principal Interest 
and 
principal 
arid 
principal 
and 
principal 
3 ei853 $1946 $2097 $2202 $2323 12439 
U 2086 2190 2492 2617 2910 3055 
5 1655 1738 1608 1688 1597 1677 
6 1848 1940 1792 1882 1769 1857 
8 1824 1915 1994 2094 1955 2053 
^Principal includes additional buildings for all livestock systems, 
short-teim loans for feeder cattle for Syst«ns 3 to 6, and dairy cows for 
System 8, 
Principal plus a 5 percent interest rate annually. 
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Table 81, Repayment schedule for the daiiy-hog system of the revised plan 
on Farm No. 3 using steady prices. 
Year 
Deficit® Income^ 
difference 
Deficit® 
or 
sxirplus 
Amount 
of annual 
interest 
Deficit® 
or surplus 
of principal 
1953 e 3516 $-1649 $ 5165 $258 1 4998 
195^  5423 -1169 6592 330 6167 
1955 6922 -1114 8036 402 7281 
1956 8438 -983 9421 471 8264 
1957 9892 -62 9954 498 8326 
1958 10452 +948 9504 475 7378 
1959 9979 1819 8160 408 5559 
1960 8568 1718 6850 342 3841 
1961 7192 1690 5502 275 2151 
1962 5777 1509 4268 213 —648 
1963 4481 1353 3128 156 +705 
196A 3284 1469 1815 91 +2174 
1965 1906 1439 -467 23 +3613 
1966 490 1322 +832 — +4935 
1967 U51 +2283 — +6386 
^he deficit is the accumulated stxm of difference in ixwestment plus 
loss of income between the present and revised plan. 
income difference each year from the net inccme of the 
present plan. 
°If the income difference is negative, it is the total of the first 
tvio columns; if positive^ it is the difference. 
d Interest rate at 5 percent annually. 
^Deficit or surplus assuming 0 inteirest rate. 
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with the revised plan was retired by the end of the transition period with 
the eocception of feeder calves fed-on-pasture on Farm No. 1 (Table 82), 
The highest income dtiring the transition period is accumulated by the feeder 
calves, yearlings, and dairy cows, in that order (Table 83), 
Table 82. First year of profit as a result of using the revised plan at 
0 and 5 percent interest.® 
Faun No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
System Interest rate Interest rate Interest rate 
QS6 % 06 5% 0^  % 
(Year) (Year) (Tear) 
3 1963 1966 I960 1962 1962 1964 
k b b 1963 1965 1965 b 
5 1959 I960 1959 I960 1962 1964 
6 b b 1961 1962 1964 1966 
8 1964 1966 1961 1963 1963 1966 
®First year that all the principal and interest charges accumulated 
by additional investment for the revised plan will be repaid. 
balance still unpaid in 1968. 
®After 1968 the time period before the indebtedness is retiired can be 
estimated (Table 76). For example, if the investment is discounted at 5 
percent the yearlings fed-on-pasture will be profitable about 1974.* How­
ever, the length of time required to iretire the principal for the two feeder 
calves systems on Farm No. 1 discourages conservation. If the debt on Faim 
No, 1 could be retijred by government subsidy this operator couM maintain a 
svdtable standard of living after full development of a revised plan. 
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Table 83. A comparison of the cumulative net increase or net loss ly 1968 
of the revised plan in relation to the present plan.® 
Faro No, 1 Farm No, 2 Farm No. 3 
System Interest rate Interest rate Interest rate 
0^ % 056 % 0^ % 
3 $ 5as $ 2119 §18251 ^^ 162 57 $6852 1 ai6 
U -2305 -88A6 8038 A069 2016 -1275 
5 11197 9026 22782 21119 8338 5957 
6 -1398 -6984 L4.972 13171 a73 1320 
8 2315 14573 10M6 6386 2283 
®A negative sign indicates the amount the revised plan is less than 
the present plan; no sign indicates the aioount of accumulated savings. 
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POUCY TOWAED CONSERVATION CONSISTENT WITH A FARM HlCCaiAM 
The objective of the present agriculture policy is to reduce the 
total production of surplus crops by controlling the acreage planted. 
Each farm is allotted an acreage on the basis of its historic average for 
each particular crop. Although a sxirplus of some agriculture commodities 
now exists and vdll probably continue for some years hence, food produc-
a 
tion must increase to meet the demands of a grovdng population. To 
achieve the highest possible future production to meet the expanding 
population growth present restrictions vdll need to be revised to stimu­
late production so that each acre will produce according to its inherent 
capability. Thus, the objective of an agricultural policy to be most 
beneficial to society should regulate acreage on the basis of soil needs 
and long-term productiviiy rather than on historic averages. It is con­
ceivable that a nation-wide conseirvation program can fulfill this objec­
tive. A program of this type requires long-term planning jointly with 
the government and farm operators. The planning should include provisions 
for conservation payments to assure ccaitinual con^liance. Subsidy 
paymaits would be used as a bonus to stimulate the full development of 
a cons e3rvation program. 
It would be preferable for the operator to adopt the entire revised 
plan on a long-term contract basis. However, provisions cculd be made 
^Improved methods of distribution and educating consumers to appre­
ciate a well-balanced diet would increase consumption of certain commodi­
ties at the present time. 
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to incliide those operators who wish to accept only one particular phase 
a 
of the program. To further encourage those who participate in a conser­
vation program a support price could be placed on their farm commodi-
b 
ties. If the number of cooperators are too few to retard present pro­
duction sufficiently then acreage controls could be applied providing 
advantages for those who practice conservation. 
The basis for designing the most effective soil management plan 
should result from studies made of each soil type under the various rota­
tions and degrees of slope. Peimanent grass seeding is needed on the 
c 
steeper slopes to control erosion. On more gentle slopes, the recom­
mended rotation according to land use capabilities should be established 
after terraces are constructed. However, on bottom land that is subject 
to flooding, a soil depleting crop could be planted practically eveiy 
year. When a soil depleting crop ordinarily planted on the bottom land 
is surplus, grass or other soil conserving nonsurplus crops could be sub­
stituted. 
As part of an over-all program the government may consider purchasii^ 
or leasing land that can not provide an adequate standaid of living. This 
is especially desirable in areas where the occupants have opportunity for 
local emplcyment. The government may stimulate local emplcyment ly 
®A long-term soil management contract could be encouraged by providing 
a higher subsidy for those adopting the entire conservation program. Pro­
vision for a periodic review of the program would allow some flexibilitjjr 
for adjusting to changing conditions, 
^This would have to be carried out on a quota basis. 
"whether or not a certain degree of steepness should be in permanent 
pastxire would depend on the soil type. 
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providing work such as grass seeding, planting trees and constmcting 
terraces and dams. Scsne of these farms could then be regrouped into 
economic units and returned to private ownership after a conservation 
program was fully developed. If these farms are to be used for grass 
lands, then a consolidation of several holdings often will be necessaiy. 
Farm families with an adequate standard of living would be encouraged 
to adopt a conservation plan by some form of conservation payment. If 
credit was a limiting factor, loans with a low interest rate could be 
fostered by government agencies. If society favors such a program, a 
central organization cculd be created to coordinate all available resources 
for obtaining a soil and water conservation program which would channel 
all resources toward the objective of soil needs and long-term productiv­
ity. 
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SUMMARY 
This study of three hilly l60-acre ovmer-operated farms in the Ida-
Monona soil association of western Iowa was to detennine: 
1. The time required for a high level of production to be obtained 
after the application of a recommended soil management plan. 
2. The income each year from a revised soil management plan for a cash 
grain and eight livestock systems and from identical systems under 
the present plan, using both steady and declining prices throughout 
the transition period, 
3. The amount of capital needed and the time required before addi­
tional income could repay the conservation investment. 
4. The present value of future income at various discount rates. 
5. The variation in gross income for a cash grain system from 1930 to 
19A9 compared with the variation in gross income under a conserva­
tion plan, after assuming the same percentage variation in climatic 
and price conditions. 
This study ana3;srzed the effect of using conservation practices in detail 
from 1952 to 1967 by budgeting each of three case farms xander present soil 
management practices and a revised soil management plan for steady (1952 
level) and declining prices (until 1958), In addition to a cash grain 
systan, eight livestock systems often used in this area were anployed to use 
all farm grown feeds. 
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Investment requirements for all combinations of both the revised and 
present plans were examined. The number of years required for the addi­
tional income from conservation to retire the additional expendituares for 
the revised plan was determined. Types and sources of credit were discussed 
in view of the needs for each farm. 
These results show that a conservation plan was not profitable in the 
short run because crop production and income were temporarily reduced during 
the first part of the transition period. This income reduction was due 
prijnariJy to the reduction in com acreage, which decreased grain production, 
A larger forage acreage was necessary to conserve soil resources for future 
high production. Forage production was relatively low the fisrst two transi­
tional years because the seedings were not yet established. After the first 
two years of a l6-year period forage production will double or triple that 
of the present plan. Therefore, throughout the early transition period for^ 
age constituted an increasing proportion of the total feed miits. In this 
study, the residual effects of better mechanical practices, fertilizers and 
improved rotations caused a higher total feed unit production on Farms No, 2 
and No. 3 after several years under the conservation plan. However, on Farm 
No, 1 the beneficial effects of soil conservation did not compensate for the 
large reduction in grain acreage. 
Farm retunis were increased by processing all forage and grain crops 
through livestock. When the conservation plan was used, cattle numbers were 
increased considerably to utilize the available forage production. When 
grain was the major crop, as under the present plan, hogs were the main 
enterprise. The net income from all systems was lower than that of the 
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present plan for three to seven years after the soil management plan was 
adopted. Grain production was so drastically limited to control erosion 
that the income from the cash grain and beef herd systans for Farm No. 1 
under the revised plan was never as high as under the present plan. How­
ever, it is not likely that production can be maintained indefinitely under 
the present plan. All systems on Farms No, 2 and No, 3 and the other seven 
systems on Farm No, 1 processed the field crops through livestock at a 
profit, 
The adoption of a conservation plan may depend largejiy upon the rate 
at which future income is discounted. If the discount rate is only 5 or 
10 percent, a soil conservation system usually will be profitable sometime 
before the transition period is completed. But, if the discount rate is 
20 or 30 percent, a continuation of present soil management practices is 
more profitable. 
The expected price trend is also a determining factor as to whether a 
conservation program becomes profitable. A revised plan is more profitable 
if prices are rising. However, if prices are expected to drop materially 
the economic incentive to adopt a conservation plan diminishes. 
Fluctuations in price and climatic conditions have caused farm income 
to be highly unstable. A conservation program alleviates this problem 
only to the extent that income fluctuates at a higher level. During years 
of low Income capital for investments is limited - thus future Income is 
perhaps discounted by an individual at different rates under varying con­
ditions. 
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This study indicates that under normal conditions most of the systems 
have a sufficient positive return under a conservation plan to replenish 
the temporary loss in income and to repay the additional investment and 
interest (5 pei^ent) before the end of the transition period. However, a 
conservation type of farming is retarded even though its advantages are 
recognized to the extent that alternative short term investments have 
higher returns, or the operator has immediate financial commitments. Thus, 
the additional capital needed for terraces, fertilizers, legume seeds, and 
livestock purchases under the conservation plan may need to be borrowed. 
Even operators with capital to invest may hesitate to do so because of the 
risk involved in waiting for the additional revenue. The author would 
like to see the Federal agricultural policgr designed to promote conserva­
tion farming on a broader scale. 
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Appendix A 
Table 8^,. Crop estimations per acre of Ida soils. 
Value Cost Fertilizer^ Cost Expected 
Rotation Yield of of amount of Net future yie 
production production K P K fertilizer rettmi in 1977 
Com m ue 16.75 40 40 5.53 = N 48 
Oat 30 20.4.0 U.07 5 60 10.24 = P 31 
Meadow 1.6 27.20 23.8iV 1.7 
Meadow 1.6 27.20 23.8^ 1.7 
Total J20,80 78.50 45 100 15.87 $ 6.61 
Corn® 55 63.25 16.75 90 80 9.83 = N 50 
Oats A5 30.60 14.07 160 24.58 = P 40 
Meadow 2.0 3A 23.84 2.00 
Meadow 2.0 3U 23.84 2.00 
Total 161.85 78.56 90 240 34.a $J2.24 
Corn 38 43.70 16.75 40 .61 = N 
Oats 30 20.40 14.07 5 80 12.29 = P 
Meadow 1.6 27.20 23 M 
Meadow 1.6 27.20 23.BA 
Meadow 1.6 27.20 23.BA 
Total U5.70 102.34 5 120 32.90 $ 6.09 
^Assumptions are that all the crops including hay are sold at 1952 market prices. 
% ss nitrogen, P = phosphorus, and K = potassium, 
°Aaw3ahl, A., Allaway, H., and Riecken, F, Estimated Average Yields of Corn, Oats and Alfalfa-
Brome Hay for the Five Principal Soil Types and Phases in the Monona-Ida-Hamburg Soil Association 
Area of Iowa. Iowa Agr. EScp. Sta. 1950. cMimeo. rept,3 
'^This assumes that the present rotation is maintained for 25 years. 
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a 
Table 85. Methods of dispossil of public lands. 
Method of disposal Acres 
Sold for cash 11,916,276 
Hemes tead ed 902,000 
Reserved for the benefit of Indians (Half-Breed Tract) 119,183 
Located vrith Indian scrip 2,200 
Located with float scrip under Act of Maarch 17, 1862 80 
Granted for Militaiy Services H.,099,825 
Sixteenth-section grant 1,014,331 
Five-hundred-thousand-acre grant 535,473 
University grant 45,928 
Agricultural College grant 204,309 
Agricultural College scrip locations (by other states) 259,040 
Five-section grant 3,200 
Saline grant 46,202 
Swamp lands (including 321,976 acres of indannity lands, 
but not the equivalent acreage for cash indemnity) 1,195,833 
Des Moines River improvenent lands 1,161,513 
Granted for railroads 4,360,046 
Reproduced from Lokken, Roscoe L, Iowa City, The State Historical 
Society of Iowa, 1942. p. 267. 
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Table 86, Value of fai*m land In La Grange and Lincoln 
Tovnshlps, Harrison County, Iowa, 19-41 to 1956,® 
Years 
19a-19/^ 
19A5-194S 
19A9-1952 
1953-1956 
La Grange 
1,^67,585 
1,440,318 
1,381,712 
1,367,725 
Lincoln 
1,365,193 
1,H2,860 
1,253,765 
1,191,612 
®An assessment is made every four years for land. 
This does not include buildings nor other equipment. Years 
19^1-1952 from auditor's office} 1953-1956 from assessor's 
office of Harrison County, at Logan, Iowa, 
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Table 87. Calculated soil loss on Farm No. 1 with present rotation. 
No, acres Loss 
Field Soil Slope in field of each 
no. type each soil type acre 
Total loss Total 
each type field 
soil per field loss 
Com-Oats-Sweet clover 
Total CCOMM rotation 
Average CCOMM rotation 
Total soil loss 
Average soil loss per acre 
5 Monona 6 12 16.64 199.68 199.68 
7 Monona 10 8.8 50.31 442.728 1026.917 
Ida 20 A 83.07 332.28 
Ida 16 1.6 157.-W3 251.909 
8 Napier A 9 8.55 76.5 76.5 
9 Monona 10 5 50.31 251.55 1256.852 
Monona U U 103.428 412.712 
Ida 16 3.5 157.443 551.05 
Ida 20 .5 83.07 a.54 
10 Monona 6 12 16.64 198.68 199.68 
Total COSw cl rotation 3559.629 
Average COSw cl rotation 59.327 
Cont-Com-Oats-Sweet clover 
2 Monona 6 9 33.28 299.52 350.76 
Monona 10 3 67.08 51.24 
11 Monona 6 8.5 33.28 282.88 457.32 
Monona 10 .5 67.08 33.54 
Ida 12 1 40.9 140.9 
1 Napier U 1.2 11.8 14.16 966.90 
Ida 16 5. 161.46 807.30 
Monona 10 5.8 26.8 I55.U 
Total CCOBw cl rotation 1774.98 
Average CCOSw cl rotation 65.74 
Com-Cca:n-Oats-Meadow-Meadow 
U Ida 20 13 129.589 1684.66 
6 Napier A U 2.975 11.900 
1696.56 
99.8 
7631.169 
73.376 
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Table 88. Calculated soil loss on Farm No, 2 with present rotation. 
No. acres Loss Total loss Total 
Field Soil Slope in field of each each type field 
no. type each soil type acre soil per field loss 
28 a acres in Com-Com-Oats-Sw cl 
1 Napier 6 6.0 5.9 35.A 
Monona 13 6.2 A6.8 290.16 
Monona 16 A.5 6ii.6l 290,745 
Ida 20 5.3 110,76 587,028 1203.373 
7 Napier 3 1,0 3.8 3.8 
Monona 10 A.5 33.5A 150,93 
Ida 16 .5 80,73 40.365 195,095 
62 acres in Coro-Oats-Sw cl 
U Napier 6 10.0 ^.75 47.50 
Monona 13 11.-4 35.1 400,14 
Ida 20 3.6 83.07 257,517 705.157 
9 Napier 6 7.2 34.20 
Monona 6 l.A 8,32 11,648 
Monona 13 U.6 35,1 532.46 
Ida 16 1.8 87.22^ 645.532 
8 Monona 16 12.0 ^.it575 48.457i 
U acres in Corn-Oats-Meadow 
10 Napier 6 3.0 4.5 13.5 
Monona 11 1.0 19.2-4 19.24 32,74 
Total soil loss 2830,315 
Average soil loss per acre of land that erodes 
Average soil loss per acre of land farmed 
30.1097 
2A.1907 
^Twenty-three additional acres of farm land had this rotation. These 
acres are on Homick soil which has no soil loss. Some sweet clover was 
left over each year for pasture in small plots. 
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Table 89. Calculated soil loss on Faim No, 3 with present rotation. 
No. acres Loss Total loss Total 
Field Soil Slope in field of each each type field 
no. type each soil type acre soil per field loss 
C om-Oat s-S weet clover 
1 Napier 0 5 0 
Napier 3 10 5.7 57 57 
7 Napier 3 2.5 5.7 U.25 89,715 
Monona 10 1.5 50.31 75.465 
Total COSw cl rotation soil loss U6.715 
Average COSw cl rotation soil loss 7,372 
C om-Oats -Mead ow-Meadow 
6 Napier 3 21 5,7 119.7 319.7 
2 Monona U 3.7 57,72 213.564 
Monona 12 9 64.935 584.415 
Ida U 11.5 329.285 1440.778 2424,927 
Shelby U 1.8 103.428 186.170 
5 Napier 3 1 1.277 1.277 
Monona 10 19 10.906 207.214 466.24 
Monona 12 1 17.136 17.136 
Ida U 9 27.846 250,614 
Total COMM rotation soil loss 3010.867 
Average COMM rotation soil loss 39.10 
Corn-Oats-ileadow 
3 Napier 3 .5 3.8 4.56 
Napier 0 1.2 0 
Monona 6 11.5 9 103.5 
Monona 11 3. 29.6 88.8 611.547 
Monona 12 6.5 33.3 216.45 
Ida U 2.3 86.19 198,237 
4 Monona 6 27.5 9 247,5 
Monona 10 3.5 25.8 90.3 337.8 
Total soil loss 
Average soil loss per acre' a 
a06.972 
27.02 
^Allowing one-third less for land naturally on contour average loss 
per acre is 22,5 tons. 
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Table 90. Calcnilated soil loss on Farm No. 1 with revised rotation. 
No. acres Total loss 
Field Soil Slope in field of Loss tons each type 
no. type each soil type per acres of soil 
59 acres in Com-Corn-Oats-Meadow-Meadow 
2 Monona 
Monona 
6 
10 
9 
3 
.323 
.813 
2.907 
2.439 
5 Monona 6 12 .323 3.876 
6 Napier U 4 .U9 .596 
8 Napier U 9 .U9 1.341 
10 Monona 6 12 .323 3.876 
11 Monona 
Monom 
Ida 
6 
10 
12 
8.5 
.5 
1 
.323 
.813 
1.717 
2.746 
4.065 
1.717 
Loss 
Loss 
on terraced fields 
on terraced fields per acre 
23.563 
.399i 
52 acres in Corn-Oats-Meadow-Meadow 
1 Napier 
Ida 
Monom 
U 
16 
10 
1.2 
5 
5.8 
.9a 
16.953 
5.A53 
84.765 
31.627 
k Ida 20 13 23.259 303.367 
7 Ida 
Ida 
Monona 
20 
16 
10 
U 
1.2 
8.8 
23.259 
16.953 
5.A53 
93.036 
20.34^ 
4-7.986 
9 Ida 
Ida 
Monona 
Monona 
20 
16 
10 
U 
.5 
3.5 
5 
k 
23.259 
16.953 
5.4-53 
8.568 
11.679 
59.336 
27.265 
34.272 
Loss 
Loss 
on non-terraced fields 
on non-terraced fields per acre 
732.677 
13.705 
Total soil loss 
Average soil loss per acre 
736.240 
6.633 
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Table 91. Calculated soil loss on Farm No, 2 with revdsed rotation. 
No. acres Loss Total loss Total 
Field Soil Slope in field of each each type field 
no. type each soil type acre of soil loss 
94- acres in Com-Oats-Meadow-Meadow 
1 Napier 6 6.0 .9a 5.646 
Monona 13 6,2 7.56 it6,872 
Monona 16 4.5 10.ii^75 47.138 
Ida 20 5.3 16.953 89.85 189.506 
K Napier 6 10.0 .9a 9.a 
Monona 13 U.4 7.56 86.184 
Ida 20 3.6 23.259 83.732^ 179.3264 
9 Napier 6 7.2 1.7976 12.9427 
Monona 6 1.4 2.15 3.01 
Monona 13 14.6 7.56 110.376 
Ida 16 1.8 16.953 30.5154 156.84a 
7 Napier 3 1.0 .6384 .6384 
Monona 10 4.5 5.453 24.5385 
Ida 16 .5 16.953 8.4765 33.6534. 
8 Monona 16 12.0 10.475 125.70 225.70 
10 Napier 6 3.0 1.7976 .53928 
Monona 11 1.0 4.9735 4.9735 6.51278 
Total soil loss 691.5427 
Average soil loss per acre of land that erodes 7.3568 
,a 
Average soil loss per acre of land farmed 5.9106 
^Twenty-three additional acres of farm land is Homick soil which has 
no soil loss. This has a com-corn-oats-meadow rotation on fields 2, 3» 
5, and 6 of 6, 5| 6, and 6 acres, respectively. 
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Table 92. Calculated soil loss on Farm No. 3 with revised rotation. 
No, acres Total loss Total 
Field Soil Slope in field of Loss tons each type field 
no, type each soil type per acre of soil loss 
1 
7 
6 
Napier 
Napier 
Napier 
Monona 
Napier 
40 acres in Com-Com-Oats-Meadow 
,638 0 
3 
3 
10 
5 
10 
2.5 
1.5 
.6384 
5.453 
3 21 .6384 
Total CCCM rotation soil loss 
Average CCCM rotation soil loss 
112 acres in Corn-Cats 
6.384 
2.2344 
8.18 
13.4064 
Total CCMM rotation soil loss 
Average COMM rotation soil loss 
6.384 
10.414 
13.4064 
30.2048 
.775 
2 Monona 21 3.7 4.9735 18.402 
Monona 12 9 5.595 50.355 
Ida 14 11.5 13.923 160.115 248.920 
Shelby- U 1.8 11.138 20.048 
3 Napier 0 .5 
Napier 3 1.2 .6384 .766 
Monona 6 11.5 .7976 20.672 
Monona n 3.0 4.9735 14.921 
Monona 12 6.5 5.595 36.368 104.749 
Ida u 2.3 13.923 32.022 
4 Monona 6 27.5 .1798 4.943 
Monona 10 3.5 .5453 1.909 6.852 
5 Napier 3 1 .6384 .638 
Monona 10 19 5.453 103.607 
Monona 12 1 5.595 5.595 235.247 
Ida 14 9 13.923 ]25.307 
595.768 
5.319 
Total soil loss 626.083 
Average soil loss per acre 4.119 
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Table 93. Field layout and crop yield for 1951 on Farm No. 1. 
Field 
no. Crop Acres^ Production 
1 Sweet clover 6.3 Pasture 
1 Com 5.0 150 bu. 
2 Com 5.0 425 bu. 
3 Pasture (timber) 33.0 
U Alfalfa 9.7 29.1 tons 
5 Hay u.u 2.2 
6 Oats 4.00.0 bu. 
7 Alfalfa 2.5 Pasture 
8 Com 10.3 412.0 bu. 
9 Com 12.0 4B0.0 bu. 
10 Corn Z2.,2 366.0 bu. 
11 Oats 32.3 307.0 bu. 
:i2 Timothy - alfalfa pasture 2.0 
13 Com 13.0 650.0 bu. 
57 acres com total = 24S3 bu. Total equivalent = 2887 bu, 
29 acres oats total = 707 bu. Converted = ^04. bu. corn 
12,1 acres hay total = 31.3 tons 
Rotational pasture = 10.8 
Permanent (wooded) = 33.0 
A3.8 
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Appendix D 
Total 9A. Total livestock investment, short-teim loan investment, breeding stock Investment, gross 
income, total expenses and net incane for a combination of hogs, dairy cows and yearling 
steers, wintered, pasttired, and finished in dry lot under steady prices for Farm No, 2, 
Year 
Total 
livestock 
investment 
Short-term 
loan 
investment 
Breeding 
stock 
investment 
£xT}enses 
Gross Grain 
income cost 
Forage 
cost Taxes Fences 
Total 
expense 
Net 
inccme 
1952 $ 203 $2221 $ 6781 12425 1 491 ^^316 $117 $33A8 $3433 
1953 3:120 811 2309 6732 2290 5U9 321 117 3277 3465 
195^ 3930 1622 2318 7A53 1772 327 117 3360 4093 
1955 A793 2635 2058 7770 1752 972 332 117 3173 4597 
1956 5408 3U6 1962 8ru 1779 94.7 332 117 3175 i^939 
1957 5961 A05A 1907 8860 1762 875 332 117 3086 577A 
1958 6317 U59 1858 9366 1787 893 332 117 3129 6237 
1959 6063 4256 1807 9633 1779 828 332 117 3056 6577 
I960 6164. 4256 1908 9822 1800 929 332 117 3178 664A 
1961 6570 4.662 1908 9822 1775 929 332 117 3153 6669 
1962 6570 4662 1908 10228 1805 929 332 117 3183 70A5 
1963 6570 4.662 I9O8 10228 1792 882 332 117 3123 7105 
196^ 6570 4.662 I9O8 10228 1815 911 332 117 3175 7053 
1965 6570 4-662 I9O8 10228 1796 911 332 117 3156 7072 
1966 6570 4.662 I9O8 10228 ISZJ, 911 332 117 3184 704A 
1967 6570 4.662 1908 10228 1798 882 332 117 3129 7099 
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P R E S E N T  F A R M  P L A N  
R E V I S E D  F A R M  P L A N  
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Figure 9A. Net income on Farm No. 1 using System 3 with 
dropping prices. 
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PRESENT FARM PLAN 
REVISED FARM PLAN 
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Figure 95. Net inccme on Farm No. 1 using System 4 with 
dropping prices. 
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Figure 96. Net income on Farm No, 1 using System 5 with 
dropping prices. 
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PRESENT FARM PLAN 
REVISED FARM PLAN 
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Figure 97. Net income on Farm No. 1 using System 6 with 
dropping prices, 
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PRESENT FARM PLAN 
REVISED FARM PLAN 
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Figure 98, Net income on Farm No, 1 using System 7 vdth 
dropping prices. 
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REVISED F ARM hLAN 
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Figure 99. Net inconE on Farm No, 1 using System 8 with 
dropping prices. 
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FigTore 100. Net income on Farm No, 1 using System 9 with 
dropping prices, 
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101, Net income on Farm No, 1 using System 1 under revised farm plan 
and System 10 under present farm plan with dropping prices. 
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Figure 102, Net income on Farm Wo. 1 using System 2 under revised 
farm plan and System 10 under present farm plan with 
dropping prices, 
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Figure 103. Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 3 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 104. Net income on Faim No. 2 using System 4-
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 105. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 5 
with dropping prices . 
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Figure 106. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 6 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 107. Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 7 
with dropping prices, 
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Figure 108. Net income on Farm No, 2 using System 8 
with dropping prices, 
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Figure 109. Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 9 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 110. Net income on Farm No. 2 using System 1 under revised 
farm plan and System 10 under present farm plan with 
dropping prices, 
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Figure 111. Net income on Fara Ko. 2 using System 2 under revised 
farm plan and System 10 under present farm plan vdth 
dropping prices. 
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Figure 112. Net income on Farm No, 3 using System 1 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 113. Net income on Farm No. 3 using System 2 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 11^. Net income on Farm No. 3 using System 3 
\^d.th dropping prices. 
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Pigirre 115. Net income on Fam No. 3 using System 4. 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 116, Net income on Farm No, 3 using System 5 
with droppir^ prices. 
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Figure 117. Net income on Farm No. 3 using System 6 
with dropping prices. 
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Figiire 118. Net incone on Farm No. 3 using System 7 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 119. Net income on Fam No. 3 using System 8 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 120. Net income on Farm No. 3 usirg System 9 
with dropping prices. 
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Figure 121. Net income on Farm No, 3 using System 10 
with dropping prices. 
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Appendix F 
Table 95. Additional building requirement for livestock under present system. 
Farm No. 1 Farm No. 2 Farm No. 3 
I IM l l l l l«  I I  •  l l»l  I • • •••Wil l  ••  • "  '  - '  b  
Livestock systan Additional space Additional space Additional apace 
Cattle Hogs Cost Cattle Hogs Cost Cattle Hogs Cost 
No, No, Dollars No, No. Dollars No, No. Dollars 
1. Yearling (pastured) 
dairy — — — — 7s 2 698 
2. Yearling (fed on pasture) 
dairy ~ — — — — 8s 1 673 
3. Yearling (pastured) 58 6 31^  7b K 892 10s - 720 
A. Yearling (fed on pasture) 5s 6 917 9s 3 939 lis - 792 
5. Calves (pastured) 6c 5 821 9c 2 698 11c - 616 
6. Calves (fed on pasture) 6c U 780 8c 3 739 10c - 560 
7. Beef cows 5C 7 114A 7C 6 1233 13C 1 1306 
8. Dairy cows — 10 970 — 10 970 —- 8 679 
®Hogs are in each system, 
^s = steers; c = feeder ceilvesj C = cows. 
Table 
Year 
1952 
1953 
1954 
1955 
1956 
1957 
1958 
1959 
I960 
1961 
1962 
1963 
1964 
1965 
1966 
1967 
352 
The fertilizer cost for the three farms from 1952 to 1967 
with dropping prices. 
Farm No, 1 Farm No, 2 Farm No. 3 
$279 $350 U94 
278 as 506 
329 283 3a 
319 268 343 
278 275 373 
254 285 399 
301 269 373 
285 258 298 
295 269 348 
255 282 443 
303 269 340 
273 258 282 
272 269 396 
280 282 ao 
319 269 325 
303 258 331 
353 
Table 97. The cost of grass and legume seeding for the three farms 
from 1952 to 1967 with dipping prices. 
Year 8. Farm No, 1 Farm No. 2^ Farm No, 3^ 
1952 $2^5 ^66 $329 
1953 190 A57 387 
195-C 209 226 218 
1955 202 250 281 
1956 212 220 3U 
1957 183 236 229 
1958 179 199 26iV 
1959 184 228 2-49 
I960 191 206 238 
1961 IBU 228 294 
1962 IBA 199 257 
1963 169 228 18A 
196A 191 206 301 
1965 177 228 286 
1966 191 199 191 
1967 18A 228 257 
fixture of bromegrass-alfalfa. 
fixture of sweet clover, bromegrass and alfalfa. 
Table 98, Capital requirements in 1967 on Farm No, 1 using 1952 prices. 
Livestock system 
Present cropping plan 
Crop expense $264B $ 2653 $2686 $2691 $ 2657 | 2711 $270^ 
Livestock expense 2005 195A 2016 1948 2070 2087 31 
Livestock investment 2568 2721 2390 2523 3090 2519 
Taxes 187 187 187 187 187 187 187 
Total capital except machinery 74.08 7515 7279 7349 8004 7504 2922 
Consez^ation plan 
Crop expense 3050 3060 3068 3140 3032 3232 3245 
Livestode expense 1574 1260 1494 1256 2004 1950 31 
Livestock investment 5770 6533 4580 5186 7929 5U1 -
Taxes 230 230 230 230 230 230 230 
Total capital except machinery 10624 11073 9372 9812 13195 10533 3506 
Investment difference 
Crop expense 402 397 382 831 456 501 5a 
Livestock expense 
-431 -694 -522 -692 -66 -137 -
Livestock investment 3202 3822 2190 2663 4839 2622 -
Total capital except machinery 3116 3558 2093 2463 5191 3029 584 
VJl 
Table 99. Capital requirements in 1967 on Farm No, 2 using 1952 prices 
Livestock system 
3 A 5 6 7 8 9 
Present cropping plan 
Crop expense $ 2^36 1 2500 e 2529 1 2529 $ 2498 $ 2550 $2681 
Livestock expense 1876 1830 1885 1808 1992 2004 37 
Livestock investment 2773 3128 2484 2628 3532 2610 
Taxes 316 316 316 316 316 316 316 
Total capital except machinery 7^51 nu 7214 7281 8338 7480 3034 
Conservation plan 
Crop expense 2939 2939 3047 3047 2957 2101 3316 
Livestock expense 1978 1647- 2057 1687 2452 2422 37 
Livestock investment 6783 79U 5418- 6101 9066 5864 — 
Taxes 332 332 332 332 332 332 332 
Total capital except machinery 12032 12832 10854 11167 14807 11719 3685 
Investment difference 
Cirop expense 553 439 518 518 459 551 635 
Livestock expense 102 -183 172 -111 460 418 -
Livestock Investment 4010 4786 2934 3473 5534 3254 -
Total capital except machinery A581 5058 3640 3886 6469 4239 651 
Table 100, Capital requirements on Farm No, 3 in 1967 under a conservation plan using 1952 prices. 
Livestock system 
1 2 3 A 5 6 7 8 9 
Crop expense^ 1 3936 $ 3936 $ 3936 $ 3936 $ 4054 1 4018 $ 3918 1 4125 #4162 
Land taxes 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 306 
Livestock expense 2330 2056 2319 1974 2434 2023 2638 2685 -
Additional buildings® 47 58 50 50 25 31 98 76 -
e Fences lU lU lU 114 114 114 114 114 18 
Value of breeding stock 2563 2308 U55 1104 1304 1004 8929 5893 -
Feeder cattle U05U 5068 5069 6689 5276 5037 - - -
Total capital except machinery 13350 138^6 132^8 ia73 12513 12533 16003 13199 4486 
^Includes fertilizer, all crep and haying cost and machinery upkeep, 
^Includes such expenses as equipment and building upkeep, veterinary and protein feed. 
^Average cost per year, 
'^The machinery investment for 1952 was $A325. 
